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In Our 96th Year

Full Ballot
In Store For
Election Here
A full lineup of hopefuls will face voting
participants in the November 4 general
election here in Calloway County, according to a sample ballot released by
County Court Clerk Marvin Harris.
Two precinct changes have been made
since the last election, according to Harris.
Murray District Number Four will vote at
Dyrain Taylor Chevrolet, and Lynn Grove
will vote at the Lynn Grove Skating Rink.
Persons who are already registered, and
do not know where they vote should call
the clerk's office, Harris said.
For governor, Republican candidate
Robert Gable will face Gov. Julian Carroll
for the executive mansion of the state.
Second in line, Shirley Palmer-Ball will
represent the GOP against Demo Thelma
Stovall for the lieutenant governor's post.
Republican Hilda Jones and Di-ex Davis
will vie for the office of Secretary of State,
and Democrat George Atkins will face
Dick Combs for auditor. Republican Joe
Whittle and Robert F. Stephens will square
off for the office of attorney general.
Democrat Frances Jones Mills and
Larry Perkins are competing for the state
treasurer's job, and GOP candidate James
Taylor will face Dr. James Graham for
superintendent of. public instruction._
In the race for commissioner of
agriculture, Republican J. Robert Miller
will face Democratic hopeful Tom Harris;
and Joseph E. Lambert and Democrat
Martha Layne Collins will run for clerk of
the court of appeals.
For railroad commissioner, Robert J.
Bradley and Democrat Dick Fryrnire will
run. Democrats Richard Weisenberger,
Kenny Imes, Ron Christopher, James M.
Lassiter and Frances Wilson Shea are
unopposed in the respective races for
senator, representative, commonwealth
iger
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In Ward A, Murray city council
democratic candidates Loyd Arnold, Buel
Stalls, Phillip Tibbs, Dave Willis, Art Lee
and Ed Chrisman are unopposed, while
Republican John Neubauer will try to
defeat one of the six candidates in Ward B
on the Demo ticket: Melvin Henley,
William Furches, C. C. Lowry, Howasd
Koenen, Tom Rushing and Woodrow Rickman.
Don Jones is unopposed for the office of
city prosecutor, and Melissa Easley faces

The department said its index of leading
economic indicators, a composite of a
dozen statistics, dropped nine-tenths of 1
per cent in September, in contrast to an
eight-tenths of 1 per cent advance in
August.
The decline, however, was not a sure
signal of a halt in economic recovery. Only
11 of the 12 items in the index were
available for the September report, and
the index is subject to later revision.
The August increase, for example, was
initially reported last month as no change.

Clearing and Cooler
Partial clearing an cooler tonight, low
in the upper 304. Sunny and cool Thursday,
high in the low to mid 50s. Friday partly
cloudy and mild.

26 Pages

Wo man s Club will continue tonight and Thursday,from 6 p. m. to 10 p. nt, at the
allu
County Fairgrounds.

wet,

no opposition for city school board.
Hazel voters will also vote for five
councilmen, out of a field of several:
Nancy McClure, Edward Hudson, Ralph
Richerson, William Pratt, Preston Oliver,
Ira Morgan, Cy Miller, Glen Barnett and
Janice Wilkerson. John Shendock is
unopposed as city judge of Hazel.
Two constitutional amendments will
also be voted on by state citizens. The first
asks "Are you in favor of amending the
Constitution of the Commonwealth ( by
repealing the present sections 109 through
139, 141, and 143, and enacting in lieu
thereof sections 109 through 124) to revise
the Judicial Branch of Government by
establishing one Court of Justice composed of a Supremem Court, a Court of
Appeals, a trial court of general
jurisdiction known as the circuit court, and
a trial court of limited jurisdiction known
as the district court, but retain the nonjudicial powers and duties conferred upon
the county judge and justices of the peace;
providing for the location, composition,
administration and jurisdiction of such
courts; providing for the eligibility, term
of office, election, removal, filling of
vacancies, prohibited activities, compensation, and retirement of judges of
such courts; providing for the election,
selection and removal of the clerks of such
courts and providing a schedule of transition for those judges in office on the effective date of the amendment?"
The second proposed amendment asks
"Shall Section 170 of the Constitution be
amended,to include as property exempt
from taxation, real property maintained
as the permanent residence of the owner,
who is 65 years of age or older, up to the
assessed valuation of $6,500 on said
residence on contiguous real property,
eadigfor assessment for special benefits.
The real property may be held by legal or
egelhelale title, by entireties, jointly,
common, as a condominium, or indirectly
by stock ownership or membership
representing the owner's or member's
proprietary interest in a corporation
owning a fee or leasehold initially in excess of 98 years. The exemption shall eon')
only to the value of the real property
aseessable to the owner or, in case of
ownership through stock of membership in
a corporation, the value of the proportion
which his interest in the corporation bears
to the assessed value of the property"
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Many surprises await those who venture inside the Haunted House.

Be careful in the Operating Room. ou might become an unwilling victim of
the mad surgeons.

The younger set can also have a good time with the football toss, going fishing,
bobbing for apples or any of several other activities outside the Haunted House.

Municipal League Gives Endorsement To
Judicial Amendment After Revenue Assured
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API — The executive director of the Kentucky Municipal
Leegue said the group endorsed a proposed constitutional amendment to
reorganize the state's court system after
being assured that legislation would be introduced to prevent -serious revenue
losses" in some cities.

Originally, the league took no position on
dicate business's ability to meet short- the proposed amendment because it would
term obligations.
"remove all revenues from the cities and
Other factors pushing the index down- would produce a serious budget defect
ward were a higher lay off rate in problem in many cities" unless there were
manufacturing, a smaller volume of con- legislative safeguards.
tracts and orders for factories and equipExecutive Director Mike Amyx said if
ment, lower stock prices, a lower volume
of new orders of consumer products the amendment is approved by the voters
received by manufacturers and their sup- Nov. 4 and the proposed bill is not passed
pliers and a lower money supply after ad- in the General Assembly, all fines and
court revenues will be lost by cities.
justment for the effects of inflation.
The bill will be introduced by Sen Joe
The indicator unavailable for the September report was the change in the Graves, R-Lexington, and Rep. Joe
volume of business inventories on hand or Clarke, D-Danville, according to Amyx,
who said they are considered "influential"
on order.

members of the legislature.
"The bill would return to the cities all
fines collected for offenses for violations
that occur within the city's corporate
boundaries," Amyx said. "In other words,
if Joe Doe is cited for a traffic violation in
Frankfort, any fine collected would be
returned to the city. If he put up court costs

or bond, the latter revenues would go back
to the state."
Under the amendment, the state would
assume financial responsibility for all
court systems. All judges with judicial
duties would have to be lawyers, and a
system of district courts would be created
to replace local judges.

"The prospect without the bill, which
has been endorsed by both candidates for
governor, would have been that there
would be a serious revenue loss in a number of cities," he said. "Currently, cities
have the responsibility for paying for local
judicial systems, salaries for municipal
Judges and so forth.

Kreskin Entertains Over 1,000
With Performance At University
By STEVE W. GIVENS
Ledger & Times Writer
It's entirely possible that the mentalist
Kreskin lost his usual two pounds per
performance last night in Lovett
Auditorium on the Murray State campus,
but almost none of the 1,000 plus crowd
wandered away.

Most analysts consider a three-month
trend in the indicator necessary to
establish the foreshadowing of a turnaround in the economy.
In another report, the department said
the nation's trade computed in its balance
of payments accounts showed $2.3 billion
surplus for the 3-month period ending in
September.
That was off from the $3.3 billion surplus
in the previous quarter and represented
the third consecutive quarterly surplus.
The department reported Tuuesday the
foreign trade surplus for September was
$976.4 million, compared to $1.04 billion in
August. That figure was for only one month and included military trade, which was
excluded from today's report.
The Commerce Department said its index of leading indicators was pushed
downward in September primarily by a
slower accumulation of liquid assets by
business.
Liquid assets are cash and items which
can be easily converted into cash. They in-
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Something For Everyone
At The Kappa Haunted House ,
00,4
The Haunted House, sponsored by the Kappa Department of the Murray 11

Leading Indicators
Decline In September
WASHINGTON (AP) — The government's index designed to anticipate future
economic trends sustained its first drop in
seven months during September, contradicting other signals showing continued
economic growth at least into next year,
the Commerce Department said today.
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Instead, it allowed itself to be probed,
analyzed, mystified, and amused by what
one individual could extract from it.
Kreskin was the second speaker in a
series of programs scheduled by the MSU
Student Government Association and was
by far the most popular of the year as
evidenced by the numerous applause and
climatic ending ovation.
Explaining early in the nearly threehour production that he -did not do
miracles and could not walk on water," the
slim performer dazzled the crowd by
solicting four rings, then joining them
together to the point he could twirl them
over his head in a gold chain.
Prior to the moment he explained that he
was not a fortune teller and could tune in
on anuther's thoughts only after
deliberately building up a rapport. "My
power is not beyond the normal and is not
supernatural. We have more than five
senses. I've just sophisticated another
sense to a high degree," he said later.
Dressed as colorfully as his warm-up
remarks with a red blazer, pink shirt,
striped tie, and co-ordinating slacks,
Kreskin named the entire hands of cards
drawn by two spectators while he was at
the opposite end of the stage with his back

Trap Shoot Planned
By Local Bass Club

urnecl. His first attempt consisted of a
mind-boggling 17 cards and the second
contained nine. Both were perfect.
Collecting the thoughts of the crowd, he
ihen named the destination and date of one
person's travel plan in December,
repeated the name of a girl friend of
another, and named the entire series of
numbers on two different individual's
license plates. Some of the ideas were
written on paper and collected in envelopes which were later checked to be
accurate, while many were simply related
by. Kreskin through his thoughts.
A native of New Jersey, Kreskin is still
single and in his mid-forties. He is a selfadmitted hyperactive individual who
"eats five meals a day and haven't gained
weight in years.
Kreskin is a Roman Catholic who earned
a minor degree in Catholic philosophy
while majoring in psychology at Seton Hall
University in South Orange, N. J. He
always has been an avid reader since
starting his career as a traveling magician
at age nine and today has his own personal
reference library of some 3,000 volumes.
A profound believer in ethical performances onstage, his only second of
anger came offstage when he spoke of
'individuals who attept to decetve the
public in his area of work. He had
previously warned the responsive crowd to
"beware when anyone begins talking of
t See Kreskin, Page 16)

The Murray Bass Club will sponosr a
trap shoot on Saturday and Sunday, Nov
1-2, at the Jackson Purchase Gun Club at
Coldwater.
Shells, hams andmoney will be awarded
ki the winning shooters and refreshments
will be available On the geotmds.
CHEAPER BY THE DCEZEN—A &els rehearsal was held last night for the Lill play t Calloway County High School. TO
A beginners' trap shoot will also be
held Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in Jeffrey gymnasium the comedy is entitled -Cheaper by the Dozen." Members of the cast are
'
s planned.
Becky Blackford, Johnny Brinkley, Gena Cleaver, Terri Erwin, Kathy Hardin& Danny Hutson,Kathy Jackson, Danny Kingins,
The shoot will be held from 10 a. m. until Sherry Snyder, Rick Spann,Sandra Stark, Kilt Stubblefield, Mike Thomas,.joe-lodd, Randy Walker,and Chuck Williams.
dark on Saturday and from I p. m until
dark on Sunday.
Staff Pilo bv Dv vi'd
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'Deco.A1311Hell-fire Priest
Uses Funeral
For Fund Drive
By Abigail Van Buren

4

Members and guests are pictured at the annual rush party
held by the Xi Alpha ['fella Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi at the
Ellis Community Center.

Bicentennial Theme Used Rush
Party, Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
The Xi Alpha Delta chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi met October 16
at the Community Center for
the annual rush party.
This year the Bicentennial
theme was used. Each girl
dressed in the style of her
favorite period in history.
Costume styles ranged from
pioneer times to the "good old
The social committee served
a mystery dinner. The menu
was composed of ordinary foods
with very strange names, such
as Mississippi River Coctail for
water. Each course was a
surprise and dessert might be
served first if the menu item
was guessed wrong.
The evening ended with a
fashion parade and the choosing
of the best costume, which was
won by Debbie Lyons. The door
prize was won by Linda
Haverstock.
Guests present were: Brenda
Estes, Linda Ford, Mitzi
Faulkner, Mary Graves, Debbie
Grogan, Linda Haverstock, and
Nancy WaLston.
Members present were: Ila
Brown, Carolyn Caldwell,
Peggy Carraway, Barbara
Chilcutt, Rowena Emerson,

Helen Foley, Vicky Holton, Sue
Ann Hutson, Debbie Lyons,
Martin, Jeannie
Shirley
Morgan, Joyce Thomas, Evelyn
White, Barbara Williams, and
Glenda Wilson.

Primary Class
Has Supper At
Grace Church
The Primary I (one) Sunday
School Class of Mrs. Joyce
Underhill, met for a fellowship
supper at the fellowship house
of the Grace Baptist Church.
This was held before the new
church year began.
Those attending were: Mr.
and Mrs. Leland Peeler, and
children Randy and Regina,
Mr. and Mrs. Dwain Jones and
daughter, Susan, Mrs. Daytha
Howell and children, Shelly,
Lennie, and Jay Bryan, Mrs.
Mary Harris and daughter,
Alishia, Mrs. Louise Bidwell
and granddaughter, Chrystie
Howard, and the hostess, Mrs.
Joyce Underhill and children,
Anita, Jeanette, and Paula.
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2001:a space odyssey
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DEAR SERIOUS: Don't move. Instead, move the bird to
the garage, basement, attic or some out-of-the-way place
where its X-rated monologue will not offend tender ears.
DEAR ABBY: I have this very dear friend I'll call
"Agnes." She's alone, so I invite her to my home for dinner
occasionally.,
Agnes is the sweetest, most generous person I know, but
she weighs about 400 pounds, and when she plops herself
down, she wrecks our furniture.
First she broke the springs in our new sofa. Another time,
she broke my husband's favorite rocking chair. Fortunately,
my husband is very handy, so he was able to repair the
chair. However, he has'instructed me to please invite Agnes
OUT for dinner in the future because he's worried about our
furniture.
I don't want to offend Agnes, but I don't want to take
any more chances with our furniture.
Is there a solution?
AGNES'FRIEND

Smith and Parker Vows
To Be Read Saturday

Starts TOMORROW!

ON
11,11111111111

DEAR ABBY: My husband retired recently and found
himself with very few pleasures and interests, so he bought
a myna bird. Now he spends all his time teaching the bird
dirty words and vulgar phrases.
Needless to say, a foul-talking myna bird is a source of
much embarrassment when I have my bridge club meetings
here. Also, it's a very bad example for my grandchildren
who visit me often.
I have asked my husband to please get rid of that bird,
but he refuses.
Please help me before I move in with my daughter and her
family
SERIOUS IN E. UGENE_,ORE

For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,
',end SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long, self-addressed, stamped
2041 envelope

Ends Tonite

Lady._

DEAR REVOLTED: I think he's a short-sighted
opportunist who believes in shooting the ducks while
they're flying.

DEAR FRIEND: Of course. Lucky you to have a
husband who's handy with repairs. Ask him to reinforce one
chair to accommodate Agnes. Surely tkat isn't too much to
do for the sweetest, most generous person you know.

.',ALLERALL
FUMW

DEAR ABBY. Yesterday, I attended the third funeral in
two months, and I promised myself I would not attend
another whose services were conducted by this minister.
Each time I was trapped for over an hour with a preacher
who started with the sins of Adam and Eve and worked his
way through the New Testament.
He said nothing to comfort the family and made no
mention of the deceased. Instead, he launched into a tirade,
calling everyone present "sinners" and predicting that the
world was going to hell because of its greed and selfishness.
Then he wrapped it up with a pitch to raise money for the
church's building campaign.
It was revolting!
People come to a funeral to pay their last respects to the
deceased, not to be bawled out by the preacher or to be
solicited for money.
What is your opinion of a minister who would take
advantage of a full house in the above manner?
REVOLTED IN ROANOKE

t;

Final plans have been will serve as matron of honor.
completed for the wedding of Her bridesmaids will be Mrs.
Miss Alesia Gail Smith, Dan Leslie and Miss Kim Smith
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. of Kirksey, Mrs. Ralph
James R. Smith of Murray Tesseneer of Louisville, Mrs.
Route Two, and Robert Lloyd Larry Becker, Hampton, Va.,
Parker, son of Mr. and Mrs. and Miss Susan Penrod.
James K. Parker of Nixon,
Little Miss Alison Leslie will
Texas.
be
the flower girl. The register
The candlelight ceremony
will be conducted by Rev. will be kept by Mrs. Larry Bell,
Charles Yancey in the ICirksey Murray.
United Methodist Church on
Daniel Dabelgatt, Corpus
Saturday, November 1, at seven Christi, Texas, will be the best
man. Groomsmen will be Dan
p.m.
Mrs. Greg Stoll of Paducah Leslie, Gordon Roden, Myron
will accompany Miss Susan Smith, Larry Bell, and Terry
Penrod from West Frankfort, Broach.
Ill., in a selection of songs.
All friends and relatives of the
Miss Smith's cousin, Mrs. 'couple are invited to attend the
Gordon Rodell of Fort Knox, ceremony.

Annual Prayer Breakfast Is Held
At Perkins By Murray B&PW Club
The Murray Business and -Graham, Betty Lou Hill, Laura
Professional Women's Club had Jennings, Tot McDaniel, Annie
its annual Prayer Breakfast in Nance, Katie Outland, Rubye
celebration
National Pool, Betty Riley, Opal Robof
Business Women's Week at the erts, Doris Rowland, Elizabeth
Perkins Pancake and Steak Slusmeyer, Madelle Talent,
House on Sunday morning, Lucille Thurman,Odelle Vance,
October 26.
Betty 0. Vinson, Euple Ward,
Hoyt Roberts, husband of Bobbie
Waters, Frances
Opal Roberts, state chairman of Whitnell, and Connie White.
the Committee of Business
Women's Week gave the convocation. Bobbie Waters gave
the devotion.
Rubye Pool, chairman of the
MATTIS BOY
local committee presided at the
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Mattis of
breakfast and introduced the
guests, Mr. Roberts and Mrs. 1311 Roberson Drive, Murray,
are the parents of a baby boy,
Katherine Bolte.
The tables were decorated Steven Peter, weighing seven
/
2 ounces, born on
with flower arrangements of pounds 111
red, white and blue with United Sunday, October 19, at 9:38 p.
4Lates flags to carry out the m. at the Murray-Calloway
National theme: "Bicentennial, County Hospital.
The father is the factory
perspective for women," and
the Murriy 'club: "Keep the representative for Batesville
Casket Company.
Liberty Bell Ringing."
Mrs. Catherine M. Van
Members present .,were:
Gussie Adams, Carrie Beale, Niman of Cincinnati, Ohio, is
Marion
Bucy,
Christine the paternal grandmother.

.8274.4.
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Wednesday, October 29
Haunted House, sponsored,
Kappa Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will be at
Calloway Fairgrounds from six
to ten p.m.

Social Committee of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will have a
welcome coffee hour for new
parishioners and present
members to get acquainted at- welve noon at Gleason Hall.

Thursday, October 30
Halloween
party
for
preschool through sixth grade
children of members of Oaks
Country Club will be at four p.
m. Please come in costume.

Horsemanship
Demonstration and saddle show will be
at Empire Farm,land Between
he Lakes, from'one to four p.
m.

Jim Sledd Is
Speaker For
Grace GAs

Halloween
party
for
preschool through sixth grade
of members of Murray Country
Club will be from 6:30 to 7:30 p.
m. Please come in costume.
Haunted House of Kappa
Department, Murray Woman's
Club, continues at Calloway
Fairgrounds from six to ten p.
m.
Stephen Spender, British
poet, essayist, and critic, will
speak at the C. S. Lowry Lecture Series at eight p. m. at the
Univereity School auditorium.
Readers Theatre will present
a "Halloween Horror Show" at
eight p.m. in the old recital hall
of MSU Fine Arts building.

S

Sportswear
One Group

The G. A. Girl's of Grace
Baptist Church sponsored Jim
Sledd as their speaker, at the G.
A. meeting held on October 27.
Mr. Sledd whose parents,
Rev. and Mrs. Maxwell Sledd,
missioniaries to Nigeria, told of
some of the things that the
people do in Nigeria and some
of the things that his parents do
as missionaries there.
He also showed some things
that they have in Nigeria which
included beautiful pieces of
clothing and hand carvings.
The G. A. leaders are Mrs.
Bonnie Hale and Mrs. Joyce
Underhill.

International debate will be at
University School auditorium at
1:30 p. m.

Mrs. Irrna
Club, spoke
club held a
(Penny) Wa

$5-$10-$15
One Group
1/
3 Off
.4•141

One Group 72 Off
One Group

Dresses
Wool Coats
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$1000
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Mademoiselle
Shop

Ellis Center will open at 10:15
a. m. for senior citizens with
table games at 1:30 p. m.

PARIS PATIENT
Lisa Valentine of New Concord has been dismissed from
the
Henry County General
"Cheaper By the Dozen" will
be the fall play to be presented Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
by the Calloway County High
PADUCAH PATIENT
School Drama Department at
Recently dismissed from
Jeffrey gym at 7:30 p. m.
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
was Harold Walls of Murray.
Friday, Octobeiii -Halloween party for children
of Moose Lodge members will
be at the lodge hall from six to
730 p. m.
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Downtown
Shopping
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MICHELSON'S
Jewelers
Murray

T

Friday, October 31
Halloween at Hematite, walk
around the lake, will start at the
Hematite Picnic Area, Land
Between the Lakes, at five p. m.

307 N.40

FREE

411.
•11•••
QM.

Your choice of a
$45 Diamond Necklace
or Ti. Tack with Any
Diamond
Purchase
Or
Layaway
z
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Of 1 0 or More
Wilderness Weekend will be
(:,day through Sunday in the
and Between the Lakes.
Register at Center Station with
fee being $10 per person.

•Huge Savings•Big Discounts•Buy Now and Save

THIS SALE ENDS 5 PM SUNDAY

Shopping for Dexter Senior
Citizens to Murray will be at
9:30 a. m.
Shopping for Murray Senior
Citizens to Roses and downtown
will be at 12:30 p. m.
Saturday, November 1
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will meet at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer, 820
North 19th Street, at seven p. mm.
Murray Shrine Club will have
its social dinner meeting at the
Triangle Inn at 6:30 p. m.

O.

111404
4
•
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CI,,,,.,

Wranglers Riding Club will
have its annual awards banquet
at the Carman Pavilion across
from Calloway County High
School at 6:30 p. m.

Choke

;474:4-

Murray Kiwanis Club's
Bicycle Safety Inspection and
Road-e-o will start with inspections at 8:30 a. m.and roade-o events at nine a. m. at the
Murray High School parking
lot.
Christmas craft demonstration will be at Brandon
Spring Group Camp in Land
Between the Lakes with
workshops at nine a. m. and one
p. m. Reservations are
required.
Sunday, November 2
-Kathy Lewis Blankenship;
soprano from C,armi, m., and
Murray, will present her senior
recital at two p. m. the Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Center
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Saturday, November 1
Old newspaper drive will be
held by Boy Scout Troop No. 77.
Call 753-3824 for address or
location of newspapers to be
picked up.

$8800
7

ply,cc:

Dance' for Big M Club
members and guests will be at
Murray Country Club from 9:30
p. m. to 1:30 a. m. with cost
being five dollars per couple.

Baptist Student Union, MSU,
will have work day to help
finance summer missionary
work. Call 753-5771.

DIAM ND
Your

C••••

440

MSU Women's Society will
have a chili supper and sock hop at the University School at 6:30
p. m.
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Mrs. LaFollette Discusses Work
Of Woman's Club At Kappcikeet

Mrs. Irma LaFollette, president of the Murray Woman's
Club, spoke at the meeting of the Kappa Department of the
dub held at tts,e dub house. On the right is Mrs. Robert L
(Penny) Warren,chairman of the Kappas:

For information
Regarding

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Nair)

Call 753-8856

307 N. 4th

.
The Kappa Department of the 5,000 meals were served.
Mrs.
s
project
the
of
Some
met
Murray Woman's Club
to the
October 14 at 7:30 p.m. at the LaFollette related
Murray
the
that
s
Kappa
Warren
vrith
Penny
use
clubho
participated
presiding. The inspiration was Woman's Club has
in the building of the Girl Scout
given by Cecelia Brock.
cabin, beginning the cafeteria
Mary Jo BarUsolomy in- program in the schools in
troduced Mrs.Irma LaFollette, conjunction with the PTA, the
president, of the general club, Senior Citizens program, the
who spoke on "Woman's Club development of the Calloway
and Its Function." She County Public Library, and the
discussed the role of the Murray Sigma kindergarten.
Woman's Club through the
Following a short business
years and what a difference it meeting,the Kappas met at the
would have made to Murray if Calloway County Fairgrounds
there had not been a woman's to make preparations for the
club.
Kappa Haunted House to be
r 28, 29, and 30.
The clubhouse has been used held Octobe
for the meeting
ses
Hostes
as a meeting place for many
Billington, Sandra
Peggy
community activities and civic were:
a Turnbow,
Sandr
s,
lisiger
club
organizations. During the
Thompson,
Ann
Brown,
Audrey
year 1946-47, over 10,832 people
Hine.
Judy
land
over
and
used the clubhouse,

Breaker-Specials
MOBILE (I2.-3B TRANSCEIVER
CHANNEL

$11995

Model
WV-23A

POWER

Christmas Tres Ornaments
Imstroctoo BooksTimis Rocket Corers

Findwvol_ _

Knitting 8. Crochet Yarns in Wool& Acrylic
Cross Stitch Quilts
Crewel Embroidery
Lath S. Hook Rugs
Cross Stitch
Paint & Needle Point & Afghan Kits

54"
52 ohms
1.5:1 or less
100 watts
NONE

$2495

Stasis
Loploge Rocks
Tapestry Tents

$6495

SPECIRCAT1ONS

Alto

"1911F _

Model
L8-23A

Overall Height
Feed po i nt
VSWR
Power Rating
Mounting Hole

A

753-6194

TRUNK LIP
Bell Polls
choir Seats
Pillows
Parses

SX-7
RADIO INSERTED

HE CAP;

Hours 9:30 to 5:30 Mon.-Sat.

Needlepoint

$13495

THE OPTIONAL SX-T MODULE, WITH REGULATED
POWER, CONVERTS THESE HIGH PERFORMANCE
ROBYN CB MOBILES TO BASE UNITS IN SECONDS
Save with this low cost nodule Simply slip your
Robyn Mobile into the attractive wood cabinetry of
SX-7 and you have an economical base station. Enjoy the convenience of this big EXCLUSIVE FIRST
ftom ROBYN.

GUEST SPEAKER
Mike Robertson, director of
the Baptist Student Union for
Murray State University, was
the guest speaker at the
meeting of the Baptist Women's
Missionary Union of the Graves
County Association held October 21 at the High Point
Baptist Church, Mayfield.

Thomas II

Reg. $154.95

liqlReg. $149.95
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Governor Julian

l
ol
rr
Ca
for Governor
After fourteen years of public service—five
consecutive terms as State Representative,
two terms as Specker of the House,
three years as Lt. Governor, and now,
serving as your Governor,
Julian Carroll believes that government is
accountable to its taxpaying citizens.
His philosophy for openness in government
and political campaigns is based on good
government being good politics

FAN-FORCED HEATER
Reg.
$19.95

Secretary of State Thelma Stovall is the
first woman ever to win the nomination
for Lt. Governor in Kentucky. A proven
record of public service and state
.government innovations head up Mrs.
Stovall's llst of accomplishments. Her
legislative commitments include
improved programs for the aged,the
youth and the working men and
women in Kentucky.

Thelma

II
Lieutenant

for
Governor

wasriliN0
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Brews 2-8 cups of coffee—a cup a minute! No
bitter perked or boiled
taste. Keeps coffee at
serving temperature. 5964
With 20 filters.
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Sensing The News

"Low Down"FROM

THE

By ANTHONY HARRIGAN

By JOE CRUMP

Execuhve VIce Prestdent

r A Cola mos for Readers Who Haven't Time to
Review the Congressional Record Daily)

United States Industrial Council

FOREIGN GLUTTING OF
U. S. FISHERIES HAS
It is very difficult to explain to the as is needed to get the job done; we have a
CONGRESS FUMING
American housewife that union feather- horrendous labor situation stemming from
SENATOR HENRY M. JACKSON
bedding on the railroads contributes to the loo many names on the payroll and steam- (Wash.) "I am pleased that Congress is
acting rapidly on much-needed legislation
high cost of the goods she buys.
era work rules."
Yet if union featherbedding could be
But the truth wasn't publicly stated. to protect America's fishery resources and
quantified in dollars and cents, there Thus the taxpayers are in danger, Mr. the American fishermen who earn their
would be a national protest that would Morgan said, of being obligated to "shore livelihood by harvesting those resources...
compel Congress to ban antiquated, costly up a tax-exempt, deficit-incurring "S.941, the Magnuson Fisheries
union work rules. With the abolition of railroad—the nation's biggest—forever." Management and Conservation Act, would
such rules, a giant step would have been
The problems of the nation's railroads extend the contigous fisheries zone of the
taken to restore the nation's railroads to are problems of labor and regulation.
United States to 200 nautical miles, and
fiscal health.
One railroad in the United States—the
At the moment, however, Congress isn't Florida East Coast Railway—has been
even considering a ban on featherbedding. able to escape from union control and
Instead, it is planning to spend billions of operate on the basis of manning
levels
the taxpayers' dollars to create a huge determined by its own management.
The city Of Murray will purchase a new
government agency, ConRail, to take over Operating with smaller
crews, and at compaction type truck for the Sanitation
bankrupt railroads in the Northeast and lower cost, the FEC has been a leader
in System. This will be the fourth vehicle to
Middle West. ConRail is a step in the safety while marking up impressive be added to the fleet of compactor trucks.
direction of all-out nationalization of the profits. But the price the Florida East
Deaths reported include Mrs. Anna Bucy
railroads. It also is a bottomless pit insofar Coast paid was a labor "war"
against the Kindred, New Concord, and Mrs. Bertie
as the taxpayers are concerned.
line, including bombings and other acts of Lee Morris, Hazel.
When the Penn Central went bankrupt, sabotage.
A six-building apartment structure on
Congress became alarmed. But instead of
Yet if America is to have a fully 20th the Oklahoma State University campus in
encouraging efficient, free enterprise century railroad system
in the final Stillwater has been dedicated in honor of
transportation services in the Penn decades of the 20th
century, Congress the late Ben Allen Brumley, Jr., a
Central area, it decided to retain as much must forbid union requirements
for 19th graduate of Murray High School, and
as possible of the transportation network century work rules. Taxpayer
subsidies whose children, Ben Allen Brumley III and
of yesteryear—at colossal cost to the won't create sound railroads. Indirect Dew Anna Brumley, reside in Murray.
taxpayers. In the words of Congress, it government control
Linda Jones, Terry Obert, Katie Kemp,
of rail lines will result
aimed at retaining "as much as possible, in political insistence on
retaining tracks Karen Alexander, and Jan Fee are new
existing patterns of service."
where tracks aren't economically officers of the College High 4-H Club.
This is an absurd objective,for, in many justifiable.
Kenneth Harrell spoke on "The
areas, truck transportation fills the bill.
The free market system must be allowed Mythology and History of the South" at the
No need exists to resurrect old-style to operate again in the
railroad industry. meeting of the Alpha Department of the
freight services.
This means lopping off unprofitable Murray Woman's Club.
In other areas,of course, there is a place branches and eliminating
unnecessary
for a modern, efficient railroad system labor. If this were to
happen, the reduction
carrying containerized freight and betik in transportation costs
would be felt by
cargoes such as coal. But an efficient every housewife.
railroad system cannot be created through
The possibility of natural gas for the city
the agency of federal spending, especially
of Murray was increased this week when
as Congress refuses to do anything about
the Texas Gas Transmission Company
union work rules fashioned in the age of
failed to oppose the application of Murray
steam.
for permission to build a system for the
The prospect the nation faces in the
Give us thi day our daily bread. city.
formation of ConRail has been accurately Matthew 6:11.
Mrs. Garnett Jones of Murray, Director
described by David P. Morgan, editor of
District I, presided at the fall roundup of
of
A recognition that all good
TRAINS Magazine. In an editorial capDistricts r and II of the Kentucky
tioned "The Con In ConRail," Mr. Morgan things come from God is the Federation of Business and Professional
noted that the group charged with studying beginning of wisdom. His best gift Women's Clubs held October 72 and 23 at
the rail situation should have returned to is the One who said "I am the Kenlake Hotel.
Capitol Hill and said: "We are beset with bread of life." Have you thanked
Births reported include a girl, Debora
approximately twice as much fixed plant God for Him?
Jean, to Mr. and Mrs. Roy FranIclirr
Crotzer, October 19, a girl, Mary Lisa, to
Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Ellis, October 26, and a
boy, Alfred Douglas, to Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Lindsey, October 26.
Mr. and Mrs. R L. Ward announce the
[The Murray Ledge, d Times is published
carriers. 52 25 per month payable in advance
engagement of their daughter, Annette, to
every afternoon •x eopt Sundays, July 4, Christ.
By moil in Calloway County and to Benton Nor,
Airman First Class Tommy Alexander,
rnai Day. New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
din. Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington Ky and
son of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Alexander.
Murray Newspapers. inc . 103 N 4th St.,
Paris. Buchanan ond Puryeor Tenn , S 12 50 per
A lesson on "Block Printing and StenMurray. Ky . 42071
yew. lby mail to Whirr destinations. 527.50 petSecond Class Postage Paid at Murrop.-IICV:-ciling" was presented by Mrs. Joe Baker
14207 I
Littleton at the meeting of the Creative
Member of Associated Press. Kentucky P?ess
•
Association and Southern Newspaper
Arts Department of the Murray Woman's
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In nreas served by
Publishers Association
Club. Mrs. V. E. Windsor, chairman,
presided.
TODAY'S TOPIC: THE CON IN CONRAIL

HARRIGAN
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Congressional Record
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would give the United States management
authority over anadromous fish spawned
in our waters throughout their migratory
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
range.
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to an"Much of the overfishing off our coasts swer questions and solve problems—fast.
is caused by large, highly efficient foreign If you have a question or a problem not
fleets—heavily subsidized or actually answered in these columns, write
owned by foreign governments...
HEARTL1NE, 8514 N. Main St., Dayton,
"In 1960, Soviet fishing vessels reported Ohio 45415. Senior citizens will receive
taking 68,000 tons of fish off Georges Bank. prompt replies. The most useful replies
By 1965, Soviet exploitation had expanded will be printed in this column.
to the Continental Shelf area of Georges
Heartline: I am 57 and have very little to
Bank down to the Chesapeake Bay and
their catch reached over half a million do with a lot of time to do it in. Can you tell
me if I have to be a member of a veterans
tons, far in excess of the U.S. catch.
"By 1970, several other countries had organization to volunteer my services in a
joined in the harvest and the foreign take Veterans' Administration hospital? R.F.
Answer: No, all that is required is a
grew to more than 1 million tons...
desire
to help hospitalized veterans. We
"The U.S. share began to decline and
today our fleets take only about 12 percent suggest you phone the voluntary Service
of the catch in the southern New England office at the nearest VA hospital if you'd
area and only 10 percent from the Georges like to help.
Heartline: I have recently lost much of
Bank area...
my
eyesight. What are the medical
-It is clear that the Russians are a
primary cause of the overfishing in the standards for "blindness" under the
New England area. I do not believe that Supplemental Security Income program?
New England fishermen shall be put out of — S.S.
Answer: To be considered blind, a
work or our coastal fisheries resources
destroyed simply because we want to get person must either have vision in the
along with Russia or any other country. better eye(with glasses) of 213-200 or less,
Detente should be based on mutual ac- OR "tunnel vision," which means that the
commodations and respect for each other field of vision in the better eye is not
national interests, not on giveways of greater than 20 degrees.
American natural resources such as fish
Heartline: I am 60 years old and not able
or grain...
to work at anything. I have asthma very
-I would point out that other nations are bad. I have not
worked enough quarters to
already asserting jurisdiction out to 200 be eligible to draw
Social Security. My
miles.
husband is 65 and drawing his social
"I expect that both the Senate (S.961) Security. Can I draw
a percentage of his
and the House H.R. 200j- will pass this benefit? — E.L.
legislation by a heavy margin. I hope that
Answer: No, you would have to wait
the President will sign it, despite the op- until you are 62 and then
you could draw 37
position of the State Department..."
per cent of your husband's benefits. The
++++
only exception to this is for widows, who
CRUMP'S GRASS
may draw at age 60.
ROOTS COMMENT
Heartline: Are you the people who have
Approximately 25 different stocks of fish written a Medicare handbook?
If so, could
are considered at a low level and you tell me how to obtain one?—
C.R.
threatened with depletion. Every
Answer: Yes, we are the ones. "HearAmerican has a stake in protecting this tline's Guide to Medicare"
is an easy-tonatural resource. We can follow the understand, question-and-an
swer booklet
example set by the foreign oil producers. on the problems of Medicare.
This booklet

will give explicit explanations on what you
are and are not covered for under
Medicare. You can order a book by sending $1.50 to Heartline's Guide to
Medicare, 8514 N. Main St., Dayton, Ohio
45415.
Heartline gives you helpful information
in the free leaflet, "Three Basic Types of
Health Insurance." For your copy, send a
long, Stamped, self-addressed envelope to
Heartline, 8514 N. Main St., Dept. 2,
Dayton, Ohio 45415.
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How To Reach
Your Elected Officials 1
Federal Level
U.S. Sea. Welter "Doe" Needlosten(
3327 Dieser
Westilagien, D. C. 20510
U. S. Sea. levadell N.
(D)
4121 Biases loning
treshinytoc, D. C. 20510
U.S. Rep, Carrel Nubian& k.(0)
423G.... Neese Office Surldlas
Wsseingtea, D. C. 20515
All U S Senators and Representatives
may be reached by telephone by dialing
202 224-3121 where a U S Capitol
operator will connect you with the official of your choice
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fmakfert. Ky.110161,
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Let's Stay Well

Oral Contraceptives
And Heart Attacks
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
A British research team that
originally found that oral contraceptives were occasionally
associated with blood clotting
disorders (thromboembolism)
has now published evidence that
such contraceptives may increase the chances of heart attacks, especially in women 40
years of age or older.
The British researchers,
headed by epidemiologist James
Mann. based their conclusions
on studies of 153 women under
the age of 50 years. compared
with a control group of 196 agematched women.
American authorities, while
agreeing with the conclusions
based on the statistical evidence,
feel that a larger group of
women need to be studied before
final conlu.sions can be drawn.

Also, many authorities feel that
the expanding study should include additional risk factors
commonly present in this older
age group of women, such as
high blood pre%ure, elevated
blood fat, diabetes mellitus, and
obesity
While the increased incidence
of heart attack in women 40
years and older associated with
oral contraceptive use is high
(5.7 times in those 40-44 years
over that of nonusers), the actual
number of pill-using women is
small(about 5 per cent of over-40
women use the pill).
The British Family Planning
Association does not recommend
against the oral contraceptives
for these older women because
they face an even higher risk
Iran pregnancy and its can-

plications.
The Food and Drug Administration has recently taken action
that labeling should include a
warning on oral contraceptives
for older women.
The executive director of the
American College of Obstretricians and Gynecologists, Warren
Pierce. M.D., observes that oral
contraceptives are accepted
forms of treatment available
from physicians. A decision
whether to use the pill should be
made on the advice between a
woman and her physician.
Q: Mrs. LL.. wants suggestions
to help her get the attention of
her three-year-old son who
seems not to listen or respond to
her requests.
A From the limited amount of

Regular Nescafd
Instant Coffee
In the red label.
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information which you have
given, your son's behavior may
be related to impaired hearing.
Be -sure to have him checked for
deafness by a physician Good
hearing is important in child
development.
Q: Mr. A.M. has a near relative
who has pernicious anemia and
asks if it is inherited.

I.

A: Pernicious anemia is not
regarded as an inherited disease. Rather, it is acquired and
results from the lack of an
enzyme in the stomach to utilize
vitamin B-12 which is necessary
to stimulate the bone marrow to
produce normal red blood cells.
Pernicious (primary) anemia is
no longer fatal but usually responds to modern treatment.
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Please send ma_ globe(s). I have enclosed my check or
money
order for 56 95 and one Nescafe inner seal for each globe.
Mail to: Globe, Box 9267, St. Paid, Minnesota 55192
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This 12" Replogle globe is
raise-reliefed and rests on a
molded stand. A $12.95 value,
yours for only $6.95 plus the
inner seal from any size jar of
Nescafe' Instant Coffee,
Regular or Decaffeinated.
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Allow up to 6 weeks tot delivery Good only
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The Family Lawyer

Entrapment

2.

And we'll save you 234.

roZ £Of9
Entrapment is not a valid deWith skid row robberies on the
rise, Officer Jenkins was lissigned fense to a criminal charge merely
to play the role of it decoy drunk. because the defendant happened
Dressed in tatters, he slumped to he caught by a trick.
-.Artifice and strategem.- the
against the wall of a downtown
alley to await developments.
Sure enough. a man came along
and went through his pockets. Rut
when Jenkins placed him under
arrest. the man called it foul play.
Afterward. in the couttibom. he
accused the police of "entrapment.- Hovvever. the court reiected this defense and founsi him
polity, The court said the,original_.
intent-to-steal was already in his
mind before he ever sass his supposed victim.

t.

United States Supreme Court has
suggested the idea in the first
said. "may be employed to catch
place.
those engaged in criminal enterOn the other hand, the lass doe,
prises."
object if the police plant the seed
Law enforcement officers may
of criminality in an innocent
not only "play possum," as Jen-,
mind. Suppose that a careless
kins did, but also take affirmative
driver, halted by an officer, is told
actiork,in gathering their evidence.
he can buy his way out with a
For example:
520 bill. If he hands over the
A postal inspector sent in • remoney and is then arrested fgr
quest for obscene pictures that-best bribery, he could indeed in\ ake
been advertised for sale. Again,
the defense of entrapment
in the trial that followed, the court
As one Judge observed. in deheld that the seller could not esploring the misuse_ of temptation;
cape punishment on grounds of
"HuMan nature is frail enonzh
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Today's
News In
Brief
GRANNIS, Ark. (AP) — A
Polk County Sheriff says he'll
"play it by ear" today when he
seeks to take- custody of sis
children who have failed to atend schgal. The children live
In a house where some 40 persons are awaiting the end of
he world and the arrival of
Jesus in this community of 177
persons. Sheriff A.L. Hadaway
was !old by Juvenile Court
Judge J.B. Stevenson to take
he children away from their
parents "by force if necessary." "I plan to play it by
ear," ;he sheriff said. He said
he would take the children to a
Mena, Ark., couple appointed
by he court to care for them
and enroll r hem in school.
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP)
— President Ford will give a
video(aped statement this week
on what he saw and heard
when Lynette Fromme allegedly :ried to kill him. U.S. Disrict Court-Judge Thomas MacBride refused on Tuesday to
hrow out his order directing
Ford to give the sworn testimony as a defense witness for
Miss Frornme. The office of
presidential counsel Philip
Buchen said Ford would answer questions from attorneys
in :he case at the White House
Friday or Saturday. Earlier
Tuesday in San Francisco, another federal judge entered an
innocent plea for Sara Jane
Moore, who is accused of firing
a shot at Ford outside a San
Francisco hotel Sept. M. Mrs.
Moore, 45, faces trial Dec. 15.

2light

DETROIT (AP) — General
Motors' earnings in the third
quarter rose nearly 15 times
higher than disastrous year-ago
levels to $243 million, marking
one of the most dramatic financial urnarounds in the auto giant's history. At the same time,
a still-struggling Chrysler Corp.
disclosed on Tuesday a record
hird-quarter loss of $79 million.
It was the fifth consecutive loss
period for the nation's No. 3
car company and pushed its
losses since the summer of 1974
to a record Ms minion. word
Motor Co., which releases its
'hird-quarter results on Thursday, is expected to show a decline in profits from last year.
American Motors Corp. reports
its results next month.
NEW YORK (AP) — A
scheduled nationwide strike by
American women today was expected to fizzle because of the
very thing the strike was supposed to demonstrate: the value of women's work. Spokespeople for women's organizations throughout the country
predicted that only small numbers of women would support
the National Organization for
Women's call to walk off their
jobs and refuse to perform
household chores.
BEIRUT, Lebanon 'AP) —
Street fighting raged around
Beirut's major tourist hotels today, and more than 100 foreigners and Lebanese were reported trapped in them. Security officials said at least 91 persons
were killed and 115 wounded in
the Christian-Moslem civil war
during the past 24 hours. But
there were many areas they
could not penetrate to recover
casualties.
MADRID,Spain(AP) — Generalissimo Francisco Franco
rallied again today but continued in grave condition, his doctors reported as government
leaders prepared for an orderly
transfer of his powers to Prince
Juan Carlos de Borbon. The
doctors announced late Tuesday
that the 82-year-old dictator's
condition had deteriorated
sharply and was "extraordinarily grave.".But a medical
bulletin at 7:30 a.m. reported
he was again "lucid," internai
hemorrhaging was responding
slowly to "intense and cons'.ant
treatment" and the conditan of
his failing heart was "5tabilized."
El. AAIUN, Spanish Si hara
AP) — Spain has Put its army
in the Spanish Sahara on the
alert, ordered a dusk-to-dawn
curfew and ordered native
troops disarmed in an attempt
to head off an uprising by Algerian-backed nationalists opposed to Spanish plans to transfer the colony to Morocco and
Mauritania. Spanish spokesmen
said the government feared
'terrorist' attacks" by the
Marxist .Polisirio Front, Wht&
wants independence for the
phosphate4rich. Colorado-size
territory on the northwest coast
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Steelers, Browns Get
Wins In Little League

Timeout With Brandon
By MIKE DIULPIDON
SIM riS

Preview Of First Region Cage Teams

Ready or not, basketball season is jut
about here.
Elementary school roundball opens next
week as the two Southwest girl's teams visit
East Monday. Then a week from this Friday,
the Calloway County Lakers will be playing in
the Carlisle County Jamboree.
Trying to figure out who will be the best
:earns in the First Region isn't an easy task,
at least this early in the season. But today,
we'll just sort of skim the surface a bit and not
go too far out on the limb.
First, let's look at our two local teams.
Calloway Count) has a schedule that rates
as )ough as anyone's in this part of the state.
Carlisle County, Marshall County, Mayfield,
Trigg County, Dawson Springs, Tilghman,
Henderson City, Cairo, St. Mary, Lone Oak
and Reidland are just some of the teams on
he Laker schedule.
Murray High, under new coach Cary Miller,
will also play a formidable schedule. Included
on he schedule are Trigg County, Tilghman,
Carlisle County, Marshall County, Mayfield,
Ballard ('ounty, Cairo, Henry County,
Christian County and several other good
)earns.
You'd have to say Murray High has a
chance of being one of the top teams in the
Region. Returning are 6-5 Bob Wilder, 6-4
David Frank, 6-4 Andrea Perry, 6-i_lindbey
Hudspeth, 5-8 guard Raymond Sinillnd 6-1
Donnie Williams. In addition, the Tigers have
some good "B" team players up and some
god underclassmen.
They might well be the biggest team around
the area, with the exception of Mayfield,
which will have to be considered as a threat in
the Region. Mayfield will be young but very,
very big. Freshman center Youngblood is

the most improved team in the Region as they
have added Benjy Synboten t who started at
Fteidland last year) to their already impressive squad, which includes Gene Roof
and Russ Cochran.
Calloway County will be hurting for the size
but the Lakers will return a host of fine
players including starters Fly Beane, Tommy
Futrell, David Williams and Mike Wells.
Finding a center will be the major problem
for Coach David King's Lakers.
So to sum it all up rather briefly, it looks
like it's going to be another pretty interesting
season of high school basketball. We'll be
going into a lot more detail and of course,
beginning next week, will start previewing
the I.Aters.

General Notes

Because of the rather obvious lack of space,
today's column will be rather short. So here
are just some general things going on:
-There are about 100 reserved bleacher
seats for the Murray State basketball season
that have not been sold. Anyone wantingoto
buy a reserved bleacher seat for the season
should contact Cal Luther, MSU ahtletic
director.
-The Murray State basketball team has
open scrimmages each Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
and the public is invited to attend free of
charge. Youngsters may bring cameras and
take pictures and get autographs of the
players.
-Next Saturday, the Racer football team
will close its home season against Austin
Peay. The day has been designated as "Little
League Football Day." Little League football
players from all over the Jackson Purchase
have been invited to attend and if the weather
permits, the youngsters are asked to wear
already 6-7.
their team jerseys.
perTilghman returns several top notch
-Anyone who still has a sports survey
and
Goodwin
Tyrone
guard
formers including
around somewhere can still send it in. I
laying
reserve
top
center James Greer along with
tallied up all the final results yet so
haven't
guard Brandon Warren. Marshall County has
get the surveys in soon.
back George Phelps and St. Mary might be

All TIED UP - Craig Crawford of the Browns finds himself ail
tied es es be can't get free to catch this pass because Willie liltord
of the Colts has different ideas.
(Sniff Pbstss y Mike Imendes)

Hardin And Miller Are
OVC Defensive Stars

The Steelers continued to
dominate play in Little League
football as they whipped the
Bears 18-0 Tuesday night in
Holland Stadium In the other
contest, the Browns slipped past
the Colts 12-6.
It was the fifth win in as many
games for the Steelers. They
have not been scored upon all
season.
For the first half, it was a
close game as the only touchdown was a 33-yard run late in
the second period by Charlie
Santagado and that gave the
Steelers a 6-0 halftime lead.
With 2:50 left in the third
period, Steeler quarterback
Darren Hooper scored from
three yards out and that made it
12,-0.
The final score came a minute
into the last quarter when
Santagado scored on a one-yard
run to make it 18-0.
Santagado had 93 yards in
total offense to pace the Steelers
while Tommy Workman added
38 yards for the Steelers who
had a total net yardage of 187.
The coaching staff of the
Steelers commended the entire
offensive and defensive units
for another outstanding job.
In the second contest of the
evening, it was a thriller down
to the wire.
The Browns took the lead
midway through the second
period as quarterback Michael
Boggess fired a 13-yard scoring
pass to a speeding Kevin Calvin
who outraced everyone to the
endzone.
That boosted the Browns to a
6-0 advantage.
Late in the second period, the
Colts apparently tied the score
as Willie Lilford intercepted a
pass and returned it 34 yards for
a score. But the touchdown was
nullified because of a clip on the
Colts.
The Colts finally got into the
scoring column with 5:24 left in
the game when David McCuiston scampered 21 yards.
The action point failed and the

game was tied.
Midway through the last
period, the Browns got a break
when Boggess recovered a
tumble on the Colts' 26. After
giving up a first down, the Colt
defense tightened up behind the
fine play of Walter Payne and
stopped the Browns' drive.
The turning point of the game
came with 45 seconds left when
the Colts had a fourth and five
situation from their own 11.
They went for the first down and
failed.
After a penalty, the Browns
scored on a 16-yard pass play
from Boggess to Robert
BWington with just ?a seconds
left to sew up the win. And if
Boggess didn't do enough, he
made his presence even more
known when he intercepted a
Colt pass on the next series to
put the icing on the cake.
The Little League season will
end next Tuesday night.
At 5 p.m., the Steelers will
meet the Browns in an attempt

to jinish the campaign undefeated and iinscored on while
in the second game, the Bears
and Colts will tangle.

Big M Club To
Sponsor Dance
The Big M Club will have a
dance Saturday at the Murray
Country Club.
The dance will begin at 9:30
p.m. and will last until 1:30 a.m.
A charge of five dollars per
couple will be made for
members and guests.
TENNIS . .
MANILA - Australia's John
Newcombe gained the quarterfinals of the $75,000 Philippines
Tennis Classic with a 7-6, 4-6,64 victory over countryman Ray
Ruffels.
PHOENIX, Ariz. - The
Phoenix Racquets acquired the
World Team Tennis rights to
Chris Evert, who has never
played in the wrr.

with the influence he has on his
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - two younger brothers."
Junior Hardin and Anthony MilOther nominated for defenler helped Eastern Kentucky sive honors include:
Football Coach Roy Kidd make
-Western Kentucky cornerup for seven years of frustra- back Tom Ward, who made 11
.
tion in one brilliant afternoon
tackles and caused a fumble in
The two defensive stalwarts the loss to Eastern.
combined to make 20 tackles
-Murray linebacker Al Marand nine assists as Eastern de- tin. who made 12 tackles and
feated then-nationally second eight assists in the Racers' 10ranked Western Kentucky 13-7 10 tie with East Tennessee.
in a showdown battle for the
-Tennessee Tech's Tony
undispiuted lead in the Ohio Plavich, who had eight tackles,
Valley Conference.
six assists and three sacks as
For their combined efforts in Tech downed Morehead 28-13.
gaining Eastern's first win over
-Middle Tennessee's Sonny
Western since 1968, Hardin and Anderson, who had eight tackMiller were named co-winners les and three assists and broke
of the OVC Defensive Player of up two Austin Peay passes in a
has
ROOM AHEAD - ararteriisicia Darren Hooper of the Steeling
the Week award.
17-13 loss to the Governors.
(22)
%atm**
Charlie
Meaty of room to rya 'while teammate
Hardin, Eastern's noseguard,
-Morehead's Vic Williams,
won
moves downfield to take out intended defenders. The Stutters
made nine tackles and six as- who had six tackles and one
sists, made one tackle for loss fumble recovery in the loss to
the game 13-0 over the Bears.
(Stet Ptists by Mks brwaisa)
and twice sacked Western quar- Tennessee Tech.
Billy Smith.
terback
had 22 points
By The Associated Press
zier led New York with 19 Ernie DiGregorio
"He is a great young man off
assists and Randy
nine
and
The Bulls did not beat us
points.
field," said Kidd of Hardin,
the
Smith added 20 points as Buf- who is serving as team captain
tonight," said an angry Bill
Jazz 99, Trail Blazers 90
Russell, it was t Jerry) Lober
Mel Counts held Portland's falo led all the way.
for the second season. "And he
Spurs 108, Squires 103
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James Silas, hitting on 13 of
ees."
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a
handed
in
101-90
had 20 as San Antonio
beat by the Bulls
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ing attack. Besides 11 tackles
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third
its
Virginia
National Basketball Association
winless
108
Rockets
Braves 124,
and three assists, he also regame in Chicago Tuesday
Bob McAdoo scored 34 points, the season.
covered a fumble and paced a
night. Seattle outscored the
y that would not allow
secondar
Bulls from the field but lost it
to stage a second half
Western
at the foul line, making 18 of its
comeback.
25 free throws while Chicago
Miller's biggest contribution,
cashed in on 33 of a whopping
came in the third periperhaps,
51 attempts. Four Sonics od, when he killed a Western
Leonard Gray, Slick Watts,
drive at the Eastern three by
Bruce Seals and John Hummer
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aids_ aL
a
a
g
he
t
Followin
to 8:00 Tues., Wed., Thurs., Sat 7:30 to
Reg. Store Hours: MOIL
for the NBA's defending the season's over."
34
6-0-0
14.11.hiica 1)
ately nine p.m.Ia
approxim
midopen
it
not
broke
could
who
champs
University crclals
23
5-1-0
15 Jack'v'l, Ala
Country Music Band will
way through the third period be reached for comment
23
t tie) Fiethne-4'kman6-0-0
provide entertainment.
and coasted home. Walt Fra-

Bill Russell Furious
Over 'Poor' Officials

RADIAL SALE

_..4,-,--------: 7
._,Pes9r / A

Texas A&I Takes Lead
In Small College Poll

REGULAR 'I IRES

SAVE 1/3

WINTER TIRES

SAVE sli tomutsm
"FM All Winter"Radial
On Sale Through Saturday

Wranglers To
Have Awards
Show Saturday

Roy Terry Resigns
As Morehead Coach

8 Ways to Buy

GOODliEAR

Lube and Oil Change

$488

Engine
Tune-Up

$3295

Brakes

lour Choice

36

Phone 753-0595

South 12th & Glendale

1'ft 7:30

5:30
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512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.
Field's

We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities
WIENERS

lb 89c

Krey

41b. Carton $1 99

CARD

Pure

We Accept
Food Stomps

,

ER. BEEF

79c

Krey All Meat
Sliced lb. 79c

BOLOGNA

1

410iNgtvi\well\firl
Gold Medal

Whole

"4
1k

Wffthn
"
re
Flour
Plain or Self Rising

flacon

Fryers

Sunflower
Self-Rising

5
.
7
9
3
Meat

5 lb.
12 oz.
lb.

18 02

/4
41/P'
Imperial

*Frozen Foods*

MARGARINE
Frosty Acres

lb. 59C

Dinty Moore

ORANGE JUICE

120x 39c

BEEF STEW

24 oz 79c

Kleenex Thick & Thirsty

2 Pack
PIE
i SHELLS
Pe;R
ld

3/$1"

Frosty Whip

TOWELS

2 Roll 59c

9. 49c

Frosty Acres Stuffed

Cheddar Cheese, Bacon, Chives

LASAGNA

Keebler Honey

SUGAR

GRAHAMS

I^

I
CHEERIOS . io oz.494 I
R8

lArnit 1 Coupon Per Family
Expires 1T-H-75

-

Detergent

BOLD
APPLESAUCE

53c

Ruffles

1 b.

Domino
- 10th.

16 Oz. 8 Bot_Ctn.
Johnson's Coupon

69c

1201.

CHIPS

11
/
2lb bog 59c

Downy Fabric

Lucky Leaf

39c

Frosty Acres Steak Cut
POTATOES

45c

1501.

Baker's Chocolate

12 oz.

POTATOES

TUNA
SOFTENER
joy
Detergent

Chef Boy-Ar-Dee

TOPPING

Chicken of the Sea

Pepsi or
Plus Deposit
7-Up
or Bottles

15

We at Johnson's Grocery would like to th
many customers of Murray and Calloway Co
the patronage you have given us for the past 33
We're carrying a tradition thatstarted well(
years ago with Charlie Hamlinp who startec
grocery business back in the 1800's. From thai
the present day our family has served the foo
of Calloway County.
Our family has made many friends during tl
we've been in business and would like to say
YOU" again for your kindness and your pa
Johnson's Grocery will continue to serve your
needs in the best possible way.
-

',Trig.*

•
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512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.

CHILI ROLL
Swift Betterball

Prkts Good
thre

TURKEY

Nov.4,1975

Swift Proton Round

STEAK
wffet Vfe
Lasky:

Pork &
Beans
151
/
2oz.

19

53'
$129
69

61/2 oz

2201

CHOCOLATE

12

Cottonelle Bathroom

TISSUE

*Produce*

89c

4 r°169C

LETTUCE

296

Golden Bake Brown S. Serve

6. 39c

39c CRANBERRIES

ROLLS
Rainbow

$183

59c TOMATOES

SWEET ROLLS

k 396

Boone County

CHILI BEANS

1SY2 OZ.

3/99c O

69,

ry woiikl,like to thank our
and..Calloway County for
en us ler the past 33 years.
n that,started well over 100
ainlilvviiho started in the
he 1800's From that time to
, has served the food needs
any friends during the years
d would like to say'THANK
dness. And your patronage.
tinue to serve your grocery
ay.

lb

45

Ben Davis

Kozy Kitten
Twin Pack

Doz. in Beg

RANGES

Is.3/49c APPLES

CAT FOOD

4 lb• bin

Golden Bake
20 Oz

Bread

Expires 11-4-75
Limit 1 per Customer —

396

29, 1975
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Dionne On Streak And Vachon Plugs
Holes As Kings Begin To Put It Together

T1111.

SPORTS
•

Fred Lynn Named As
AL Rookie Of Year

Acquired from Detroit during
Marcel Dionne is on a torrid
scoring streak, Rogie Vachon the off-season, Dionne has now
has apparently "filled up the scored seven goals in his last
holes in his gloves" and that seven games. His four points
could spell trouble for the Los against the Capitals moved him
Angeles Kings' National Bock-. into second place in the SCQrini
race, one point behind Money League foes.
Center Dionne scored three treal's Guy Lafleur, who has
times and goalie Vachon posted 22.
Vachon, who had been bombhis first shutout of the year as
the Kings mauled the Washing- ed for 16 goals in the Kings'
ton Capitals 6-0 Tuesday night. first two games this season,
The victory moved Los Angeles now has given up just two goals
into a tie for first place with in his last two outings.
•*1 was beginning to feel like
Montreal in the Norris Division.

"One thing I want to do is
take a day off once in awhile
and make sure I go to a lighter
bat."
Lynn came within one-half
vote of becoming only the second rookie ever to win unanimous acclaim. He was named
on all 24 ballots but split one
vote with teammate Jim Rice.
He also has a good shot at
becoming the first player ever
win Rookie of the Year and
his league's Most Valuable
Player awards in the same season.
"It's everything I worked
for," said the 23-year-old Lynn.
"I thought about the award a
little during the season. As we
went around the league, it was
easy to figure Jim Rice was the
fellow I'd have to beat in order
to be selected."
Lynn follows Mike Hargrove
of Texas as the AL rookie winner and is the fourth Red Sox
player to win the AL rookie
award since the Baseball
Writers of America originated
the award in 1947. First baseman Walt Dropo won it in 1950,
pitcher Don Schwall took it in
1961 and catcher Carlton Fisk
won it in 1972.
Fisk was the only unanimous
winner but Lynn came as close
A LIFTING EXPEIIINCE - lhamiagbeek DevW MeCiliden of the
as possible to matching that
Little League Colts gets Ms feet Mod off the turf as Itsr's kit by a
achievement.
losto
on
12-6
Colts
the
edged
Browns
The
defender.
Browns'
The voting committee was
unhurt. touchdown.
composed of two writers from
each of the league's 12, cities.
They vote for one player each,
but one writer split his ballot,
saying he couldn't choose between the two young Red Sox.
Lynn wound up last season
hitting .331, trailing only Minnesota's Rod Carew in the
American League batting race.
He hit 21 home runs, drove in
105 runs and led the league in
slugging, runs scored and doubles.
Rice hit .309 and had 102
11431. He and Lynn were the
first, rookie teammates in the
AL ever to hit over .300 and
drive in more than 100 runs.
Lynn credited consistency for
his outstanding season.
"I'm not sure, but I don't
think I ever went three games
in a row without a hit this season," he said.
The National League Rookie
01 the Year will be announiSKI"
Thursday.

B) JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK 1AP) - From
Rookie of the Year to Sophomore Jinx: it's such a familiar story. But 1975's best American League freshman, Fred
Lynn of Boston, thinks he

Pa
P 'n yic

knows how to elude the jinx.
''I think the big thing I
learned this season is the mental part of the game, which
should really help next year,"
the center fielder said Tuesday
after learning of his near-unanimous selection.

I had big holes in my gloves
and pads,'' Vachon said after
the Kings' seventh victory in II
games.
"It's good to get that old feeling back," be said of. Ns latb
career shutout. "I really feel
sharper."
While the Kings were firing
40 shots at Washinton goalie
Michel Belhumeur,filling in for
the injured Ron Low, the Los
Angeles defense allowed the
Capitals just 16 shots at Vachon.

.•.. runirlir . •.

In the night's only other NHL
game, the Atlanta Flames beat
the Vancouver Canucks 3-2. In
the World Hockey Association,
the Toronto Toros defeated the
Liuehec Nordinuus 64 and the
Edmonton Oilers trimmed the
Phoenix Roadrunners 7-3.
Flames 3, Canucks 2
Atlanta, led by Curt Bennett's
two goals, took a 3-0 first-period lead and held on to edge
Vancouver. Bennett took advantage of an.inept Vancouver club
in the opening period and
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goalie Dan Bouchard carried
the Flames the rest of the way
to their third victory in nine
games.
Bill Flett added the other Atlanta goal, while Don Lever
and Dennis Ververgaert scored
for the Canucks in the final period.
BASEBALL .
MEMPHIS,Tenn. The Chicago Cubs traded shortstop Don
Kessinger to the St_ !Avis Cardinals for pitcher Mike Garman
and a player to be named later
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Open
9 to 9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.

PIT 11111015
Sale

Uncle Jeff's

Wed. thru
Sun.
While
Quantities
Lost

Save More
At
Uncle
Jeff's

Shoes

founders'

I
SALE.

Shop at Uncle Jeffs

And Save

Savings tor
Fantastic Family!
the Entire

Hi-riding Sling or0-so-soft Wedge
Both Regular $1297 GI
Black or Tan

ue

32TX

sd

Grid Poll
Jefferson County AAAA
28
1.St. Xavier (7-0R4)
26
2.Bishop David (9-0112)
18
3.Trinity (6-2)
6
4.Jefferstown ( 7-11
5
5.DeSales (4-3)
Other receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Manual, Valley,
Waggener.

Ck‘e
1st Quality
PANTYHOSE

INSTALL A BRAND NEW, CLEAN STP
AIR FILTER.
GET ALL THE
AIR YOUR ENGINE
NEEDS FOR GOOD
PERFORMANCE.

Multi-compartment
SWAGGER BAGS

SAVE 644
$1.53
Re-q $797 Asst d

THE RACER'S
EDGE AGAINST
HEAT, FRICTION
AND WEAR

SAVE $1.31
Girls Kicky New Latigo
Oxford Blue or Brown Our
Regular $5 97. Sizes 8 -4

Boys Rugged 6-in Tan
Alpine Boot ,Padded Collar
Traction-treatISole Our
Ron $697 Sizes 8-3

State AAAA
fl
1.Ashland (9-0)(13)
61
2.0wensboro (8-0)(2)
47
3.Pad. Tilghman (6-1)
&Lex. Tates Creek (7-1) 31
9
5.Bowling Green (7-2)
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Boyd County,
Lex. Bryan Station.

15-Ch Can

A FILTER IN A
FILTER TO DOUBLE
CLEAN YOUR
OIL.

State AAA
1.Ft. Thomas Highlands (975
0)( 151
2.Franklin-Simpson (9-0) 56
43
3.Shelby County (9-0)
22
4.Erlanger Lloyd (6-3)
15
5.Glasgow (6-2)
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Conner, Danville, Elizabethtown, Union
County.

SAVE $5.07
Genuine Full Grain .
Leather Uppers Brown
Brass-Harness Trim
Our Regular $21 97
Men s Big Boys Size:

90
Pr,ces caoor,
„tp,u Satvrrlav

mr shopping
vAstEn

*09.n Nights 9
CHARGE CardCard
*Use
•
et
Murray
10-8 Fri
104 Mori. Thus
14 Stm
041st
Get to know us; you'll like us.

HELPS KEEP
YOUR ENGINE
IN TUNE AS
YOU DRIVE.

STATE AA
72
1.Middlesboro (9-0)4 13
50
2.Somerset (6-1)(1)
50
3.Mayfield (7-2)(1)
35
4.Corbin (7-1)
12'1
5.Scott County ( 8-2)
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetica: Boyle. County,
Green Count, Hazard.
State A
116
1.Harrodsburg (8-1)(7)
53
2.Heath (9-0)15)
39
3.Fi ankfort (9-11( 1)
23
4.Rich. Madison (8-1)
15
5.Ludlovr (8-1)(l)
Others receiving vatiaa, listed
1.1p4abetically: Elkhorn City,
Pt. Campbell, Hancock County,
Pikeville, Ftaceland (11

SIP DOUBLE
OIL FILTER

8 Oz

SIP SINGLE
OIL FILTER

57c

TREATMEO

4
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volumes of testimony, answer
each comment and revise the
regulations in light of the
testimony. That should be a
large undertaking since sothe of
environmental regulations, ihe witnesses took issue with
industry representatives most of the sections in the 28generally said they were too page package of regulations.
tight. The citizen groups said
the regulations were too lax.
Most of the testimony
Now, it is the job of the represented the coal industry—
Kentucky Department for several officials of coal comNatural Resources and En- panies; representatives from
vironmental Protection the Kentucky Coal Assoc.; Coal
(NREP) to weed through the Operators and Associates; and

Objections Raised At Hearing, Deep Mine Reclamation Rules
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Since
coal operators are being forced
to live by the letter of the law,
they want the letter to be more
reasonable. At least that was
consensus
the
of
the
representatives of mining
operations that testified at a
recent public hearing on
proposed regulations governing

earned
the way
in nine
other Atn Lever
rt scoredfinal pe-

The Chistop Don
u.Ls CarGa r Mit n
ed later

in

IIMI

an

the surface effects of deep
mining.
For instance, Paul Patton,
president of Kentucky Elkorn
Coals, Inc., and (lapperal Coal
Corp. called for
more
reasonable regulations.
-The division (of surface
mining reclamation) for some
reason is now insisting that the

NW

reclamation regulations be
enforced to the letter of the law,
so write something industry can
live with," said Patton. "If
detailed regulations are to be
enforced, they must be
reasonable-.o that we can eecrept them and live with the
letter of the law."
Some of the language WEIS

colorful, but the scenario was
typical as Kentucky moved
forward in its year-old effort to
become the first state to adopt
all-inclusive regulations
governing the surface effects of
deep miming by bolding the
recent public hearing on the
proposed regulations.
As is typical for putiic

Sweater

1 ••••

xiivi

U
'
r

A law passed by the 1974
Kentucky legislature and
requires NREP to adopt
regulations for the reclamation
of surface _land_ disturbed by
deep mining. Two previous
drafts were rejected by a
legislative
review
subcommittee last winter. In April,
John S. Hoffman, NREP
secretary, hired the New York
consulting firm of Ford, Bacon
mid Davis, Inc., to draw up a
new set of the regulations.
The proposed regulations
presented at the recent hearing
were largely based on he
consulting firm's proposals
Myles Walsh, of Ford, Bacon
and Dayitg, explained some of
his firm's work in drafting the
regulations at the end of the
hearing. That work included
research collected in England.
Many of the complaints made
at the hearing dealt with what
coal representatives said were
unrealistic time limitations—
particularly a 120-day deadline
for submission of reclamation
plans and a one-year deadline
for complying with the new
reclamation requirements.
Coal representatives said
exemptions granted for only one
year
would
discourage
development of new mines.
Bonding was said to be too high
and the cost of complying with
the regulations was called
prohibitive by owners of small
mines who said they would be
driven out of business.
Some said the regulations
exceed statutory intent by including provisions such as those
concerning air and water
pollution. Others said more of
those types of provisions should
be included.
In a colorful delivery, one
coal operator said miners were
being hit with government
regulations the size of Sears St
Roebuck catalogues. The
department's answers to the
comments raised at the hearing
may fill a volume nearly that
size.

.
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hearings on proposed environmental regulations, few
persons had much good to say
for the regulations. Some said
they had gotten better as they
had progressed through many
changes on their way to this
hearing. Some said they had
become unbearable.
As is usual in discussions of

Purchase
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•
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HIGHWAY 641---MURRAY KY, ILI Some items not exactI -as ictured
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•

Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.
For those hard-to-find items at Discount prices.

15111531e/11'

•
•
•

Mens
Premium Northern
Goose Down
Values to $69.95

Rainwear

S

Mens Sizes S-XL
Black Colors
Only -Close Out

Vests - $2995
Jackets - $3495
Camo-Reversable
To Orange Jacket

Fteduced

$3495

50%

eig

20 oz Bottle

SAN ANGELO

Sale

MEL
TABUTS'
Gs.

1

List
$44.00
U. J. Special

$2995

Pringles

Choice of Regular or Unscented
1.5 oz.

Chips

694

Sale

744

Potato

694

Sale

Sergeants
For upset Stomach, Headache, Body
Ache
25 Tablets

141:41
rRiNuc; new
Mat

Twin Pack 9oz

Di-Gel
Anti-Gas
Antacid

Regular or Lemon-Orange. Choice
of 12 oz. Liquid or 100 tablets
Guaranteed Waterproof
Sylflex treated leather upper which has
a permanent water repellent film, while
still allowing leather to breathe. Rolled
top and pull-on loop. Long wearing, nonskid rubber bottoms.
Thick removable liner of pure wool felt
of finest quality. Liner completely
surrounds -foot and extends above boot.
Easily removed to dry, change or replace

Ban-Roll-On
Anti Perspirant

ban

Mouth Wash
and Gargle

BUCK HORN MOUNTING
KITS

KAUFNIAN PORTAGE
WATERPROOF

•

Oil

Cepacol

klt'CHIPS

•

29

Sale $1
Kills flea's up to 4 months. Choice of
Dog or Cat Collar
Reg. 2.49

•
•
•
•
•

Sale Your Choice

-

Halloween
Candy

Mount your own horns in minutes
Comes completely pre-assembled. All
you need to mount your horns is a scre\-k
driver. Mounts any size deer horns.
Natural teak wood finish with a beautiful red or green Velvet cap to match
your decor.

Mennen
Skin Bracer
After Shave

Large Selection
Discount Prices

Sale

Spark-O-Matic

•

C. B. Antenna

OOO
•••••••
••••

Model SA104

L.% mild for children
No. N675

744

Sale 78
4

Leaf
Rakes

Air Condition

oo

Neo-Synephrine
Nasal Spray

4 oz Bottle

Furnace

22 Tong
Metal

Filter
Reg. $39.95 $23"
Base loaded mobile antenna frequency 27 MHz over all length.
43 in. trunk lip - no-hole --- instant grip Installation mounts on
truck lid or roof top- rod adjusts for lowest MR-Heavy duty
stainless steel whip and shock spring inc. ISIt ft. coaxial cable,
PI,259 connector all mounting hardware included.

All Sizes

1 Table
Odds & Ends

Fiberglass

Pipe Insulation
35 ft. roll

$1 27

77(u'p
From

0 10 ft. Length
104 to $1'
of Hot Line Plastic

Several Colors to
Choose from
close out

87c

Reg. $1219

Get Plumb Fixed
— Up With Uncle
LJeff's New Line
Of Plumbing

No Refends
No Exchanges
Strictly Close Out

$499

/
1
2-/
3
4-11
/
2-3"
Fittings & Cement

Dog Irons
Grates
Screens
Fireplace Sets
at uncle Jeffs, they're going
fast, no more to be hod
All At Discount Prices

Drua Flame

L
I..=

"

Burns 2-3 hrs
Flames in Color
Dress Up That
Fireplace

uaker Stat
Super Blend •

SUPER

MOTOR Ill

lOw-30
This Weekend
Only

Limit 10 qts.
Lustre

Buy Your...

UAKE
STATE
BLEND

Fireplace
Logs

994

Model 1415
15 pc 1 .1"
Square Drive

Socket Wrench Set
Reg. S4.37 $
6
67

49!.

•
•
•
up

Super
Electric
36"-tong

Baseboard Heater
fan forced-automatic
instance heat
tip over switch
low heat-1320 watts
high heat-1500 watts

Reg. $33.99

$279.9

4

FRANKFORT, Ky.—Hikers
on Massacre Trail this fall will
visit two sites listed on the
National Register of Historic
Places and another approved
for such listing.
It is believed that this is the
only trail in the area having so
many national register sites on
its route.
Listed on the register are the
ruins of the Long. Run Baptist
Church—final trail checkpoint—and the Capt. Benjamin
Head House, near the trail
starting point. Kentucky officials have approved the
national register listing of the
Chenoweth Fort-Springhouse,
another trail checkpoint, and
official recognition by the U. S.
Department of the Interior is
expected shortly.
The trail is sponsored by nonprofit Historic Middletown, Inc.
The fall 1975 hike is scheduled
Nov. 1 and the trail starts at
Middletown Christian Church.
Registration for the hike begins
at 8 a.m. and all hikers must
clear the starting point before
11 a.m.
Hikers will walk east through
Middletown past 10 antebellum
homes to a checkpoint near the
Chenoweth Fort-Springhouse,
where Mrs. Peggy Chenoweth
was scalped alive in 1787, and
continues to the ruins of the
Long Run Church. The trail
follows secondary, lightlytraveled roads and the terrain is
rolling to slightly hilly. It is
approximately 12 miles in
length and can be completed in
four to five hours, even by
inexperienced hikers.
Pre-registration is not
required. Credentials will be
issued to hikers and are to be
presented to trail officials at the
final checkpoint. Medals and
patches may be purchased if
desired by anyone completing
the hike. There is no charge for
the trail itself. For details,
contaof Historic Middletown,
Inc.,/P. 0. Box 43013, Middletown, Ky. 40243.

.
I
.
U

.
UU

THANKSGIVING SET
President Abraham Lincoln on Oct. 3, 1863, issued a
proclamation designating the
last Thursday in November
.
as Thanksgiving Day.

.
U

Eviliwww.VAINV.

• I,

Hikers Visit
SiVs Along
FaThous Trail

Limit 2

Sergeants'
Sentry IV Collar

Pikeville Coal Operators.
Testimony from citizens groups
came from the Citizens League
to Protect Surface Rights and
he Cumberland Chapter of the
Sierra Club.

TAXES DOUBLED
Congress on Oct. 3, 1917,
doubled the income tax rates
of the previous year
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Bel-Air Shopping Center
Open 9-9 Daily
1-6 Sunday
Phone 753-8304

LAY-A-WAY TODAY!

Studs

E xplor.

30. Ref

majors

Say-rite's
Low-Price

Wc
Be
SAY-rite
IS YOUR
HEADQUARTERS
FOR
RUSSELL
STOVER
CANDIES

SAV-rite
HAS A
COMPLETE
SELECTION
OF
SINGLE
LAUREL
CARDS
TO CHOOSE
FROM.

NOW!
SCIENTIFICALLY
TESTED AND APPROVED
•
FOR LONGER WEAR
AND ACCURATE FIT

NON-RUN
SEAMLESS STRETCH
NUDE HEEL

IS THE
TIME
TO PICK
UP YOUR
CHRISTMAS
CANDIES

HOME FASHIONED
FAVORITES
CANDIES

Ass,
A setts
by Ame
expecte
he ver
suppose
value of
Spoke
ganizati
country
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Say-Rite's Low Price

III

III

Save
$70.00

III
•Sirsertly styled writ combines hoe
digital cleat
folly twinsisterizial
sold-ante F111/ MA stereo radio
•Two 3" bisift-le weaken. Optical.
eoriliors speakers avollobie
•Seilt-la asters witb AK (Artoinatic
Frowners control)
*lime* slide ride tuning se rode
softly NOW digit, clock
end rode Mil for way vlelblity
•Drewse footers. . fee Hire outlivtot
of siege
*Sleep selector ... week ts lel toe ts
sleep
•Birszer awe. . . coo be se te oNor

PH

III
177s" wide x 334" high x 6" deep

HI
III

Nowa wake.

PLUS ADD
Auxiliary Speakers
... to fill the room with sound.

•Tereslemds for erteroel FM wstoss
./lealpleone
•Agnifirtri speaker Was
ellberwitape Oaf
*Stores indlcater
tOkle coortrois for taw. balance,
velem* Optional speabers
so No

110045.

OPT I ON AL
AUXILIARY SPEAKERS
1 PAIR - MOOEL No. 80065
WALNUT FINISH

IH

UP

Compare
and
Save

$11 29

HI

RETAIL
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GM Earnings Up 15 Times Higher Than Year Ago

DETROIT ( AP) - General next month would drop
from
Motors' earnings in the third ,last year's weak levels
to the
quarter rose nearly 15 times lowest output for a
nonstrike
higher than disastrous year-4110 November since 1960.
levels to $243 million, matting
The cautious production plans
one of the most dramatic finan- come despite recent improvecial turnarounds in the auto gi- ments in car sales, indicating
ant's history.
company planners are less optiAt the same time, a still- mistic about the strength of
the
struggling Chrysler Corp., in new -car market than
their
part a victim like the ether spokesmen, who have predicted
U.S. auto makers to GM's re- dramatic sales gains for fall
newed strength in the market, and winter
disclosed on Tuesday a record
Analysts say the firms plan
third-quarter loss of $79 million. to build about 603,000
cars in
It was the fifth consecutive loss November, down 2.5 per cent
period for the nation's No. 3 from 615,000 last year.
car company and pushed its
(IM, the world's largest auto
losses since the summer of 1974 maker, also reported Tuesday
to a record $313 million.
Students who are puzzled over choosing a career will find
it had record sales of 141.3 bilCOLD.(Career Opportunities
Chrysler Chairipan John J. lion in the July-September periExploration Day) helpful It will be held in the SUB Ballroom from 10
to 3 on Thursday, October Riccardo expressed optimism
od, up 20 per cent from the
30. Representatives from each academic department on campus will
discuss careers open to its the firm would turn a modest
same 1974 period.
majors and the usefulness of its elective courses.
profit in the fourth quarter.
A year ago, GM - hardest
But he said Chrysler may hit of the U.S. auto
makers by
take "extraordinary actions" the industrywi
de sales slump concerning operations likely to turned a meager
profit of $16.7
remain in the red. Such steps
might mean another quarterly
loss to insure the firm's longterm profitability, he said.
By GINNY PITT
You will see very little col- calls," said Nancy Wittenberg,
Riccardo did not elaborate,
Associated Press Writer
lective absenteeism from jobs," director of the Florida gover- but industry analysts interA scheduled nationwide strike said Tracy Thomas of the Kan- nor's commission on the status preted his statement as a referMADRID, Spain ( AP) by American women today was sas City NOW chapter. "Wom- of women, explaining why she ence to the firm's financially
Death
appeared near today for
expected to fizzle because of en's jobs are too important."
would be at work as usual.
troubled British subsidiary,
The very thing the strike was
Francisco
First Lady Betty Ford, New
NOW urged women to show which lost ;32 million in the Generalissimo
Franco, and government leadsupposed to demonstrate: the York Lt. Gov. Mary Anne how valuable their jobs are
by first six months of 1975.
ers prepared for an orderly
value of women's work.
Krupsak, Minnesota Secretary staying away and letting men
Forti Motor Co., which reSpokespeople for women's or- of State Joan Growe and the fe- try to get by on their own in a leases its third-quarter results transfer of his powers to Prince
ganizations throughout the male staff at the International job action called "Alice on Thursday, is expected to Juan Carlos de Borbon, his desCountry predicted that only Women's Year Commission in Doesn't" after the movie "Alice show a decline in profits from ignated heir.
Medical bulletins said the 82small numbers of women would Washington were among wom- Doesn't Live Here Anymore."
last year. American Motors
year-old dictator's condition desupport the National Organ- en who said they could not stay
But many local NOW repre- Corp. reports its results next
teriorated sharply late Tuesday
ization for Women's call to off their jobs.
.
sentatives said the national ef- month.
and was "extraordinarily'
walk off their jobs and refuse
"It's important tbsTfri woman fort was poorly coordinated and
Meanwhile, industry analysts
o perform household chores.
be on duty to answer women's impractical.
estimated U.S. car production grave." They said that in addition to his failing heart, inter-

Women's Strike Not Expected
Because Of Importance Of Jobs
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million, or 5 cents a share, its 1L3 share of the domestic car cent,much of its business
coinworst return for a nonstrike market to more than 53 per Ing from Chrysler.
year since 1940.
GM's latest earnings of 84
cents a share, substantially
higher than financial analysts
had anticipated, were the
fourth highest for the period
since World War H and approached GM's third-quarter
record of $267 million set in
1973.
"GM has exceeded everybody's expectation," said an intv-P*
vestment counselor in Detroit.
"It has really provided a resounding defeat to the recession."
Analysts credited the firm's
rapid recovery to an efficient
cost-cutting program, including
the layoff of thousands of workers, and greater strength in the
small-car market due to an unprecedented shift away from
big-car production.
This year, GM has increased
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Franco Rallies, But
Still On Critical List
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nal Weeding had increased and
intestinal paralysis had developed.
Bulletin after bulletin during
the night reported no change.
An announcement at 5 a.m.
from Franco's Pardo Palace
said he was "sleeping peacefully."
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SHAGS!
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REGULAR NAM UPRIGHT
With REGULAR $19.95
CLEANING TOOLS You
SAVE $29.951

Purdom's Inc.

Premier Carlos Arias Navarro and members of his cabinet left the palace shortly before midnight.
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Bel-Air Shopping Center
Open 9-9 Daily
1-6 Sunday
Phone 753-8304

SAY-rite
YOU'LL SAVE UP
TO 40'%0N ALL
YOUR DRUG NEEDS!
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For prompt temporary
relief of
sinus headaches...

Sinutab
12 Tablets

$1.34 VALUE

Sinutab
••••••
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III

CgW;701
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Complete Nurser
s OF. 49• VALUE

86'
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SAVE
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VALUE

SAVE
$1.01
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JOHNSON'S
FOOT SOAP

Soothes Itching
and Burning

Relieves tired, itching, burning feet
Softens corns and callouses

Sominex

Medium Size

32 Tabhots

69' VALUE

Ill

16 Tablets $1.59 VALUE

!I!

Savo Sr

$1.59 VALUE

For Contact
Lens
$2.48 VALUE
••

,

saram.-

O

$156

$156

$2.49
VALUE
SAVE

$106

Ill

Cleaning Solution

;OFT MATE'
cuer.9 sokeiwn
EiMatc•

I oz. Size

!I!
III

Soft Mate

Soft
Goad Lona
Clooher

Ill
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14 Tablets
3.59 %doe
Save $1.33
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SETTER AMMUNITION
TO FIGHT HAY FEVER
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You

$1.19
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Hay Fever Symptoms
ALL NIGHT
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ADVERT/SE WHERE/TPAYS.
1. Legal Notice

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS

65 Remain

1 Helps
DOWN
5 Center
9 Man s
nickname-4--Oh.neerd
12 EnCloaddtfOr 2 Electrif,ed
particle
chickens
3 Speck
13 Hind pan
4 Liquor
14 Macaw
5 Set of
15 All
professed
17 Initials of 26th
opinions
President
6 Faroe
18 Girls
Islands
nickname
whirlwind
19 Staffs
7 Rodent
21 Vapid
8 Is mistaken
23 Statehouses
9 Fruit
27 Printer's
Spoken
10meaui
Poison
11
28 Lasso
16 Spin
29 Orgon of
20 Railroad car
rtIMeintl
22 Symbol for
11 Snake
teilunum
34 Spanish
23 Algonquian
article
Indian
35 More
precipitous
24 Is $11
38 Maiden loved
by Zeus
39 Superlative
ending
41 Extrasensory
perception
42 Fur-bearing
mammals
44 Conjunction
415 Marked by
continuing
publication
48 Domesticated
51 Tattered
cloths
52 Mohammedan
title
53 Babylonian
deity
55 laughs loudly
59 Parcel of
land
60 Strike
82 Tidy
83 The self
01st,. by
64 New Zealand
parrots

Answer to Yoststrday8 Puzi
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L4Ned
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znRia maN MOPig
0746 r..,M;
PliTi%
W.!•:T
WUU
MCAT&
Pima
OA ALI PAJOAMIC
ORMid waa
. mon MAE LIAM
,
47 Grates bars!
ly upon
48 Story
tl )
Ct.en
26 (We
49 Keyed up with
30 Abdicate
interest
of
Part
12
window frame 50 Anicie of
Lmoum
33 Nosegay
54 Beverage
36 Worm
Soak
56
)7 Causes
57 Chinese
40 Vegetable
pagoda
43 Man's
58 Pigpen
nickname
45 Note of scale 61 Cooled lava
25 Parent
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LINO,ARE YOU
ANN THE ONLY
ONES AO BEuEVE
THE'GREAT
PUMFMN"?

NOT FOR LON6!SOMEDAY OUR
NUMBERS WILL. INCREASE!

THAT'S A SIGN OF

BRAINS—THE BIGGER
THE HEAD, THE
BIGGER THE
BRAIN

IN ACCORDANCE with on or before November
Statutes, 24, 1975 or be forever
Kentucky
Sections 25.195 and 25.200: barred.
Witness my hand this 27
Notice is hereby given
;hat a report:AL:trial day_cit October, 1975.
8
settlement of accounts
BY Pttarvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
was on October 27, 1975
filed by A. W. Russell, Calloway County, KenExecutor of the estate of tucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.
Cappie Beale, Dec'd and
C.
that the same has been
approved by the Calloway
County Court and ordered IN ACCORDANCE with
Statutes,
Kentucky
filed to lie over for exSections 25.195 and 25.200:
ceptions. Any person
Notice is hereby given
desiring to file any exthat a report of final
ception thereto will do so
on or before November 24, settlement of accounts
was on October 27, 1975
1975 or be forever barred.
filed by Virginia A.
Witness my hand this 27
Blackburn, Executrix of
day of October, 1975.
the estate of Walter E.
By Marvin Harris
Blackburn, Dec'd and
County Court Clerk,
that the same has been
Calloway County, Kentucky
approved by the Calloway
County Court and ordered
By: Judith Ainley, D..
filed to lie over for exC.
ceptions. Any person
desiring to file any exIN ACCORDANCE with ception thereto will do so
Statutes, on or before November 24,
Kentucky
Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
1975 or be forever barred.
Notice is hereby given
Witness my hand this 27
that a report of final day of October, 1975.
settlement of accounts
By Marvin Harris
was on October 27, 1975
County Court Clerk,
filed by 011ie C. Hall, Calloway County, KenExecutor of the estate of tucky
J. F. McElrath, Dec'd and
By: Judith Ainley, D.
that the same has been
C.
approved by the Calloway
County Court and ordered IN ACCORDANCE with
filed to lie over for exStatutes,
Kentucky
ceptions. Any person
Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
desiring to file any exNotice is hereby given
ception thereto will do so
that a report of final

SOME:? WE MA4.1 EVEN
BECOME A 6REAT
OR6ANIZATI0N OF BELIEVERS

HE MUST BE
FIFTY-a... 5
SMARTER
THAN YOU

014-0N! )EE COMES
TI-1E &ENERAL

It

SEA

BAGE
I0-10

TH

Ow. —

I. Legal Notice

PM

1. Legal Notice

settlement of accounts IN ACCORDANCE with
was on October 27, 1975 Kentucky
Statutes,
filed by Hall McCuiston, Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
Executor of the estate of Notice is hereby given
Wilma
Graves
Mc- hat a report of final
Cuiston, Dec'd and that settlement of accounts
the same has been ap- was on October 27, 1975
proved by the Calloway filed by Alice A. Hill,
County Court and ordered Executrix of the estate of
filed to lie over for ex- William L. Hill, Dec'd and
ceptions. Any person that the same has been
desiring to file any ex- approved by the Calloway
ception thereto will do so I County Court and ordered
on or before November 24, filed to lie over for ex1975 or be forever barred. ceptions. Any person
Witness my hand this 27 desiring to file any exday of October, 1975.
ception thereto will do so
By Marvin Harris
on or before November 24,
County Court Clerk, 1975 or be forever barred.
Calloway County, Ken- Witness my hand this 27
tucky
day of October, 1975.
By: Judith Ainley, D.
By Marvin Harris
C.
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, KenIN ACCORDANCE with lucky
Kentucky Statues, SecBy: Judith Ainley, D.
tions 25.195 and 25.200. C.
Notice is hereby given
that a report of final IN ACCORDANCE with
settlement of accounts Kentucky
Statutes,
was on October 27, 1975 Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
filed by Gladys Swaim, Notice is hereby given
Executrix of the estate of that a report of final
Mealus Swann Barbee, settlement of accounts
Dec'd and that the same was on October 27, 1975
has been approved by the filed by Beauton Hart,
Calloway County Court Administratrix of the
and ordered filed to lie estate of. Notie Paschall
over for exceptions. Any Lamb, Dec'd and that the
person desiring to file any same has been approved
exception thereto will do by the Calloway County
so on or before November court and ordered filed to
24, 1975 or be forever lie over for exceptions.
barred.
Any person desiring to file
Witness my hand this 27 any exception thereto will
day of October, 1975.
do so on or before
By Marvin Harris
November 24,, 1975 or be
County Court Clerk, forever barred.
Calloway County, Ken- Witness my hand this 27
tucky
day of October, 1975.
By: Judith Miller D.
By Marvin Harris
C.
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, KenIN ACCORDANCE with tucky
Kentucky
Statutes,
By: Judith Ainley, D.
Sections 25.195 and 25.200: C.
Notice is hereby given
that a report of final 2 Notice
settlement of accounts
was on October 27, 1975
filed by Louise Keistler,
Crafts
Executrix of the estate of
Unlimited
George Glenn Keistler,
Dec'd and that the same
Myst* Picts
has been approved by the
Calloway County Court is Dff1141TUY OPEN osetrory to
Ks moors Wog drosiderl.
and ordered filed to lie
Opon, Moosiwy duo Sotwiry,
over for exceptions. Any
930 cm. to 5:00 p.w.
person desiring to file any
ow swan.
exception thereto will do
Man minted wwil oporotosi by
so on or before November
Mr. & Mrs. Monis Mow.
24, 1975 or be forever
barred.
Witness my hand this 27
HOMECARE products now
day of October, 1975.
available. Call 753-0034
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
ADVERTISING
Calloway County, KenDEADLINES
tucky
All display ads,
By: Judith Ainley, D.
classified displays and
C.
regular display, must be
IN ACCORDANCE with submitted by 12 noon,
day
Kentucky Statues, Sec- the
before
tions 25.195 and 25.200: publication.
Notice is hereby given
All reader classifieds
that a report of final must be submitted by 4
settlement of accounts p. m. the day before
was on October 27, 1975 publication.
filed by Willis Odell
Colson, Administrator of
the estate of Nelle Short
LOSE WEIGHT with
Norsworthy, Dec'd and
New Shape Tablets and
that the same has been
Hydrex Water Pills.
approved by the Calloway
Holland Drugs, 109 South
County Court and ordered
filed to lie over for ex- 4th, Murray, Ky.
ceptions. Any person
desiring to file any ex- YOUR NEED is our conception thereto will do so cern. NEEDLINE, 753on or before November 24, 6333.
1975 or be forever barred
Witness my hand this 27 MARY KAY cosmetics.
day of October, 1975.
Call Sonya Futrell, 753By Marvin Harris
4505
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Kentucky
If You
By: Judith Ainley, D.
Need
Them:
C.
IN ACCORDANCE with
Kentucky
Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
that a report of final
settlement of accounts
was on October 27, 1975
filed by Richard E. Jones,
Executor of the estate of
Willie Ray Jones, Dec'd
and that the same had
been approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
*so on or before November
24, 1975 or be forever
barred.
Witness my hand this 27
day of October, 1975.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Caltrnvay County, Kenly
luciky
Judith Ainley, D. C.
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1 Legal Notice

Fire
753-1441
Police....
753-1621
753-6952
Rescue
Ambulance
753-9332
Hospital Emergency..
753-5131
Comprehensive Care...
753-6622
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Need Line . . 763-NEEL)
Learn to Read .753-2288

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger
& Times
NOTICE
Approximately 12,000 so It of
rental spec( rm,ailable at 2rael
_and Poplar Streets Western
Dark Tobairro Packing Corp
Murray, Ky Phone 753,-1342

2 Notice

PHONE NUMBERS
FOR THE
LEDGER I TIMES
DEPARTMENTS ARE AS FOLLOWS
News, Society and
Sports
753- 1918
Retail Display advertising 753-1919.
Classified
Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 753 7976
and 753 7977

JARMAN
SHOES

KING'S DEN

5 Lost And Found
LOST Li" pickup wheel on
Van Cleave and Almu
road. Call 753-3472.
LOST A 3 month old male
black Labrador Retreiver -in the Cypress Bay Resort
area. Reward offered.
Call 901-232-8662.

DO

hi

of
4
di

6 Help Warted

al

WANTED SOMEONE to
sell Watkins Products
Call 753-5550.

In

SEVERAL OPENINGS are
available due to expansion of local business.
oppay
Excellent
portunities, good working
conditions, employee
benefits. For confidential
interview phone 753-8707
between 10 a. m. and 5 p.
m.

FE

12

cg

CI)
14
15

LIO
an
or

Be; Au Shoppine Center

Murray Coins
And Antiques
Nowteri: Coits-Go14-59sor
Depression Glass

opposite bus station
108 North 6th Street
753-0140.
LONELY

RESPECTABLE members wanted for singles
club. May be members
near you. Details 25e
and stamped self adenvelope.
dressed
DAVIES. Dept. MLT,
Box 4524, Memphis,
Term. 38104.

RIB SHACK is now open 7
days a week. Featuring:
Bar-B-Que and fresh
vegetables daily.

"Cleaning Is

Our Business"
Whoa yes mood soppliws, *tripmoat er service ova es. Orlawiso
W Ideas ere keew bee.. We Wye
steam dowters wad other
down* wpripooset for rest, or
If yew profor wo wM does yowr
moots owl Boors for yew.

1

PERSON TO SELL
AVON. Call 4748850 mornings.

43(

CF
all
Cu
Ar
fre
Mg
V.
dr
mi
83!
gu

TEMPORARY
OFFICE
help. Bookkeeping
necessary, send resume
to P. 0. Box 310, Murray,
Ky.
WANTED:
EXPERIENCED body man,
must be dependable and
willing to work. Call 7539273 days, or 753-8498 at
night.

•

Ca

091

16

INSURANCE
MAN

SOF
ctt
tat
dr
sp

sa
1. Interested in his own office
2. Run a sales crew
3. High Commission
4. Group Insurance
5. individual Insurance
6. leads furnished
7. Call 753-2428

753-7753
8. Storage Buildings

A

BO
12,

CUSTOM-BUILT Portable
Buildings. 8x104388, 8x12$432, tx164576, 10x204989.
Free normal delivery.
Many in stock to choose
from. Any size built to
order. Protect your lawn
and garden tools. Buy a
storage building now.
Prices will never be
lower. We will be closed
for the seasons from
November 15- 1975 to
March 15, 1976. *lick's
Cemetery Road. Call 7530984.

AN1
fin
531

RE]
an
Pa
ch
Ca

CO'
tel
C.a

MU

7e,

EL

al

10 Business Opportunity

FOR
RENT
Beauty Salon
16th L Main

3 Card Of Thanks
WE WANT TO thank all the
friends and neighbors for
all the kind things they
did at the death of our
loved one, Otis Bucy,
especially to the ones at
the auction that tried to
revive him. Thanks too, to
the people at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital
who tried to comfort us,
also to everyone that sent
flowers,
food
and
donations. Special thanks
go also to the BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
Also to Bro. D. W.
Billington and Bro.
Thurman Penick. We
appreciate too, Freeman
Willoughby, songleader,
and Gary McClure,
pianist, along with the
New Mt. Carmel Choir.
We
will
always
remember your kindness
and thoughtfulness.
The family of Otis
Bucy

5. Lost And Found

Ideal Location
5100 per month
References
Coll 753-8525
after 4 p.m.

12. Insurance
The sooner you call,
the sooner
l53mon489 musA4
11-Fls
youe save
WO Of 541114

14. Want To Buy
GOOD USED wood burning
stove. Call 753-2875.
CANDY
VENDING
machines,.15. cents. Call
492-8754.
VENEER LOGS wanted,
white oak, walnut, ash
and hackberry. Highest
prices paid for logs 14" in
diameter
and
up.
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Also will buy standing
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
Miller 3544148
15. Articles For Sale

LOST'WHITE kitten. Blue CAMERA, SUPER 8 MM
eyes, deaf, offering a
Projector and screen
reward Call 753-2681
C 'Call 489-2540

law
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43 Re.li Est-i!r

heel on
I Almo

15 Articles For Sale

22 Musical

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase
SEWING
SEARS
DO YOU HAVE that rustic MACHINE, less than is
plan-. -benerdo Piano
setting in your home? I price. Call 753-8036.
Company, across from
have handcrafted tables
Paris,
Post Office,
of various woods. End
Also The
see.
Tennes
tables, coffee tables, 19 Farm Equipment
Antique Mall, 4th &
dining tables, custom
Sycamore, Murray,
ordere-oi request. For an
Kentucky.
appointment or more 16 FT. TILT trailer. Call
753-7370.
informatitm drop by and
ESTEY ORGAN solid
Farm Equipment 7' Ford state, model 101, all
ask for John a; 304 North
12th Street after 4 p. m, disc, gill pullverizer. Call transmitter travel organ.
753-7370.
Complete with foot pedal.
FENDER
Call 7534361.
with
STRATOCASTER
CASE
SPECIAL
91111
case. Call 492-8332.
PIANO TUNING, repair
combine, hydraulic reel,
and rebuilding, prompt
and
rice
CLOTHES. LADIES size robar control,
service. Rebuilt pianos
ton
14. Men shirts, size 15- cain tires, 1961 2
for sale. Ben Dyer 753both
bed,
grain
• ruck, 15'
15,2. Call 753-5686
8911.
in good condition. If inafter
489-2188
call
d
!ereste
24 Miscellaneous
LIONEL TRAINS. Sales
6 p. m.
and service. Call 753-6855
lowest price
or 753-7570.
PLOWS FOR sale, 314. FENCE SALE
chain link
on
year
this
492Call
Good condition.
fencing. Call Larry Lyles
BOY SCOUT uniform, size
8336.
at SEARS for free
12, $10.00, Modern Plastic
estimate. Sale expires
& Steel Desk Chair Call USED 960 Case combine, 14
30"
November 5th. Call 753three
table,
grain
436-2289.
ft.
.
headers
2310.
narrow row corn
m.
p.
6
after
3
489-256
with
tractor
Call
C FARMALL
16' FLAT BED utility
all equipment, including
ent
Equipm
railer, 2 axles, electric
Sports
.
$1,200
20
cultivators,
$500.00. Call 436brakes.
Amana refrigerator
5602.
freezer, $100.00. Curtis NORTHWESTERN GOLF
Mathes color console T.
CLUBS, one complete set
V., $100.00. Philco electric
and bag. Graphit Driver. 1971 ½ TON Ford transmission, radiator, 390
dryer, $50.00. Sewing
GR 70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel
machine and cabinet,
grain bed farm trailer. 2 intake and carburetor.
$35.00. Winchester 12
bicycles 26" - 10 speed. 1970 Ford Torino body for
guage pump shotgun and
Call 437-4570 or 437-4733. parts. One Chippendale
753Call
$100.00.
chair, lion head, back
case,
1075 DELTA PRO BASS
claw feet. Call 753-4716.
0984.
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power TWO STORY oak log barn.
16 Home Furnishings
Excellent condition. Call
trim. Call 753-3932 or 753ING
MATCH
4.
after
753-0870.
3226
AND
SOFA
chairs, recliner, 2 end
WE BUY, SELL, and
tables, 60.00. Bed and 23. Exterminating
repair grandfather and
dresser, mattress and
other old clocks. The
springs, 40.00. Call 492Clock Shop. Call 753-7575.
8332.

Id male
treiver - Resort
ffered.

NE to
,ducts

GS are
o exopNorking

ployee
idential
53-8707
nd 5 p.

SELL
474-

FFICE
eping
resume
urray,

EXman,
e and
753-

18 Sewing Machines

_

MP

31E

.43k.
FV,11
"•••
arr.,sok., rre.••••

"vo-tAT A $40Mt.WORK 'MOSLEM.
FOE? PRESiDEKT."
CANDIOATE-4 W140 HAVE FILED

30 Business Rentals
SERVICE STATION
located at the corner of U.
S. 641 and Glendale Road,
Murray, Ky. Call 614-4361080

32 Apartments For Rent
APARTFURNISHED
MENTS. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th
Street. 753-6609.

37 Lo.e,,tock

Supplies

REGISTERED POLLED
HEREFORD bulls, 7 no
to 15 no. Also cows, bred
and open heifers. Call 901247-5487. Rex Robinson.

38 Pets

Supplies

LABRADOR RETRIEVER
puppies. both parents,
hunters. See at 1100
PopLar Street after 6 p m

51

47. Motorcycles

Services Offered

51 Services Offered

SEE THE Great Energy
FOR YOUR insurance, 197$ YAMAHA 0T4611 I WILL DO babysitting in Saver at Roy's Carpenter
Real Estate and Auction
my home, 5 days a week. Shop. South 4th Street.
Endure,600 cc, on and off
service, with experienced
-lives across from East
roadad:
WIRING
personnel, contact
Elementary School on ELECTRICAL
vantage of fall prices.
Pottertown Road. Call home and industrial, air
Wilson's office at 202
instead of Spring Stings.
and
South 4th 'Street, across
753-7506.
conditioning
Phone 733-3654. •
from the post office or call
refrigeration, plumbing
753-3263 anytime, day, YAMAHA 166 Enduro.
and heiting. Call 474-8841
gutters
night and holidays.
Good trail bike. $150.00 or WINDOWS AND
or 753-7203.
.
cleaned. Call 753-5320
.
753-8631
Call
offer.
best
y
FIVE ACRES of propert
HUTCHENS'
JOHN
ApMurray.
in
RUBBER STAMPS made
conand Electric.
good
ng
1611,
HONDA
Plumbi
is
zoned
half
proximately
to order, 24 hour service
e.
small. Cal!
too
mileag
low
jobs
No
dition,
B-2(Businessl, also has a
Call 753-8072.
.
morning or
early
436-5483
Call
436-5642
$300.00.
on
home
m
frame
2 bedroo
on.
afterno
late
CONproperty. A place to move
LAKELAND
STRUCTION. Backhoe
your business or just a 4g Used Cars e, Trucks
SMALL DOZER work
work in vacinity of 121
great future investment.
9
done. Call 753-7170
RY,
MERCU
1967
South and e4 South to New
Price for such a property
wagon.
station
er
passeng
white
low
Gravel,
low,
Concord.
as this is a
Excellent condition.
top soil
rock and
$25,000.00. Call Moffitt
492Asking 225.00. Call
delivered anywhere. Call
Realty Co., 206 South 12th
8332.
Street, 753-3597.
Ross, 436-2505, open 7
days a week.
NEW THREE BEDROOM,
FOR SALE
M&B CONSTRUCTION
1)35. 699 Stroot
Por bath, brick veneer
1974 CHEVY CHEYENCo.,landscaping, backhoe
Morro,
gton,
house at Farmin
NE pickup. 350 motor.
work, general hauling,
Central electric heat and
Automatic, power and
For dependable watch
bush hogging, Call 436air, aluminum windows,
air. Excellent condition.
2540.
jewelry repair
and
combination den and
Call 753-8025
wall
to
,
wall
kitchen
Factory Approved
GUTTERING BY Sears,
carpet, built-in range and
Accutron Service
FM
AMair,
CAPRI,
Sears seamless gutters
dishwasher in kitchen, 1974
exshift,
stick
stereo,
your
per
installed
single garage. $28,900.
cellent condition. $3,200.
Boyd-Majors
specifications. Call Larry
Contact
SHOLAR
CONTACT
Call 753-0358.
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
Real Estate, 105 North
Brothers for all your
estimates.
12th or call 753-8080.
bulldozing, backhoe work,
1979 VW VAN 59,000 actual
or trucking needs. Phone
CE
SERVI
NUM
ALUMI
ROBERTS RtALTV
miles. $1,695. Call 753Aurora, 3544138 or 354COMPANY siding by
located on South 12th at
9710.
8161 after 7 p. m.
five
has
Alcoa. Stronger longer
Sycamore
1974 T-BIRD, all extras. awnings by Howmet
licensed and bonded sales
Column
Call after 6 p. m.,753-6020. Aluminum or Rigid Vinyl. 54 Free
personnel to serve you
Free
t.
paymen
exdown
years
No
twenty
plus
THREE MONTH OLD part
clusive real estate ex- 1973 CHEVROLET,12 foot, estimates. Call 492-8647.
Shepard puppy, female,
flat dump, 2 ton. Call 753perience. Call 753-1651 or
very healthy and good
ELEC
NSED
LICE
We
office.
7370.
come by our
. Was abandoned natured
efPrompt
TRICIAN
like to talk REAL
old barn and
an
too
in
job
No
.
service
ficient
E.
ESTAT
11711EL CAMINO. Call 753needs a good
tely
despera
White.
Ernest
small. Call
0638.
home. Call 753417.
753-0605.
44. Lots For Sale

Furdies
Jewelry

AKC IRISH Setter pups
dogs.
older
and
MANOR
MURRAY
Reasonable prices. Call
Apartments, 2 bedroom,
753-6029 or 354-8628.
unfurnishea, except stove
and refrigerator, water EIGHT WEEKS old Poodle
bill paid. Central heat and
puppy. Call 753-8014.
air conditioning. Start at
120.00 per month. Call 753- TWO REGISTERED bird
8668.
dogs. One Setter, 6 month
old. One Pointer, 1 year
one
NICE
EXTRA
old. Started on birds. Call
bedroom furnished
1968 CHEVY VAN, 6
753.7787.
apartment. Next to White
FIRST TIME offered,
TROUBLE CAT AND ONE kitten grey
cylinder, automatic, 1975 HAVING
Hall. $105.00 per month.
tiger striped. Desperately
l high wooded lot,
small
beautifu
those
getting
VW Serico. Call 753-1963.
TWO POINTERS, 6 years
Call 753-3805.
needs good home. Call
city, restricted,
inside
done?
plumbing jobs
old, 3 years. BrokeShopping
753-3994.
Bel-Air
near
.
7534614
call
apartThen
TWO BEDROOM
1996 FORD ECONO VAN
regular. Two Pointer, 1
Center on Glendale Rd.
l,
disposa
s
carpet,
window
all
ANTIQUE BED, walnut
Can
ment
seat,
hair
rear
broke.
not
old,
with
year
1959 METRO, Wizard
Call 753-6453.
finish. $50.00. Call 753Termite
range, dish washer, be regular. Call 492-8746
on all sides, Phone 436dryer. Call 436-2259.
.
5387.
washer, dryer hookup. or 492-8352. Billy Shipley.
2195.
Inspection
SALE.Sherwood
FOR
LOT
air,
and
heat
Central
Forest. $1500. Call 753- 1973 JEEP TRUCK, 4
REFRIGERATOR, coffee
patio. $150 per month. PARADISE KENNELS Costly
SALE
Avoid
FOIL
4910.
wheel drive, automatic
.
753-7550
and end tables, 3 piece
Call
Boarding and grooming,
FTN.
Repairs
tRMAT
Roma
NIKKC
I
rocker,
air, p. s. and p. b.,
swivel
with
patio set,
y
deliver
pick
up
and
nt
Excelle
Sale
46. Homes For
Black Body.
and loaded. 23,000 actual
chest and electric welder.
FURNISHED
NICE
le.
now
service
availab
condition.
Call 753-0154.
apartment, all electric, Call 753-4106.
THREE BEDROOM brick, miles. Excellent conCall 753-$025
New Concord. $50.00 a
1315 Kirkwood Drive. dition. $3,400 firm. Call
Termite
.
COUCH, CHAIR, two end
month. Call 436-2427.
e
Carpet, appliances, 753-n37
Produc
40
tables and coffee table.
imdrive,
ted
l
concre
i6'60 AMP Electric service
Pest Contro
FURNISHED
Campers
Call 753-3450 after 5:00 p.
TURNIPS, $2.60 bushel.
mediate possession. 50
pole, complete. Call 753- NICE
apartment, may be seen
m.
753-4074 or
Bring containers. Call
Call
$20,000.
0870.
NATURAL BEAUTY OF
22 FT. FULLY SELFat Kelly's Pest Control,
642-4439
.
753-1311
100 South 13th Street.
FIELD AND WOODS
contained travel trailer
MUST SELL furniture and
26 TV Radio
1972 model. Sacrifice
miscellaneous. Call 75341. Public Sales
100S. 13th St.
DELIGHTFUL, 3
$2,750 at Fox Meadows
7644 after 4.
APARTMENT, 1600
23 CHANNEL CB, squelch
FOR SALE - HOUSE & 20 acres with ponds and fenced
bedroom, brick on large
914
inFriday
s
E
SALE,
across
753-3
crystal
GARAG
l Road,
, all
South Ifith Street. Call 753Wiswel
control
cattle 8 miles from Murray on Old Faxon School
for
Phone
shady lot, dining room
17 Vacuum Cleaners
and Saturday, 7 a. m. 154
3855.
Roaches
Road
from Westview Nursing
cluded. External PA jack.
and den, central heat and
miles out 121 South. Sears
Home. Carpet, air conPhone 753-6753.
Silver Fish Shrubs
3-Bedrooms-Hardwood floors
ELECTROLUX SALES
air, all appliances. 401 N. 1974 VENTURA camper,
ditioning, stove, oven, unit shelving, collars,
Living room - carpeted
Sleeps
and service. Call Tony
.
up.
pop
753-0690
1854'
1280.
Call
Street.
10th
27 Mobile Home Sales
disposal, hanes, brass knobs, tools
garbage
753-6760,
&Dining Room
Kitchen
Montgomery,
437-4390
Call
eight. $2,500.
refrigerator, dishwasher, and many other items. I 3 6 5
Den with Fireplace
WELLS
day or night.
.
or
437-4195
WE BUY used mobile
2 bedroom, utility room, Meadow Green Acres
Separate -2-car garage
Two
BOULEVARD.
homes. Top prices paid.
Subdivision.
753-3865.
Call
bath.
ly
bedroom, recent
Sales,
CAMP-A-RAMA
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Call 753-1893
ear: Coachman, Trail Star,
CHANCE OFLIFETIME
Sales, Paducah. Call 442- TWO TOY POODLES, 3 -YARD SALE. All day remodeled, fully,
drapes
custom
peted,
Fold down, unique, Good
1918 or 443-8226.
months old. One male and
Saturday, November 1,
attached garage, imused trailers, ½ mile east
each.
526
m.,
a.
8:30
$50.00
buy)
will
female.
one
starts
0.00
$5,50
(What
mediate possession with
12x70 FLAMINGO Manor,
of 68 and 641 intersection.
Avon
.
South 7th Street.
Call 753-0757
deed. Call 437-4573.
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,
ille, Ky. Phone
Draffenv
1173, 12 x 52 Mobile Home complete with
bottles, dishes, antiques,
and air, 34 Houses For Rent
heat
central
527-7807.
*PRESCRIPTIONS
Vinyl Underpinning. PLUS
bicycles, clothes, furthroughout,
carpeted
THE QUALIFIED perES FOR RENT AND SALE
SUPPLI
TAL
*HOSPI
niture, lots of nice things
GE 17 ca. ft. refrigerator, double door with ice maker.
refrigerator and stove, THREE BEDROOM,den, 2
sonnel at Guy Spann 51 Services Offered
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
Whirlpool beitt-ia dishwasher
electric fireplace, unRealty are waiting to talk
bathrooms, dishwasher
GARAGE SALE, Tuesday
to you regarding your real GENERAL BACKHOE
derpinned, excellent
Whirlpool washer and dryer.
and garbage disposal,
thru Thursday. Furniture
condition. Call 753-0616.
estate needs. Our time is
Whirlpool 21,000 BTU Air Conditioner
carpet, central gas heat
work. Gravel and top soil.
for sale, some antique.
your time. Give us a call
GE Console Stereo
and air conditioning. Call
Call 753-5706 or 436-2306.
Quilt tops, bicycles and
29. Mobile Home Rentals
or drop by the office at 901
GE Television
753-0226 after 5.
odds and ends. 301 South
Sycamore Street, 753- CARPET
CLEANING,
House type furniture
Saturday, November 1
6th,
NICE BIG unfurnished
7724.
very
2
HED
enced,
RNIS
experi
UNFU
ALL IN EXCELLENT CONDITION
2
to
at 10:00 A. M.
bedroom house attached 43. Real Estate
reasonable rates,
. on
THREE BEDROOM with
a III
Shown by Appointment only
free
, working or
,
garage
ences
refer
living room and family
11",
or. fl- -.•
Estate of the late Clyde Edwards about 3 ',Res off
retired family. No pets. FOR LISTING and selling
489-2198 after 5:00 PM
estimates. Quick drying
room, bath and 42. Newly
4924348.
Highway 79 on Steady Grove Rood. Turn at Sally lone's
Call 7534354.
your property, see BoydCall 753-4827 or 753-9618.
decorated. $18,500. 312
Coady Kitchen. Watch for section signs.
Majors Real Estate, 105
North 12th. Will make WE WANT TO MAKE wet
Will be selling 3004 Tractor, 3 flat bottom plows, 5
TWO BEDROOM, all TWO BEDROOM frame
North 12th,753-8080 or call
753good investment. Call
electric, large lot, $70 per
ft. bush hog, pick-up disc, 1 four wheel rubber tire
basements dry. No
any of our salespeople: B.
house with foil size
2211.
wagon, seven ft. sickle mower, cyclone seeder,
month. Also private
digging or pumping.
B. Hook, 753-2387; Audra
basement. Two miles
Every Friday Night
mobile
park
to
spray rig, portable gas clearing saw, boom pole,
Beaver water control
shady lot
Moody, 753-9036; Pat BY OWNER, 3 bedroom, 2
from Murray; on Lynn
wheel barrow, 1967 Chevy pickup, long wheel base,
home. Call 489-2595.
succeeds where others
Mobley 753-895e; Homer
641 Auction House, Paris, Tennessee
Grove Highway. Call 753baths, nice lot Excellent
one roll American wire,about 1750 bales of hay,half
Check
teed.
Guaran
fail.
;
a
763-7519
Barbar
Miller,
4817.
Louis:
St.
location in Murray. Call
This week another load from
in drill, hydraulic porta-poser, hydraulic jacks.
with
methods
our
in
Erwin 7534136; Reuben
HOME
MOBILE
753-1394.
Glass, dishes, furniture, old wall
wire stretchers, chain hoist, 50 electric fence rods,
satisfied customers. For
.
from THREE BEDROOM brick
733-9036
Moody,
miles
10
,
country
fencer,lots of other useful items.
contact
electric
tes
estima
telephone, old Seth Thomas clock, hall
free
heat.
No
c
ity.
near
Electri
house
Univers
Murray.
47 Motorcycles
Morgan Construction Co.,
tree, pool table,and plenty more.
pets. Available now. Call ATTRACTIVE THREE
$50.00 per month. Call 474502-442-7026, Route 2, Box
bedroom house on large 1975 YAMAHA 125 MX
753-3942.
First Trust end Saving 8.ak, executor
2318.
490-A, Paducah, Ky
wooded lot near Carter
Heil, Swain end Doren Attorneys
Call 436-5335 after 5:00 p
42001.
12 x 50 AND 12 x 60 all THREE BEDROOM brick, School. Newly decorated
m.
Ph bath, $125.00 per inside and outside. Large
electric, recent model
PAINmonth. Lynnwood living room, dining room, 1973 YAMAHA MX 250, EXPERIENCED
mobile homes. Both have
TER will do interior or
Heights. West Grove bath, kitchen and extra
excellent running concentral heat with air
with
exterior work by the hour
Drive, Call 3284255 or 382- large paneled den
dition. Call 753-9168 or 436conditioning. One, two
Estate Auction
fireplace. Tappan
..
brick
10:00S
or job. 753-8343.
197S,
2731.
1,
5370.
Sit. Nov.
bedroom and one, three
Toro Woo
dishwasher, disposal and
semi vs do hossoploos of Ass loos Mrs. Norm MJI. opens
conLocated
m.
bedroo
55$ prossood
range, Carpeting,
off Boy. 55 it Pryorsimwo Is. so to Ilsr•.
veniently in Riviera Cts. TWO BEDROOM house in electric
Oodles Bps.
olio to first bons on right to Soo. Wortch for
curtains and draperies
.
489-2555
Call
Stella.
m.
6p.
after
,
Call
767-4065
ISTATI
TIII
SUM
SELLING TO
included.
Monthly
Old /rooks,
Deposit required.
okl bedroom suites. Sowing otocidoe, OW Sok,
4 payments are lower than
disks toddlo, 5 pc.
FURNISHED
Tolovision, Odd Palos, brifirtto,
tool pomp, lobo
BEDROOM house near rent. We have this
Ilrookfost mho, Pori* swine, Mem foss, Sholoos
TRAILER FOR RENT.
Oleos, Coseirono,
Doors Drop type disc, 1966 ford cosirsis Sodas,
university. Call 753-7575 reasonably priced at only
Well Pumps
Repairs
About 31/2 miles out off of
caldovot,
118,00000. Call John C.
Bee. Orego, Old choirs, Cm& Bork, OWNS,latches
or
753-0669.
Road.
s
Froson.
Robert
on
94
&
Pod, lictore
&
Service
Soles
Roo
Wool
deling
ooldoot,
Remo
ch.
frost
Ohms
ps,
Neubauer, Real Estate,
1966 Chrysler
$100.00 per month. Call
Darn" toils & theirs, lailk Caw,flood I Gerdes took,
Robert
or
-7531
753-0101
If AN
Do*.
Cat
37 Livestock - Supplies
753-5031.
•dr. solos, Re Sodom, Chevy 2 soksi.
Rodgers,
Associate
May Items to somoorass to orsoslos
TIBIAS,: GNI sr porsoosIlsod docks
Mobile Home
PIGS for sale. Call Broker. 733-7116 for apTWO BEDROOM,8 ir 40, all EIGHT
pointment.
for hollow kiforsootiso emoted
Plumbing Repairs
.
474-2301
month.
per
.
$50.00
ostorit
eleclric
Atiosimestr
_
Mrs. law Clerk,
241 1 543
Call 480-2306.
litors11•111,
NEAR
AIMP
HEIGHTS
Col. Robert Ainley
GUERNSEY COW will
within view of Highway
rent.
Wolter
for
Ky Rt. 7, Box 2608
18
SPACE
ER
ber
Estate
TRAIL
calve, Novem
Aoctiosmer a Reel
Bobby Potcholl Owner
641 Estate of Alfred
Stella Trailer Park
Gentle. Easy to milk. Call
Soot% Felten, Too,,. 479-3713
Keys Phone 753-6162
Phone 7534493 after 430
4119-2135

FREE

Ivn oi-

p

Kelley's

gs
ortable
8x12204989.
livery.
choose
t to
lawn
Buy a
now.
er be
closed
from
975 to

LOOK

753-

WALLIS DR

tunity

AUCTION SALE

oit

Auction Sale

r

Shorty McBride,
No. 247 Auctioneer

burning

DING
nts. Call

Shorty McBride
No. 247 Auctioneer

Munay-Calloway County

wanted,
ut, ash
Highest
s 14" in
up.
, Ky.
tending
11 J. H.

Plumbing Specialist

On.

753-5674

Pascha// Plumbing 8, Electric,

8 Mt
screen.

4

afieI

•

41!
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Deaths and Funerals
Paul Hendrickson
Dies Tuesday With
Rites On Thursday
Paul S. Hendrickson, 70, a
resident of Benton Rt. 1, died at
4:35 a.m. Tuesday at Benton
Municipal Hospital.
He was a member of New
Bethel Baptist Church.
Mr. Hendrickson is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Anna Hendrickson; two daughters, Mrs.
Anna Ford of Benton and Mrs.
Lucille Tyree of Benton Rt. 3; a
son,Gerald Wayne Hendrickson
of Benton; a sister, Mrs. Bernice Reeves of Louisville; eight
grandchildren and three greatgrandchildren.
Funeral services will be
conducted Thursday at one,
p.m. at Collier Funeral Chapel,
Benton, with Rev. Albert
Johnson and Rev. David
Brasher officiating. Burial will
be in Benton Cemetery with
nephews serving as active
pallbearers and grandsons
honorary
as
serving
palthparers.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Rites Thursday For
Mae Lynn Wallace
Mae Lynn Wallace, stillborn
infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Wallace of Murray
Route Three, was born Sunday
at nine a. m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Funeral services will be held
at the gravesite at the Ferguson
Church
Baptist
Springs
Cemetery at Aurora on Thursday at ten a. m. with Rev. Otis
Jones officiating.
The infant is survived by his
parents, Arthur Wallace, a pilot
for the Louis Igert Towing
Company, Paducah, and Ina
Bell Wallace; grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Wallace,
Cadiz Route Two, and Mr. and
Mrs. Noah Stallons, Hardin
Route One; brother, Glenn
Wallace, Murray Route Three.
Friends may call at the Max
Churchill Funeral Home after
three p.m. today( Wednesday).

Mrs. Walston Dies
Today At Hospital;

Dr. Waggener
Elected To
State Post

Rites Are Thursday
Mrs. Ara M. Walston, wife of
H. V. (Virgil) Walston of
Murray Route Two, died this
morning at 7:05 at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. She
was 74 years of age.
The deceased and her
husband. would have celebrated
their 54th wedding anniversary
on November 12 of this year.
She was a member of the Flint
Baptist Church. Born February
20, 1901, in Calloway County,
she was the daughter of the late
Rupert Hendricks and Jenny
Blakely Hendricks.
Mrs. Walston is survived by
her husband; one son, Rob
WaLston, Murray Route Two;
one sister, Mrs. George ( Addie)
Marine, Kirksey Route One;
one granddaughter, Mrs.
Suwon Jean Kauffman, Dixon,
Tenn.; one grandson, Rob
Walston, Jr., Murray Route
Two; three great grandchildren, Laura Lynne Kauffman, Heather Dawn Walston,
and Holly Denee Walston;
several nieces and nephews.
inc funeral has been
scheduled for Thursday at two
p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Rev. Otis Jones
officiating. Burial will be in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after six p.m.
tonight (Thursday).

Robert L Smith
Dies At His Home;
Funeral Thursday
Robert L. Smith of Kirksey
Route One died Tuesday at
11:15 a. m. at his home. He was
92 years of age.
The deceased died as a result
of a self inflicted 12 gauge
shotgun wound, according to
Max Morris, Calloway County
coroner. Mr. Smith was
discovered dead in the front
yard of the Smith home. His
wife was visiting at the home of
a daughter at the time of his
death.

Jean Blankenship, executive
director, and Mary Jane
Howard, staff member, of the
Calloway County Chapter
American Red Cross, have
returned from Hopkinsville
where they attended an intensive, two-day advanced
training course for Red Cross
volunteers and staff in claims
and other assistance to
veterans.
The workshop, designed by
the Red Cross Southeastern
Area Headquarters in Atlanta
and the Kentucky Division
Headquarters in Louisville,
covered a wide range of services to veterans, the resources
availble,and ways in which Red
Cross can best help veterans
obtain benefits. Presenting
detailed instructions in claim
filing was Paul Ising, Veterans
service officer, from the
Veterans Administration
regional office in Louisville.
In addition to filing claims,
Red Cross can aid veterans in
getting such benefits as dental
needs, home buying, and
assistance in the event of
disability. Holmes Ellis,
chairman of the local Red Cross
chapter, is urging veterans or
their families in Calloway
County to contact the Red Cross
if they feel they are eligible for
benefits or if they need help in
filing claims or for other services.
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Kreskin. .
(Continued from Page 1)
mind over matter theories
which are the historic relatives
of the early day spiritual world
mystics."

Perhaps ironic is the fact one
Dr. Ptuline Waggener,
Kreskin's boyhood and
of
associate professor of home
present day idols was the great
economics at Murray State
Houdini from whose name he
University, has been elected to
borrowed the letters "in" to
a two-year term as president of
combine with the letter "k"
the Kentucky Home Economics
which was derived from
Teacher Education Council.
magician Harry Kellar. This
Her election came during a Slave Week Planned
combination was added
curious
conference in Elizabethtown
to the "kres" of his original
By
Teens
Who
Care
Jewell
Oct. 23-24 called by
name to create Kreskin.
Deene Ellis, state director of
The Murray High School
One eitample of the solidity of
home economics in the Ken- Teens Who Care Club will have
of a slave week from today, Oc- his production comes from his
Department
tuckgy
Education.
tober 29, to
Saturday, unclaimed offer of $25,000 to any
Mary Lawson, itinerant November 1.
physician, psychologist, or
teacher trainer at Murray
All proceeds will go to the hypnotist who can prove he uses
State, also represented the Lions Club Telethon of Stars in hypnosis or confederates in his
university at the two-day Paducah on Saturday and acts. The prime target of this
conference.
challenge is the final portion of
Sunday, November 1 and 2.
Others from the area who
Anyone wanting their yards his program where 20 volunattended were Lucy Lilly, raked, windows washed, or any teers through the techniques of
Murray High School supervisor, other odd jobs may call 753-0253 auto-suggestion are made to
perform a wild variety of acts
and Sue Smith, Fteidland High or 753-2649.
School supervisor, both of
Individuals last night could
whom participated on the
not remember their names,
conference program, and
failed to light cigarettes
Marjorie Yandell, supervising federal State Market News Service Oc- although flames were only
29, 11175
teacher from Caklwell County tober
inches away, and responded
Kentucky Pareboaa Area Hog Market
High School.
Report Irr-ladealtftAft Stations
sharply numerous times re
"Gainful Programs for Home Receipts: AMT•Mag&011airrows & Gilts fictious pinches made by chair
mostly 500-750lowerawn frilly steady
Economics—Whose Role?" was US 1 VINO lb..
W.50-54.75
seats. Yet all had no difficulty
$54.00-54.50
the theme for the conference of US 14SIMSlb..
after being told they could
US24211114N1ba
$53.25-54.00
teacher educators, department US341111412112.
$52.50-63.Z
recall or perform routine acts
Sows
heads from various univerwhen Kreskin was through
US 1-2270-350 lb..
844,50-43.50
sities, city supervisors, local US 1-3 M0-450 lb.
$44.50-45.50
stressing his point.
645.00-46.00
supervisors of student teachers, US 1-3 450-650 lbs.
few at 46.50
Kreskin located his check
and state staff.
US 2-3 300-6001b.
$44 00-45.00
which was hidden in the
Goals of the meeting were Boars 439.00-42.00 mostly 4100
auditorium behind one of the
identified as follows: to gain
countless radiators while he
insight Into the needs of inwas secluded offstage by two
dustry for persons trained in
volunteers. "I failed to discover
home economics-related ochidden checks three different
cupations; to become aware of
Dr. Kenneth H. Wolf,
gainful programs and program associate professor of history at times last year," he said
pos.ihilities; and to identify Murray State University, is one smiling, "and my sponsoring
roles of each person involved in of the historians on the program organization always received
preparing teachers of gainful of the ninth annual History half of the amount while the
programs in home economics. Forum at Duquesne University other half went to the Big
Brothers of America charity
in Pittsburgh Oct. 29-30-31.
which I have always supported
Woodmen Groups Will
He will deliver an address
and promoted with my name."
entitled "Jewish Thought in the
Hold Family Night
He concluded his perModern Age" during the
Hazel Woodmen of the World meeting, which is expected to formance urging the audience
Camp 138 and Court 869 will draw more than 300 historians "Never stop asking questions
about anything and always try
have family night and awards from across the nation.
Since its inception, the forum to use your imagination and
dinner at the Hazel Community
Center Saturday, November 1, has grown from a one-day willingness, all of which are
meeting of less than six sessions keys to mental alertness and
at 6:30 p. m.
All Woodmen members are to a three-day affair with 46 awareness."
And as his 30-year stage name
invited. A number of special different sessions.
Wolf joined the history faculty implies, "The
Amazing
awards will be presented to
Kreskin," was indeed amazing!
Woodmen and Hazel Citizens. at Murray State in 1969.

Mr. Smith was a member of
the Mt. Olive church of Christ.
Born February 12, 1883, he was
the son of the late Robert Smith
and Mandy Stone Smith.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Lone Hill Smith, ICirksey Route
One; three daughters, Mrs.
Robbie Pigg,Farmington Route
One, Mrs. Dollie McKendree,
Mayfield Route Five, and Mrs.
Pearl Riley, Kirksey Route
One; four sons, Raymond,
Mayfield Route Seven, Wilford
and William, Mayfield Route
Five, and Hershel Smith,
Peoria, Ill.; one sister, Mrs.
Percy Sullivan, Paducah; one
half sister, Mrs. Pennie Legate,
Mayfield; twenty-four grandchildren; twenty-six great
grandchildren; one great great
grandchild.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at two p. in. at the
Coldwater Church of Chirst with
Bro. W. W. Hall officiating.
Burial will be in the Coldwater
the
Cemetery --. with
arrangements by the Linn
Funeral Horne, Bentonj where
friends may call 'until the
funeral hour.

Red Cross
Staffers
Take Course

The civic project of "Blind project in which we may all
Corners" in the city of Murray work together to touch a life and
is continuing under the. spon- maybe save one. We urge
sorship of the Theta Depart- business and property owners to
ment of the Murray Woman's examine their property to see if
Club with Mrs. Arlie Scott as there are any obstructions that
chairman of the committee.
could be a driving hazard and to
Mrs. Scott said the response take precautions to correct the
from the public has been situation."
overwhelming since the anSpecial boxes have been
nouncement of the project on placed in downtown locations of
October 21. Several persons the Peoples Bank and Bank of
have sent places of blind cor- Murray, Murray Federal
ners or places in the city that Savings and Loan, Northaide
are hazard in driving in Murray and Southside IGA Stores,
to the address, Box 2127, Calloway
County
Public
University Station, Murray, Ky. Library, and MSU Student
These "blind corners" can be Union Building for persons to
obstructions due to shrubbery, deposit places of any blind
trees, parked cars, signs, utility corners in the city.
poles, etc., Mrs. Scott said.
Blanks have been distributed
Working with her on the general to students at Murray Middle
committee are Mrs. Gene School, and contacts are being
Bailey, Mrs. A.L. Hough, Mrs. made with school bus drivers,
Ray Brownfield, and Miss Beth homemakers clubs, civic clubs,
said „the mexoers etc., to promote the project. The
oarc
s.h
Brm
places listed will be compiled
of the Theta Department of the and presented to the City OfMurray Woman's Club are ficials in an effort to help in the
happy to have the opportunity to safety of driving in Murray.
work with the citizens of
A blank is published in the
Murray listing blind corners or Murray Ledger & Times for
places in Murray that are a persons to complete and mail to
hazard to driving. It is a civic the listed address.
Committee members are:
Rummage Sale Will Be
Printing—Jan Hough, Dorotha
Bailey, and Alberta Chapman;
Held At Legion Hall
school—Opal Howard, Beth
A rummage sale will be held Broach, Geneva Brownfield;
at the American Legion Hall on school buses—Kay Outland;
Saturday, November 1, starting letters—Martha Enix, Anna
at seven a.m.
Mae Thurman, Martha Guier;
Proceeds will benefit projects homemakers—Virginia Swann,
of the American Legion Post Muncie Geurin, WiLtna Beatty;
and the Auxiliary, a spokesman boxes—Laverne Burke, Oneida
said.
Boyd; people, police, etc.—
Alexa Starks, Eva Hale,
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 356.2, Dorothy Byrn, Betty Beaman;
Woman's Club—Doris Nance,
down 0.3.
Below dam 310.3, down 1.6. Louise Miller, Pauline Parker;
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 356.0, publicity and promotion—
Dortha Jones, Lucy Forrest,
down 0.3.
Below dam 318.5, down 1.1. Bess Kerlock,jachel Hendon,
Helen Beal, Evelyn Bradley, Jo
Sunset 5:04. Sunrise 6:17.
Moon sets 2:08 p. m., rises Burkeen, Cloia Campbell, Reva
Riley, and Thelma Warford.
Wednesday 1:37 a. m.
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Mrs. Arlie Scott, right, general chairman of the Blind Corners committee of the Theta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, watches as Peggy Bazzell, teller, left, and
Helen Foley, operations officer, of the Hopkinsville Federal
Savings and Loan, Murray Branch, place a "Blind Corners"
listing in the box at the branch office. Boxes are also at the
Peoples Bank, Bank of Murray, Northside and Southside IGA
Stores, MSU Student Union Building, and Calloway Public
Library for the benefit of the public.
•

'
a.

BLIND CORNERS
Do you know of any blind corners in Murray? If you do,
won't you help make our community a safer place to drive by
listing them and returning the list to Box 2127, University
Station, Murray,Ky. or deposit it in one of the local boxes.
Please observe and write down obstacles at street corners
such as trees, shrubbery, utility poles, advertising signs, or
anything which prevents motorists from seeing.
Meta Department
Murray Woman's Club
Location of blind corner

A

C.

amendment to the Constitution
Is the only effective way of ending compulsory busing to
achieve school desegregation.
They were joined in their appeal by a number of committee
members who oppose busing,
as well as senators who either
sponsored or are backing one
or more the of the proposed
amendments.
In the past, antibusing measures have not enjoyed wide
support on the Senate floor, and
the Judiciary Committee is regarded as divided on the issue.
Tuesday's hearing primarily
was attended by committee
members who are long-standing
foes of court-ordered busing.
Sen. William L. Scott, R-Va.,
said he felt the hearings on
Louisville will prompt the committee "to go further to remove
this problem that everyone in
the country wants removed."
Sen. Strom Thurmond, RS.C., another committee member who opposes busing, expressed similar views, saying
would do everything within
his Posier ti-sie that One of the
proposals gets to the Senate
floor.
Sociologist James S. Cole-

man, a recent convert to the
antibusing camp, agreed that
busing should be ended, but
said the Constitution should not
be tampered with to do it.
Coleman, who once advocated
busing as a way of achieving
racial balance and improving
the quality of education for
children from disadvantaged
backgrounds, said the end of
busing should come from the
same source where it originated — the federal courts.
He said that in the meantime,
he supports a proposal by Sen.
William V. Roth Jr., R-Did,
that a presidential commission
be established to study busing,
with a moratorium imposed on
all busing while the commission
does its work.
Carroll also endorsed the
commission and moratoriuM
concept, but said it should be
accompanied by action on a
proposed constitutional amendment.
Such a measure would require two-thirds support in both
HouSe and Senate and ratification by three-tiiiiiibe of the
state legislatures, a process
which Carroll conceded "could
extend over a period of years."
0
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We Saved By Making a Large
Purchase-We're Passing the
Savings On To You!

Dr. Kenneth Wolf
On History Program

WASHINGTON( AP) — Backers of proposed constitutional
amendments to bar court-ordered school busing say Senate
hearings on busing problems in
Louisville, Ky., are giving their
cause new impetus.
But chances that such a proposal could muster the needed
two-thirds vote in the Senate
generally are regarded as
slight.
The Senate Judiciary Committee holds a second day of
hearings today on four proposed amendments to the Constitution that would prohibit the
busing of students beyond the
nearest school.
Scheduled witnesses include
Louisville Mayor Harvey
Sloane, Jefferson County Judge
Todd Hollenbach and civil
rights groups.
The hearings have focused
mainly on the effect of courtordered busing on Louisville
and surrounding Jefferson
County where racial disturbances erupted when schools
opened this fall.
Kentucky Gov. Julian Carroll
and fnembers of the state's
congressional delegation told
the panel on Tuesday that an
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Obstacle

Hog Market

Senate Hearings Favored By
Opponents Of School Busing
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MAYTAG Scotsman

• All

WASHER

fabric washer with
• 3 water
Permanent Preis
levels • 3 water
cycle
resistant zinc-coated
temperatures • Rust
steel cabinet

•Permanent Press.
regular, air fluff
cycles • Easy to
clean lint filter •
A genuine Maytag
Halo -of - Heat
dryer!

MAYTAG
Scotsman
Built-In

Dishwasher
The Ono To Buy
In The First Place
• 3 level scrubbing
• Huge capacity
• Self-cleaning
Mesh filter

Study Indicates Gaps In Meeting
Medical Needs Of Low-Income Group
FRANKFORT, Ky.—A only a limited number of
review of the Kentucky Medical Medicaid patients.
In July, 1973, Kentucky had
Assistance
Program
(Medicaid) by a member of the 1.6 per cent of the people who
Legislative Research Com- receive medical services under
mission (LRC) staff reveals the Medicaid program. Kennumerous gaps in meeting the tucky, however, spent only
medical needs of low-income eight-tenths of one per cent of
the total paid by the states for
residents.
The study, by LRC staff medical services.
Another comparison showed
member Ron Crouch, was
directed by Senate Resolution that Kentucky paid less than
59 of the 1974 General Assembly half of the national average
and identifies the following monthly payment for a
Medicaid recipient.
needs:
"This significant difference
-More emphasis on health
maintenance
through appears to indicate that Kenpreventive medical care and tucky pays for fewer medical
early diagnosis and treatment services," the report says.
"The largest part of our
of disease;
-Outreach programs to health dollars are going to treat
educate those eligible for illness, with very little...going
medical assistance about into health maintenance and
proper health care and about illness prevention," it adds.
services covered by the present
In 1974, less than two-tenths of
one per cent of all medical
Program;
-Follow-up programs to in- assistance dollars spent
sure the Medicaid recipients nationally went for early and
are getting the health care they periodic screening, diagnosis
need;
and treatment programs.
-Legislation licensing para- Kentucky spent approximately
professionals, nurse prac- one-tenth of one per cent of its
titioners, physician assistants Medicaid funds in this area, the
and others who could assist report says.
Kentucky spent more than
doctors in providing necessary
$7.5 million per month in 1974 on
services;
-Expanding the program to services to 131,870 recipients
pay for items and services not who used the program on an
presently covered, including average each month.
injections, prenatal care, "This points out the need for
greater utilization of preventive
dentures and others.
-These and other recom- health care measures," the
mendations should be con- report says.
An average of 1,245 children
sidered priorities, the report
per month were seen in Kensays.
Copies of the report, entitled, tucky in 1974. On the average,
"Medical Assistance in Ken- 814 (65 per cent) were found to
tucky," are available upon have some medical problems.
The percentage of children
request from the Legislative
Research Commission, Public with problems is likely to be
Information Office, State even greater, considering that
Capitol, Frankfort, Ky. 40601. children who are screened
"Because of the extent of probably have better access to
medical needs and the fiscal medical care than those who
limitations, all states have had are not, the report says.
A majority of Medicaid
to limit the coverage of their
Medicaid programs," the recipients in a 17-county survey
felt they saw a doctor as often
report says.
It adds that a number of as necessary. A significant
medical providers have chosen number, however, felt they did
not to participate in the not. The reason given most
program while others serve frequently was either lack of
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transportation or inability to
pay for transportation.
The state will pay for
authorized transportation to a
medical care facility, but many
of the individuals surveyed
appeared to be unaware of this,
the report says.
The survey discovered large
numbers of people who said
they were unaware or did not
understand that Medicaid
would help pay for certain
services. Physicians surveyed
separately also indica.ad a lack
of understanding among their
patients concerning Medicaid
coverage.
The most frequent misunderstanding they said was a
belief that all medical and
hospital services were covered
and paid-in-full by Medicaid.
The survey also revealed a
number of people, particularly
in Western Kentucky, had
trouble finding a doctor who
would accept a medical
assistance card.
"At present the only way a
recipient can find out which
physicians accept the medical
assistance card is by word of
mouth or by calling physicians
who are listed in the telephone
directory until one who will
accept the...(card) is found,"
the report says.
It recommends that lists of
such physicians be made
available through local offices
of the Department for Human
Resources.
The physicians' survey indicated that doctors, too, felt
the Medicaid program should
be expanded to cover additional
services and that fees paid for
various services should be
increased.
Inadequate fee,and too much
paperwork were the reasons
most frequently cited by doctors who did not participate in
the program or who formerly
participated but have since
quit.
The report recommends that
the Advisory Council for
Medical Assistance be expanded to include Medicaid
recipients or that the law be
changed to require the five
citizen members on the council
to be recipients.
At present, none of the citizen
members is a recipient. One,
however, is a member of a
professional group which
receives vendor payments,
apparently in violation of the
law, the report says.

Many Americans
lack insurance
Despite recent boosts in life
insurance protection, the
amount of coverage carried
by all families in the United
States was equal to little
more than 24 months of total
disposable income at the end
of 1974.
As a rule of thumb, insurance experts suggest that
protection equal to four to
five times annual income is a
good base for a sound life insurance program.

The morning chapter of the Vocational Industrial flubs of
America at the Murray Area Vocational Center recently
elected new officers for the 1975-76 school year. Newly
elected officers are pictured (left to right) 0. B. Garland,
president Kerry Vasseur, chaplin, Steve Phillips, secretary,
and Pat Robertson, reporter. Thomas Harper, vice-president,
Benny Pittman, treasurer and Terry Wyatt, Parliamentarian
were not present when the picture was made.

•
PADUCAH: Downtown, Minnens II,
Crossroads
MAYFIELD: On The Square
MURRAY: Bel Air Center

SHOP SUNDAY
Downtown, Minnens II
Crossroads & Murray

Coat Sale!
Regular $44 to $187
>••Q

$38'0153

*Long and Short Leathers *Long Wools-Solids 8 Plaids
*Hooded Coats *Fur Trims rPont Coats
•Hand-Painted Leather.faci *Natural Dofskins
*Fur Trimmed and Untrimmed Suedes
_
LAYAWAY

talented students have given a program for the P. T. 0, two assembly
programs for their own school, a T. V. "Focus" program and the Trigg
County concert They are scheduled to sing in November for the Musk
Department of the Murray Women's Club and Carter and Robertson
elementary schools.
Photo by Gerald Carter

Board Calls For Plant Rating System
FRANKFORT, Ky.—The the two states for wastewater Kentucky has reciprocity
state water and wastewater operators was granted in 1970. with nine other states for both
operators certification board
Jack Lynder, executive water and sewage plant
wants a new rating system for
secretary and treasurer for the operators.
water plants.
board, said Indiana's water Reporting on regional water
The advisory group to the
certification qualifications are systems operators schools and
Kentucky Department for
compatible with those of examinations, Johnson said
Natural Resources and EnKentucky. "Their that six schools have been
vironmental Protection has
classifications are a little completed and three more will
asked Nick Johnson, director of
broader than ours and their be conducted before the end of
the department's division of
terminology is different," said October. He also announced
sanitary engineering, to
Lynder.
"However,
if that the 22nd annual water and
prepare a proposal for a systern
reciprocity is wanted, we could sewage operators school will be
to rate water plants. The cer• specify
the equalities for the held at the Continental Inn in
tification board members sat
differences in an agreement." Lexington, Nov. 17-20.
the new rating system shoiJa
reflect the certification status of
water plant operators.
The members have expressed
concern that some city officials
do not fully understand that
water plant operators must
fulfill qualifications equa, to
those
by the
required
classification restrictions e the
plants in which they work
Now, watec plants in Kentucky are rated as eithe7 approved (showing fulfillment of
or
state
regulations)
provisional (indicating a lack of
certain qualifications). Often,
the approval of a water pLulli
depends on the classification
the plant itself. Water plan
are classified according to
size of the city's populatio
therefore, the qualifications
the plant operators must to
equal to the classification of ttie
plant where they work.
The board members want a
more detailed rating systeai
which spells out precisely wb*
is lacking at a water plant tbitt
has been designated provisonal
rather than approved. Far
instance, if operators dr
operating conditions fail to
meet state regulations. the
board members want to know
the source of the problem
In another action, the water
certification
board has
discussed a request from its
Indiana counterpart asking far
reciprocity between Kentucky
and Indiana for water
operators. Reciprocity between
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On November 10th

Crown Furniture Co.
In Benton

will close its doors forever!

All merchandise in its final
markdown! Sorry all bean bags
are gone! All you good people
from Monkey's Eyebrow, Possum Trot,
Devil's Elbow, Needmore, Hard
Money and all over Western Ky.
come on to

Crown Furniture Co.

Entire Stock Winter Coats On Sale!

From

MIDDLE SCHOOL GLEE CLUB SINGS AT TRIGG COUNTY — The Middle
School girls "Glee Club" presented a concert for the Trigg County Middle
School on Tuesday, October 21st. This "Glee Club" is comprised of sixtytwo fifth and sixth graders under the direction of Margaret Porter, vocal
and general musk teacher and Ruth Ann *Mk, student teacher. These

Minneni Murray
Open Nights 8 Sundays
5

4

in Benton

JOYFUL SINGING
AP —
KANSAS CITY
Christmas caroLs were first
sung in 13th-century Italy, then
taken to Spain, France, Germany and finally to England by
wandering musicians who sang
between the acts of miracle
plays, according to Hallmark
researcher Sally Hopkins.
One of the earliest English
carols is "God Rest Ye MerrY,
Gentlemen," which dates back
to the 1500s. "While Shepherds
Watched Their Flocks by
Night" was written in 1703 and
set to a tune from a Handel opera. One of the world's bestknown carols, "Silent Night,
Holy Night," was written by
Pastor Joseph Mohr of Oberndorf, Austria, on Christmas
Eve 1818. The melody WM composed that same evening by
Franz Gruber, an organist and
schoolmaster. Carols written‘ in
the United States, reports Miff
Hopkins, include -0 Little
Town of Bethlehem (MB);
Three Kings of Orient A'
(1863) and "It Came Upon a
Midnight Clear."

and help make a clean sweep of
this merchandise. Nov. 10th
is the last day of the GoingOut-of-Business Sale at

Crown Furniture Co.
No reasonable offer refused!
All unreasonable offers considered!
•

CROWN
FURNITURE CO.
N..Main Benton, Kentucky
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U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice
"People's Choice" Boit

TBONE
STEAK
$178

'Meow rev desire
uniformly suPdrh never
sod juicy, rich leadermess in beef, issist ea
"People's Choice'
Gov't. Graded WACO
Beet . . a Kreger exclusive. Not eoly does
People's CAsivice bet
meet rigid ILS. Departmeet et Agriculture
standards tor U.S.D.A.
Choice iisality, it also

Yfith this coupon and $10.00 purchase,
excluding items prohibited by law and in
addition to the cost of coupon merchandise. Subject to applicable taxes.
Limit one. Good through Tuesday, November 4th.
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U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice
"People's Choice" Beef

PORTERHOUSE

STEAK -

GENUINE

CHUCK.
cuts.
c:ot
'STEAK

U.S, GOVT.
' GRADED CHOICE BEEF

Ground Chuckm$128 Rib Roast

KROGER FRUIT
LB.

," Cocktail

Fran
Revenue
rice Ca
concern
federal
has me
ity at
•'Peop
much a
ing at
'hey at
'as data
said. "
he de
make s
ifly for
he tax
Carpe

17

WHITE
BREAD J

Mined Ports

FRYING —
CHICKEN

AJAX
LIQUID

night
priso
sleeps,
at the
But
Pr*
clear!
the!

the j

$339
$199
79c
si

MST FRYER LEG

Quarters
FRED FRYER MAST

Quarters
FRESH

Fryer Livers
SI ICED AS CHOPS, MS IMF

Pork Loin
FAMILY PAR, 3 to 5 LIS

Pork Steaks
MEDIUM

Spare Ribs
TEIMESSEE PRIDE PORK

Sausage

...

10SIN HORNELL

Sliced Bacon
FAMILY PAR

Turbot Fillets
SERVE 'N SAVE

Lunch Meat

69c
79c
89c
$149
$149
$149
$179
si49
LB. 89c
ix $1 19

Grape Jelly
KROGER
Biscuits
GARDEN SWEET
Kroger Peas
UOGER
Saltines

Fresh Froze,

TURKEY
HINDQUARTERS

29c
DELICIOUS
APPLES
$1
th..111

1104._
1
111.

lox

Kreger

MACARONI &
CHEESE

DINNER

Washington State Extra Fancy
Red or Golden

MS

BUFFET
SUPPERS
(Snead Seel Lacerated)

47!41 299

59c

CALIFORNIA

Red Grapes

KROGO SHORTENING

'HALLOWEEN SPECIAL

3cm.$11
9
•

Pumpkins
CALIFORNIA FRESH

Ithth this teepee. Limit is. Coed
November 49

Broccoli
THIS

49c

to esplet Frozen

COUPON WORTH 20c CASH
APPLE CIDER

Wait owe Good throat% Thosilay, Ilesiesiber

ammo

THIS COUPON
RTH
25c CASH
hoseards this wan* .412 N of mote
M Wks's*
HALLOWEEN CANDY
limit woe
GM Weep lualip,IIPtimber
40.

SENIOR CITIZENS

Unbleached, Maio Sr

PILLSBURY FLOUR

IN TWO LOVELY PATTERNS

Ms is., moo Limit use Cssid tbssisgS
Tiossass.S.

Everythiog you buy at Kroger is goarenined for yew
total satisfaction regardless of
mamufacturer. N yes are
Mt satisfied, Kreger will replace
your item with the
same braid tr a comparable brand or resund your defame mice.

THIS COUPON WORTH
20c CASH
Mortis the punks*
If MT
Woos GI lreits, 054 fssisseasit 1444

HOOP CHEESE

Ut is. Gled tbrelegb Toespy,
Iliwerrov

Ilk else guaraetet that is rill do everything
IN mit woe( ie ssve
smell supplies of eii advertised Mollusk is
our %trim wog yes
My kw thew tt..41•• I. ceeditiees boyar
rat coshrif. lug rue rat
it re advertised WWI.in sill substitute
Heelers tin is a tem perable brew/ (Mee Brea is item is available)
reltrtim gm ore
savings or, if yea peter, give ear a "lane
Noce" reboil entities Mrd
I• the same advertised special it the sem sse!iel
eke bee Me
with. )0 days.
.

Build a set at a fraction of
what you'd expect to pay

THIS WEEK'S FEATURE

With Each
$5.00 hl
Purekasos.

Be sure to register for
membership in our new
Senior Citizens Savings
Program at your local Kroger store. Being a member
of this program entitles
you to buy our weekly coupon specials without having to make the $10.00 or
more additional purchase.
To qualify for membership
you must be at least 59
years of age and living on
a fixed income. Kroger is
proud to be the first area
food store to offer such a
Savings to our Senior Citi-

e S. •
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Westmoreland Strikes Back
At Critics With Memoirs

Security On Tax Information
Tightened At The State Level
Frankfort, Ky.( AP) — State
Revenue Commissioner Maurice Carpenter says increased
concern about confidentiality of
federal income tax information
has meant tightened up security at the state level.
•'People have become very
much aware of what's happening at the federal level and
'hey are concerned that their
Tax data remains guarded," he
said. "We have taken steps in
The department to tighten up, to
make sure tax returns are used
)nly for the administration of
he tax laws in Kentucky."
Carpenter said the public
should know that the department is sensitive to the issue.
"We are very touchy about
this, and want every one to
know it," he said.
The Internal Revenue Service
periodically checks the revenue
department to make sure adequate controls are in effect to
maintain secrecy of tax information data.
In addition, revenue department employes are screened
and warned of the consequences of divulging tax data
to unauthorized persons.
The penalty for breaking the
oath of secrecy is a $500 fine or

Westmoreland's view: U.S milNEW YORK API — The against North Vietnam.
The retired four-star general itary reinforcements sent tu
U.S. general most identified
Tet ofwith American failure in Viet- titled his memoirs "War in Vietnam after the 1968
nam has struck back at critics Vain?" They will be published fensive; military operations
by the Doubleday Co. in into Laos and Cambodia that
in his lengthy memoirs,
of HaiGen. William C. West- January. The general devotes same year; the mining
inwith
phong
combined
harbor
Vietthe
to
book
the
of
the
of
much
defeat
moreland blames
..
of
North.
bombing
tensified
the South Vietnamese not-car-- TIMM war in which he was cornthe US. military but "the poli- mender of U.S. forces from Vietnam.
"The North Vietnamese
ticians and policy makers" in 1964 to 1968, the most critical
broken" had these
Washington "who forced us to years of the war for Americun would have
implemented.
been
proposals
forces.
fight with one hand."
Westmoreland also writes of Westmoreland argues.
To Westmoreland, the VietOther "lamentable mistakes
nam war "could have been his youth in South Carolina, his
were:
brought to a favorable end" West Point days, action in
—Delaying so long in setting
had his advice been heeded. World War II and Korea, and
a viable pacification organ
up
But instead, President Lyndon his final post as U.S. Army
ization in South Vietnam.
B. Johnson "listened to too chief of staff.
—Going 30 slowly in re
While he is tough on his critmuch faulty advice" and disVietnarnest
regarded Westmoreland's plans ics, Westmoreland heaps praise equipping the South
with M-16
particularly
army,
who
men
military
the
U.S.
.on
to invade Cambodia and Laos
rifles.
and increase bombing pressure fought in Vietnam and declares
—Failure to provide an interthat "despite the final failure of
force along the demilinational
the South Vietnamese, the
record of the American mili- tarized zone to prevent infiltary services of never having tration.
The former American corn
lost a war is still intact."
is scornful of his countmander
the
with
wrong
What went
war, Westmoreland argues, erpart on the North Vietnamese
Giap,
Airman First Class Harrel Z. was a series of "ill-considered" side, Gen. Vo Nguyen
Bramley, son of Mr. and Mrs. policy decisions, particularly who commanded the Vietnam
French
James Bramley, 506 North the bombing halts. "Washing- army that defated the
Phu
Bien
Dien
of
the
at
Battle
Second Street, Murray, was ton timidity was an outgrowth
still in comselected as "Base First Term of the advice of well-intentioned in 1955, and was
when his
Airman of the Month" for but naive officials and of its ef- mand 20 years later
the South VietSeptember at Richards-Gebaur fect on a president so political- forces chased
alAir Force Base, Missouri, ly oriented that he tried to namese army from Saigon
fight.
according to a letter received please everybody rather than most without a
Westmoreland writes: "Any
by his parents from Richard N. bite the bullet and make the
commander who took
American
O'Hagan, Colonel, USAF, hard decisions," Westmoreland
the same vast losses as Gen.
writes.
Commander.
The hard decisions that Giap would have been sacked
Col. O'Hagan said Bramley
was selected by his unit, 1840th should have been made, in overnight."
Supply Squadron, to compete
with other unit representatives
in base-wide competition, and
some of the criteria required in
.BROERINGMEYER CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
being recommended for this
announces
award are outstanding job
the addition of
knowledge and duty perDR. RANDY ALLEN
formance, military bearing and
to the center
appearance, knowledge of
military customs and courNem Rows
tesies, and numerous other
Mon -Wed.-fri. 9 to 12, 1.30 to 7
facets of military and civilian
Ives. &lbws. 9 lo 12 1:30 io 5
life.
Sat 910 1
Bramley, a graduate of
Allen
Murray High School, entered
the Air Force in October 1973,
Broeringmeyer
had his basic training at
Chiropractic Center
Lackland Air Force Base,
Ph 753-2962
344 mi. E.on Hwy.94
Texas, and was stationed at
Chanute Air Force Base,
Illinois, before his present
assignment.

look at our tax information."
A subpoena issued by a judge
is required for state income tax
information to be divulged, and
no tax records may be taken
from the department unless a
subpoena has been issued.
"We permit an authorized
person to make notes on what
is in the files, but no records or
copies leave here without an order from a judge," Carpenter
said.
He also said that while various departments have sought
access to the records, in his 24
years with the department a
governor has never asked permission to examine the records.
Infrequently, departments have
been denied permission, he
added.
Kentuckians submit about 1.1
million income tax returns annually. They are kept for seven
years. Inheritance tax records
are kept forever.
The returns are checked by
50 audit clerks in what the department calls its pre-audit
step. If a return is complicated
"British and American Culture is II be the topic for an
or needs a closer look, it is
address in the Clifton Sigsbee town, Distinguished Leckicked out of the stack and givture in the Humanities series by Stephen Spender, British
en to one of the special auditors
poet, essayist and critic, at Murray Sate University Thurfor a closer examination.
sday evening Oct. 30.
The revenue department
Scheduled at 8 p.m. in the auditorium of the University
maintains no special list of
the program is the second in a series inaugurated
School,
known or suspected tax chrisCollege of Humanistic Studies to rec ognize Lowry,
the
by
lers.
who taught 43 years on the campus before his retirement
"We do check anonymous
in
1968.
no
is
there
but
taxes,
about
tips
Dr. Kenneth E. Harrell, dean of the sponsgring college,
special list of any kind," Carsaid the public is inyited at no admission charge to hear
penter said. The people who
Spender, who is on the faculty at the University of Lonport, or area where a police or work here see so many returns
•
that
don.
data
much
so
read
and
jail vehicle can be brought inWidely known and admired for his poetry and for the
side for loading and unloading. pretty soon all the information
readings he gives of his own works and the poetry of
Like much of the jail, it will becomes very impersonal.
said.
he
meaning,"
no
has
"It
other writers, Spender has attained standing as a Bterary
be operated by remote control
candy
a
in
working
like
"It's
man of high reputation for some decades and is
circuit
a
closed
and through
.recognized as an intellectual of internatioaal stature.store—eventually you get to the44
television system.
lecturei-ainirProgrami of poetry readings with comJailer Harold Buchignani has point where you don't eat can- -•
mentary are both intellectually challenging and replete
his doubts about the plexiglass dy anymore."
nonbars, and would just as soon
with anecdotes about the most notable writers on both
see some extra money spent to
sides of the Atlantic since the American Revolution.
HARD WATER DAMAGE
reinforce them with heavy steel
Spender has written a wide!), acclaimed book entitled
PUT AT $6.3 BILLION
mesh.
"Love-Hate Relations: English and American Sensibilities,"
LOMBARD, Ill. ) AP) — Hard
which is an analytical look at the interaction of British and
The new jail is designed to
water costs consumers $6.3 bilAmerican writers.
hold about 475 inmates. The lion annually, according to
The Lowry lecture series was established earlier this
present jail, along with a jail economists at the Water Qualiyear to bring men and women lecturers of national and
annex on the outskirts of town, ty Research Council. It wastes
are crowded at 350.
international reputation to Murray State to enchance
$1.8 billion in soaps, detergents,
Most prisoners will be housed shampoos and other cleaning
educational opportunities on the camrs.
in maximum security single- materials. It deteriorates
cells, with the top two floors plumbing at an estimated $2.7
accomodating minimum secur- billion rate. It does $1 billion'
damage to 'Sheets, linens, tovit-'
ity prisoners dormitory style.
clothing. In
There will be a special area els and washable
addition, by depositing infor women prisoners and a sick sulating scale in water heaters,
bay.
it adds $800 million to the nation's
fuel bills.
Visiting conditions will be imAbout 80 per cent of the
proved, with the new jail providing visiting areas on each United States and Canada has
floor. Visitors will be separated hard water. On a per family
from inmates by plexiglass bar- basis, hard water damage costs
SALE STARTS WEDNESDAY ENDS SATURDAY
each affected household $37
riers.
each year for soaps, deCurrently the weekend vis- more
etc., $55 extra in
tergents,
just
itors to the jail ry.-vt stand
plumbing repairs and replaceoutside the entrance. They are ments and $29 in shortened life
not permitted inside the jail for sheets, linens and other
and must communicate to in- washables. Added annual fuel
IRO% PORE PAIR RELIEVER
mates through a heavy wire costs amount to approximately
$18, the council reports.
screen.

six months in jail, or both.
An employe caught taking a
peek at the tax records for
mere curiosity is given a warning the first timed; the second
time he is suspended and the
third time is fired.
Carpenter said in his 24 years
with the department, he could
only remember one employe
being dismissed.
Departments of local and
state government may have access to income tax records if
'hey have a valid reason and
.he permission of the head of
'he governmental unit.
The authorizing official must
sign an agreement that the information will be kept confidential and not be part of the
public record, a violation carries the same fine and jail penalties as for breaking the oaths
of secrecy taken by departmental employes.
"We do not permit any random, indiscriminate checks of
our tax records," Carpenter
said. "A state trooper can't
come in here and look at a tax
file without authorization from
the commissioner of state police. Even the chief of the internal revenue service must approve one of his agents for a

AFC Bramley Named
For Honor At Air
Force Base, Mo.

New Fayette County Jail
Being Built—No Bars
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)—It
costs more to build a jail these
days than it did in 1891—even
without the bars.
The new Fayette Cunty Detention Center is under constTuctitio near or behind the
Lexington municipal building
and could be ready by February.
The massive concrete building will cost more than $6.4
million to build, even without
the bars.
It took $40,000 to build the old
jail, and at the time many
though it worth the money.
"The jailer can retire at
night without any fear of his
prisoners escaping while . he
sleeps," a news story published
„
at the time said..
But just a year. tater, nine
prisoners escaped from the facility, and the honeymoon was
clearly over: a few weeks later
the local grand jury damned
the jail's inadequacy.
In the 83 years since then,
grand juries have frequently
expressed the same sentiment.
So why doesn't the new jail
have bars?
In place of bars on the individual cells are hurricane window-type louvers which. allow
direct light to pass through a
sheet of plexiglass.
And in place of bars at the
prisoner entrance is a sally-

Large Selection
Discount Prices

PI00.041

In

Or

Sole

584

Aim

Calgonite

Jergens
Lotion

DE
1.
FATU OjPIT.

Formula 300

Pack of 10

49'

Sale

Choice of Extra
Dry Skin Formula
or Regular

Aim
Toothpaste

Automatic dishwashing
cleans
detergent
glasses clearest soft
water clear
35 oz Box

4 Hour Cough
Suppressant

Sale

The Family
Deodorant
4 oz. Con

Sale $119

Hold
I.

cloture**
RICH
UARO

Halloween
Candy

PR.4v1,!:,_•0°.°

New

1 5 oz Bottle
With Dispenser

With Stannous
Fluoride

78

Large 4.6 oz. Tube so.,

56'

Sole Your Choice

Lysol Liquid

Sophie Mae

Peanut Brink

Peanut
Brittle

Amazing Grace
Ken Holland Latest Release in Limited Edition
This is a baptizing scene where they used to gather at the creek or river for baptizing services, although it
is still practiced in some rural areas, it has almost become a thing of the past. adding to our American
History.
We expect the demand for this print to be simaar to John 3:16 which sold out very fact

16x 20 in foil Color

500 Numbered and signed $15.00 ea
$10.00 ea
2000 signed Only
Add 5% sales tax-$1.50 postage and handling

Ken Helene Prints, Rorie 2, White Stet- Fenn,
Benton, Ky. 42025, Phone (.502) 27-$040
Name
Address

Cleans disinfects
deodorizes In
convenient squeeze bottle
Sole

24 oz.

Lemon Aerosol

Furniture Polish
Cream wo, eos, to use
Recommended by
FurBassett
niture manulactaeb

14 N.Can

Flicker
Ladies

Toilet Bowl
Cleaner

10 oz Box

Old English

694

Right
Guard
Deodorant

10 oz. Bottle

764

Sale

Gillette

Helps relieve minor cuts oisecr
bites. etc

100% pure pa)r
reliever
Bottle of 200
Sole

We Reserve The Right
To limit Quantities

For the Skin

Aspirin

Mouth Wash
and Gargle
20 oz

se
Breeze
Antiseptic

St. Joseph

CepacoI:t

East Side of Square
Murray, Ky.
Op•./i 9 A 00 oo P AA

584

Earth Born
Shampoo
Natural ill Balance
Choice of green apple-strawberry
opricot-avocado

- '12 oz. Bottle

Safety
Shaver
S Blades
Sole

964
Pringles

Potato
Chips
Twin Pock
9 oz.

694
•
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QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED

LOIN END

Pork Roast

•

r - BANKROLL-WATCH YOUR
MAIL BOX MON., NOV.3
FOR THIS AND OTHER

EXCITING SPECIALS!

Lb

FROZEN

Catfish Steaks

WE'RE CELEBRATING
OUR 12th Anniversary
WITH SPECIAL SAVINGS
AND LOW PRICES
FOR YOU - COME BY
AND HELP US
CELEBRATE

FRESH
RUBY
RED

Grapefruit
5 Lb BAG

°FREE PRIZES
°FREE BUBBLE GUM
°FREE BALLOONS
IT'S OUR WAY OF
SAYING - "THANK YOU!"

JERGENS

BATH BEADS 16 oz.

WEATHER
OR NOT

Hair Snrnv

MISS
BREAK

12o

Super CREAME RINSE
&
Balsam CONDITIONER 8 oz.

FROZEN
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9

FREE
PRIZES*

1

FREE
BUBBLE GUM &
BALLOONS FOR THE KIDS

50* BAGS OF GROCERIES

FREE!

.49

20 BAGS - FRIDAY,OCT. 31, 1975
30 BAGS - SATURDAY NOV. 1, 1975

:
EP E1sItgl:(SE
Ntp)i

SOUTHSIDE

NORTHSIDE
iotfi a Chestnut

•REGISTER ATJ1OTH STORES!

*25 BAGS IN EACH STORE

.79

*OTHER EXCITING PRIZES
WILL BE OFFERED IN
BOTH STORES
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

12th & Story
8 AM-10 PM

6 AM-12 PM
CLOSED SUNDAY

JIM ADAMS FOODLINERS
•

KRAFT-DINNER

Macaroni & Cheese VA oze
•

ASSIC
IN
°TIL
TC

o
27

,DOUBLE LUCK

Green Beans

PIZZA
with

for

BANQUET 501.

DISHWASHING

Meat Balls

COOKIN'
BAGS

IVORY

CHEF BOY-AR-DEE - 15 oz.

Spaghetti

4 79'

303
CAN

454

411

2

SLICED BEEF, SALISBURY STEAK
CHICKEN ALA KING - SLICED TURKEY

LIQUID

BANQUET -PKG of 2

320z.

BLEACH

Purex Quart • •.. 294

GOLD MEDAL

Pie Shells 9,

4 OFF
LABEL

FLOUR

SWEETHEART

Lb.

•
"....Lg,

GERBER - STRAINED
—

FABRIC SOFTNER %Gal. 594
35 oz

85'

KRAFT
AMERICAN SINGLES

DOG 6
FOO 89

LOW-FAT

FOR

SEAFOOD

89'

CAKE MIX

$415

FRESH

12 oz.
DUNCAN HINES

GALLON

SOUTHSIDE STORE ONLY

CHEESE

TONY

15'

Baby Food
Milk

AUTOMATIC DISHWASHER

Cascade

49'

*FRESH SHRIMP
*LIVE OYSTERS IN THE SHELL
*LIVE LOBSTERS
SPECIAL ORDERS ON LIVE LOBSTERS
ORDER BY MONDAY A. M. FOR THE WEEKEND

We've

REDUCED

VIM

CRACKERS

LIMITED
FLAVORS
BOX

SALTINE
Lb.
BOX

3047
ITEMS

vi
til),I
C.

SHOP AND COMPARE

LOG CABIN
•

Syrup 24 oz

$i.19

OW PRICE
KING
4
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Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

Pz

\
*6 _-

Former Registry Director
Says Charges Are 'Politics'

FOR THL ILSDAY. OcToBER 30, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
i Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)IA
It will take patience, soft
words and a great deal of humor
to keep some things and
persons in line now. But well
worth it — and for a long time to
come.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21
You may consider making
some changes now, but be
careful not to make too many,
or to go too far in any one
direction. A good adjustment
should work out well, however.
GEMINI
.4
fr
May 22 to June 21) 11
What you think will be as
important as how you act and
react. Control emotions, shun
gossips, let your natural
exuberance for living shine in
the right corners.
CANCER
1June 22 to July 23) 0e)
Stellar influences now
suggest prudence, careful
deliberation before acting.
Don't toss a cod'!" or make
dectsiot in a haphazard way.
Be paintakmg.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23) 412{4Z
Your planetary aspects advise against useless activity,
negative attitudes, opposing
others without reason. A day for
exercising tolerance and plain
common sense.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) •
A day in which you MUST
avoid extremes: They will
tempt in various forms. Some
- situations may Jpeoate difficult,
but all can be made easier
through the trying.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Meet this day with the
determination to see its new
possibilities and offers — many
to be eagerly grasped. Creative
pursuits especially favored.

Anfl

SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 224 MeV'
This period asks patience on

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
"It's a bunch of hooey" says
the man who directed the Kentucky Registry of Election Finance in 1972, referring to the
uproar over a candidate's failure to report a campaign contribution that year.
K.P. Vinsel, who has since
stepped down as executive director, said Wednesday that the
allegations involving Republican gubernatorial nominee
Robert Gable are "a bunch of
damn politics."
Gov. Julian Carroll, the
democratic candidate for governor, has alleged that his GOP
opponent violated state law by
failing to report he had contributed $102,000 to his own 1972
primary campaign for the U.S.
Senate. Gable lost that bid.
Gable has said he did nothing
wrong.
Carroll challenged Gable in a
televised debate Sunday night
to prove he had not violated the
law.
Gable said he borrowed the
money April 6, 1972, and that
he was not required by federal
or state law to report the loan.
YOU BORN TODAY add pep The amended federal law—
and enthusiasm to any un- which would have required disdertaking. You work hard closure—did not go into effect
whether the job is simple or until the next day, April 7.
difficult — and your energies In march, 1972, the Kentucky
are boundless. Be careful not to registry sent a letter to
all
misuse them! You have a great congressional
candidates inlove of nature and are keenly forming
them that they could
interested in the physical file
copies of their federal
manifestations of life: If you
campaign spending reports
were to choose a career as a
physician, at which you could be with the state registry and were
a great success, your main not required to file state elecinterest would lie in physiology tion finance reports in the first
and anatomy. Many other fields half of 1972.
are open to you, however — The registry may have. been
especially business, states- acting under the assumptiOn
1131111shiD.!Male and writing. In that a law approved by the 1972
the latter connection, yOur Gineril—AM7mbry March ie
works would have a strong was already in effect—or perdramatic quality. Birthdate of haps they were anticipating its
John Adams, 2nd. Pres., effective date. In any event, the
U.S.A.; Richard B. Sheridan, law authorized congressional
Irish dramatist.
candidates to comply with the
federal, rather than state law,
but it did not take effect until
On Sept. 17, 1923, fire de- 90 days after passage or June
stroyed more than 600 buildings 16.
in Berkeley, Calif., at an esti- On Thursday, Atty. Gen. Ed
mated loss of $12.5 million.
Hancock, at the request of state

ever one's part and, if others
disrupt procedures, that is all
the more reason to hold YOUR
ground. Care!
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You may be inclined to drive
yourself too hard now. Don't!
Try to eliminate nonessentials
from your schedule so that you
may pace yourself at an easier
gait
C iPRICORN
, Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
Best results will come from
teamwork. Confer, exchange
ideas. Some adverse influences
suggest caution, but NOT
anxiety, in carrying out day's
program.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) -••••
Avoid a tendency toward
lethargy. You could make some
unusual stndes if you put your
talents to work.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Disappointment? This should
NOT stop you, rather make you
determined to regroup forces
for surer attainment next time.

)erfici;

)
(c•
,

Democratic campaign chairman William Curtin, advised
that Gable and all other congressional candidates who
failed to file state reports were
in violation of the state law.
The registrys error in misinforming the tandidates ''does
not excuse the violation of law"
he said. But the statute of limitations has run out, he added,
and violators cannot be prosecuted.
"It is very clear to me that
the state law required them to
file," the attorney general said.
he registry exceeded its authority" in telling candidates
otherwise.
Meanwhile, the current director of the registry, Charles F.
Woods, said he has no intention
of becoming involved in what
he sees as a political matter.
"This is a nonpartisan office," he said. "We should never allow ourselves to become
embroiled in a political controversy."

Rising Income And Spending
Don't Mean Rising Prosperity

WASHINGTON(AP) —A bitWoods said he -owes it to the
registry to make a full review of ter lesson of the niid-19703 has
been that rising income and
the allegations."
spending don't mean rising
y cITY BALLET HAS
prosperity for either American
RECORD ATTENDANCE
The families or the federal governNEW YORK (AP)
New York City Ballet has con- ment.
cluded a month-long residence The average American workat the Saratoga Performing er lost nearly 9.4 per cent of
Arts Center in Saratoga the buying power of his or her
Springs, N.Y., where a record paycheck between 1972 and
84,480 persons attended. This April of this year, even though
was the 10th anniversary sea- dollar earnings increased nearson for both the center and the ly 18 per cent during the same
ballet's appearing there.
period, Labor Department figThe company gave an all-Raures
show.
vel program at Wolftrap Farm
Park in Vienna, Va., from Sept. The gross weekly earnings of
workers increased from $136.16
3-7.
Now,season subscriptions for in 1972 to $160.47 last April. But
the Nov. 11-Feb. 15 season at measured in terms of what
the New York State Theater in earnings will buy — in 1969-valLincoln Center are being of- ue dollars — the paycheck defered. The season will see an clined from $96.64 in 1972 to
extraordinary number of bal- $87.58 in April. The April figlets being added — 10. They ures don't reflect the increase
are from last spring's sold-out in
buying power since the May
Ravel Festival. Also, there will
be a world premiere ballet tax cut.
Because of inflation, it takes
choreographed by George Balmore dollars to buy the same
anchine.

amount of

goods and sersdees.
To maintain the inate level of
services, the government must
spend more each year, just as
a family must spend more to
maintain its living standards.
President Ford recently
called attention to the federal
dilemma when he said on Oct.
6 that unless Congress agrees
to reduce spending by 626 billion, the fiscal 1977 budget will
hit $420 billion, which is up
more than 100 per cent compared to $197 billion in 1970.
Measured in dollar ainounta.
alone, that would be true. But
in terms of what dollars will
buy, the increase would be a
great deal less.
Figures provided by the Office of Management and Budget
show that if all budgets are
translated into the same purchasing power, the increase between 1970 and 1976 was closer
to 14 per cent.
OMB figures show that if all
budgets are measured in terms
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of 11811-Ba1ue dollars, the original decal 1976 budget of $350
billion becomes $202.7 billion,
compared to 6180.8 billion for
1970, a difference of 12 per
cent.
The latest estimate for 1976
spending of about $370 billion
probably would increase the
difference to around 14 per
cent. OMB has not worked out
the 1969-value of proposed
spending for fiscal 1977.

Miss Your Paper?
Seliscribers who have 1
cot
received their homedelivered copy of The
*env Lodger & Times by
5:30 p.n. ere urged to call
753-1916 bonitos', 5:30 p. ie.
end 6 p. ri. to insure
delivery of de eewspeper.
Calls oast be pieced before
6 p.a.
11.
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QUANTITY. RIGHTS RESERVED
PRICES GOOD THRU NOV. 2 WHILE QUANTITIES LAST
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-1115X OF 100

DIXIE CUP-1
REFILL

SHY SYRINGE

SellesG1

SHOP
AND SAVE
AT

ELSEWHERE
5 67

ELSEWHERE
1.17

BENYLIAI 1
* .111 COUGH SYRUP

FREEZER
10
BIG
JACK

BAGS]PINT BOX OF 5
QUART BOX OF 40
)GALLON BOX OF 24

HALLOWEEN
COSTUMES
ELSEWHERE

199

ELSEWHERE
990

1 99

63's
me.•11•111••••••

ELSEWHERE
890

VASELINE
INTENSIVE CARE
*
100z

158

PARTY TREAT I
MIXED NUTS

LSEVVHE R E
1.59

BUFFERIN
TABLETS

GET A HEAD
START THIS YEAR.
LAY AWAY
THAT GIFT FROM
BEGLEY'S TODAY!

BOTTLE OF 100

ELSEWHERE
196
CA)IVPARE
thD
SAVE

BOTTLE OF 100
5 GRAIN

r

Begley's
Baby Oil

with IRON
144

•

BOTTLt OF 100
L

ra.saL.

I

e

TO A CASE
1 CASE

E LSEW KA&

499

88,z,

ELSEWHERE
750

BEGLEY'S
BOOK
MATCHES

PINESOL
SCOURING
CLEANER

140
sol
lamoSI.
€-..::

14 02

ELSEWHE RE
39

BOX OF 50

-1
TEGRIN
SHAMPOO

7

BOX OF 24

i
1
I

J

--1
WINDEX AEROSOL
1602

63(P
J

•it
e
C44
-,

r

--1
I
1

CUTEX
POLISH
REMOVER

EGULAR •
ELSEVV HE R E
890
L ......

I

,..;,.1

ELSE WHERE

-1 r

2pr,

23'si

JOHNSON'S
NEWBORN DIAPERS i
_
1 ...rN

. ._._

2 OZ. TUBE
------ z
ELSEVVHERE
1 89
L

Reg. $1.47

1 r.
FIREPLACE
iOGS

1600.71111/E..-....

A
UTTLE SPECIAL
LET BEGLEY'S
PERSONALIZE YOUR
"CARDS THIS CHRISTMAS

,:::, ,,,

Sim %ors

ELMER'S
GLUE ALL
4 OZ BOTTLE

41
"
\
H RISTM AS
CARDS
ADD SOMETHING

ZW6-Act.

BEGLEY'S-"---4 CHEWABLE — -1
CHILDRENS
VITAMINS

-

4
1

29's

HUN

ELSEWHERE
790

Protect them
from harm

BEG LEY'S
ASP RIN

•Just take •
meals
pounds as y•
hunger pang
limas the •D
gnawing hu
don't feel h
calorie Intel'
thousand
thought they

ASK P011

BOX OF 80

Polio
Measles
Mumps
Rubella
Immunize Now Against These
Diphtheria
Dangerous Childhood Diseases
Tetanus
•
FURNISHED AS A
Pertussis
,Avki
COMMUNITY
SERVICE BY
BEGLEY'S

r---

with the
for publi

63
table,

LOCK TOP
SANDWICH BAGS

ARE ADVANTAGE
OF OUR SPECIAL
HALLOWEEN
SAVINGS
TODAY AND HAVE
SAFE HOLIDAY

130Z.

.—Trwalwwwwwiese

the

(

L

Fres
hloc
ik.
The good cook's lure -

Join

30Z.

ELSEWHERE

When good cooks want to attract the attention
of someone special. they turn to flesh pork —
chops. steaks.•roasts and spareribs, fresh ham
and sausage: •
Today's fresh pork is lean and nutritious, one
of our best natural sources of Vitamin 13t and
protein. For free menu suggestions, send a
stamped. self-addressed envelope to the National
Pork Producers Council,4715 Grand Avenue,
Des Moines; Iowa 50312..
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Adults 12
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Congratulations to the Area
Pork Producers During. ..

"It wassome
pork chop that
snared myfiance."
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Adults 114
Nursery 5
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These Are The Days For Dark Shadows In Kentucky

October 25, 1975
old house knows, ghosts are a
Adults 114
Days grow short and dark when everything takes on an anything ghostly; but let the sun serious matter. "What most
Nursery 5
hills and eerie atmosphere, when just go down and that autumn path people don't know," said a
early inmeadows.
shadows walkdacross
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
arsanound
about anything that walks or through the bright woodland
becomes something else—and Perry County native, "is the big
Baby Girl Morton, Route 1, Fog and mists billow like wispy flies can scare.
difference between ghosts,
quickly.
Hardin, Imother. Mary Jane), cloaks
and
dark
Along with shadows
tree trunks and
spiritualism and spirituality."
5th
N.
411B
Baby Boy Henry,
For generations Kentuckians She was a believer in ghosts,and
drape white sheets over tomb- hulks of houses riding honey
St., Murray, Debbie D.).
on
fires
broom
have sat around warm
stones. It's the season of ridges like witches on
her religion. "There was the
DISMISSALS
so bright isatsbsMi cold nights_ mid told ghost time my boy was coming home
Halloween, that time -ot rear are
Mrs. Judy L. Faith, Route 4,
—CaIled "ghost from Korea. We'd had a heavy
stories. Thefire
A rt
Benton, Wayne Stone, Box 24,
stories" as if to imply they rain and I knew the bridge
Kirksey, Mrs. Cylvia Dele
Communications
might be tales pulled from a across the creek would wash
Stone, Route 1, Box 284,
magician's hat or the peaked away any minute. All at once I
Murray, Mrs. Sharon Gail
crown of a warlock's headdress. had this urge to take a light and
Hamlet and Baby Boy, 815 N.
But mountain people are known walk through the rain to the
5th St., Mayfield, Mrs. Sherrine
their honesty and if one creek. I thought maybe I
for
Each of the 50,000 men and eludes:
Linda Clark and Baby Boy, 1805
in detail that he or she wouldn't heed the urge, for the
describes
state
local
with
-Register
Park Avenue, Benton, Mrs. women lean,* military service
out there in the rain sure was coming down.
something
saw
ent service office.
Victoria Annette Rushing and at least five Veterans Administ- employm
dark near the old vine-covered But, whatever it was wouldn't
to
year
one
to
up
have
Veterans
Baby Boy, Route 1, Cottage ration communications within
believe
for unempleyment cemetery, you'd better
let up. It was like someone
Grove, Tn., Mrs. Dortha Eaker, six months of their separation apply
or the goblins will get you.
ns
applicatio
but
ion,
compensat
;tagging at me. I waded through
noted
400 North 5th, Murray, Mrs. date, the agency
filed after a long period of Sam McKinney of Rowan that rain, stood on the bank
Judy Kay Stevenson, Route 2, recently.
on
by the unemployment could result in a County, who recently purchased above the creek and waved my
Upon notificati
Calvert City, Master Roy A.
of lower rate of unemployment a log house in Morgan County, lantern in a pattern that went
nt
of
Defense
Departme
Benton,
4,
Route
Matherne,
compensation.
duty
on
of
active
terminati
knows he also bought three around my back, like a signal
Mrs. Hazel Underhill, Route 5,
-Within 10 days, if previously "wispy" inhabitants along with we had used since my boy was
'than
other
under
conditions
Key,
Jane
Martha
Mrs.
Benton,
registered with Selective the logs.
in school. Next day when the
Route 4, Box 184, Murray, Ovie dishonorable, the VA tells the
report address through
Service,
"I know it," said the artisan water went down and he
T. Lee, Route 1, Almo, Homer new veteran of his eligibility for
local board.
who has an original touch with managed to cross on logs
Graves Wicker, 1110 Poplar St., benefits.
-Within 90 days, apply to pottery, "and I'm glad of it. washed down the creek, he said
Murray, Mrs. Eva ,tan Hary, The veteran is urged to
former employer for reem- Ghosts won't hurt anyone."
he hadn't even reached the
805 South 34th St. Terre Haute, contact the nearest VA regional
an
in
ployment.
lives
washed-out bridge when in his
who
a
of
everyone
tive
or
a
office
representa
As
Ind., Robert Perry Hornsby, 813
-In 120 days,(up to one year if
on
service
organizati
veterans'
Olive, Murray.
for complete application totally disabled) convert Servicemen's Group Life Inprocedures.
10-26-75
Separate communications are surance to five-yepr Veterans
Adults 124
sent to veterans providing them Group Life Insurance.
-Within one year from date of
Nursery 4
with GI Loan Certificates of
of VA rating on
notice
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
confor
y
homes,
Eligibilit
, apply to VA for
disability
ALS
DISMISS
dominiums and mobile homes
and also information on in- special National Service Life
Mrs. Kathleen Ruffin and surance and educational Insurance based on serviceconnected disability, if apBaby Girl, Rt. 8, Benton, programs.
plicable.
Herbert P. Clark, Rt. 5, Paris,
from
Six months after release
-Within one year, apply to VA
Tn., David R. Parks, P. 0. Bx the military, veterans receive a
Homo of Better Values
132, Murray, Miss Lori A. follow-up VA letter, again for dental care.
-As soon as possible, apply to
Brandon, Hazel Rd., Murray, reviewing the veterans' benefits
for Over 57 Year/.
Ralph W. Ray, 1502 London, timetable. Particular emphasis VA for GI education or training,
Murray, Mrs. Stella C. Henry, is given to those benefits which which must be completed within
320 Irvan St., Murray, Trellis require application within a 10 years of separation from
military service.
Seaford (expired), 1010 Story, year of separation.
There are no time limits for
Flying°
Murray.
The benefits timetable inveterans to:
-Apply far GI loan guaranty to
SAVE
build or improve a home.
;9.96
-File claim with VA for
cnoce"1
compensation for service
tobe
START TODAY! connected disabilities or
4999
disease, or apply for hospital
•
care.
-Seek assistance from local
state employment offices in
finding work or entering Labor
Department lob-training
programs.

6350
Ilion,
for
Per

1976
illion
the
per
d out
posed

Should Be
Expected By Military Veterans

mind he saw that old lantern
light going back and fourth and
around my back. He told me it
was so plain that he turned back
way before he came to the dropoff"
The woman, like a number of
others with similar experiences, said, "They're
around to help-a tailynot to
hurt"
Still, there are some who have
no sympathy for those who
rattle chains, knock on walls
and open doors. In Lewis
County in 1895, an old house
couldn't keep its renters for
long.
On March 31 that year a D. H.
Lytle had rented the house and
moved in. No one had told him
he and his wife might not stay
long. They remained less than a
week. Every night between 11
and midnight, he explained, he
and his wife were visited by a
misty form that seemed to
appear silently as though
floating. The shadowy figure
would stand beside their bed
and beckon for them to follow.
The figure stayed by the bed

IY

until the two would follow it to a
small attic door. The figure then
went through the door and at
this point the entire house would
shake and the rooms would fill
with unearthly cries and moans,
as through being tormented
beyond endurance.
Neighbors said Lytle was an
honored, respected citizen and
everyone who heard him
describe the wraith and the
wailings believed him. They
also understood why he and his
wife left the house on the
seventh day to find other
quarters.
So, any evening when the air
is cold and everyone is huddled
around a warm fire, lend an ear
when old Aunt Cerilda pulls her
shawl tighter around her
shoulders and starts, "There
was this time I recollect when I
was a girl and this funny-acting
man wearing a long black cape
came to our house. Oh, and was
he scary lookin'..."
Be a child and take notes, for
ghost stories are a real part of
Halloiveen in the Kentucky
hills.„.
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Lose
This Week

Earth is about
age of moon

5.4
4,t
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with the most powerful reducing aid ever released
for public use without a PRESCRIPTION.

4

even 11
20
weight losses of 7
Just take • tiny Hungrex tablet before
pounds in a short while So if you re third
. and banish those hated extra
meals
elreally
want
and
of hall-way measures
Peunda as you banish hunger, Suppresses
send for
teeth* kelp in reducing
hunger pangs so effectively, it actually
amaze
simply
will
Hungrex
Nungrex today
limits the ability of your body to produce
you, YOu'll be slimmer
gnawing hunge• sensations! Result" You
next week or your
down goes your
don't feel hungry
Toney back No
and your weight
calorie intake
prescription
thousands now lose weight who never
needed
report remarkable
thought they could
Allegheny Pharmacal Corp
126
•Sit CO.

2 bil/
The earth is at least 41
lion years old, according to
recent estimates.
The moon is estimated to be
about the same age. Each of
the estimates is based partly
on studies of rocks.
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GIVE-A-SHOW PROJECTOR. Protects exciting giant
sine, living color pictures on wall or any surface. Complete with 12 color shows (112 color pictures). Bons. not
n 3.77
.4-

20-in. Scorpion Racer
has strong 3-bar frame, safety -reflective package, blue denim polo

Reg. 59.911

LAYAWAY
NOW!

seat. Rust resistant chrome tenders
II a
Girl's 20-in. Scorpion Bike
49.99
si
_
(

SAVE
$2.96

Flying°

Your
Choke
77

1199

tavets$3

HUNGREX*

12.in, soft cuddly
dolls. Assorted
dresses and
hair styles to
choose from '2 *0 •

FERDINAND DIES
King Ferdinand of Naples
I died Sept. 20, 1497.

.

'SEE 'N SAY.' Farmer Says
& Bee Says talking toys heip
little ones learn names and
sounds of familiar objects:

Animals, pictures, olphobet,
etc. Push-button dial points
to object selected. '2 3/3 u a

6

•

ea

GIANT STEEL DUMP TRUCK.
to
ride! Deep grooved tires,
easy action dump body. rt tat

18'h -in. long—big enough

LAYAWAY ROW!

plate,
14.95 10-in. Trike hot tubular frame, step
metal soot
ball-bearing front wheel with fender and
6$ '503

Reg.

Flying0

SALE PRICE

787

"CHIEF WAGON" Big
2-in.
/
Coaster fun; 241
bed,6-in. wheels. ,s 771 I

Serve the

Uncola-

own soda fountain. Drip-free
Four glasses included. 12 705

flying 0 28" Jet
Wagon les n? 7:
12.68

Battery operated "st•orn" locomotive
goes forward, reverses. Side rods
Botts. not intl. 77 74k7 2

from your very
valve.

OPIONEER
e1073
1

PIONEER P-20 Chain
PIQNEEI

P-23

.....,-..„.

FREE Carrying Case Included!

"
Yource 10
Choi
*a

Saw w/Cese

(45.1.51 Vol
Chain Sow

.....
w/Cs.se

169.95
A. DWELL-TACH TESTER. For all
4, 6, or 8 cylinder engines. Aids

111.95

01511.52 670.

Use
Masco
Credit!

B. 0-11000 RPM TACH.
Track and monitor your
tun•-up job. For all 8-cyl.
- I cars. Solid State with
-0)
illuminated dial. iir 1

'
1499
EASY STARTING Chain So., Big 3.11 c.i. en pine. 14-inch guide bar and anti-kick safety
chain. Automatic oiling and compression release. Easily rips a 28 in log Asa,

in smooth engine performance.
6 or 12 volt.

SAVE
10.00

Village
Blacksmith
4

EVERY
FRIDAY NIGHT

Reg 1188
$54.95

ELECTRIC CHAIN SAW with Automatic
Oregon chain and bar. 10"
spiket,...s:9)
blade, 20" cut Heavy-duty bucking

Oiler, Famous

RESTAURANTS

C. AUTO VACUUM CLEANER. Clean interior of car, boot
Or truck in O jiffy Plugs into cigarette lighter socket. Pow.
,
erfui motor--mode in USA. I 'so

Stores Throughout the South and
Sale Pricers Good at Over 600

OTAStO

6 1411011.•Thers.
Fri. L Sgt.

911

T99

Bel -Air Shopping Center

Southwest

5 10/30-.1

Prices Good Thru
Saturday Only

Vs!
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Department Of Parks Receives World War II Vets Still Make Up Nearly Half Total
$774,400 Check For Projects
N o,
KtEyn.A) providing jobs and encouraging
BveUi K Hnt
Kentucky's Department of private support industries to
Parka has received $774,400 locate in the vicinity of the park.
from the U.S. Economie--The funds presented to Montgomery by EDA Southeastern
-De
Authority
for capital improvements to Representative Charles Oxley
-Ittuckhorn Lake State Resort are to reimburse the parks
department for money already
Park near Hazard.
According to Parks Com- spent to complete the project,
The Kentucky Department of
missioner Bruce Montgomery,
this money provides 80 per cent Parks has participated in the
of the total $1,017,783.93 that will EDA funding project since 1967.
be used to construct a 12-room EDA .funds are no longer
addition to the lodge, two em- available for park development
ploye residences, a personnel activities and the money for the
dorm and 60 additional open Buckhorn project is the last
slips at the marina, as well as program in which the state
development of the picnic, participated.
Eight other parks in Kenparking and camping areas.
Recreational facilities, a utility
system and landscaping were
also included.
The money administered by
the EDA was part of a program
designed to stimulate the
economy of an area by

tucky have received EDA funds
since 1967. They are: Greenbo
Lake State Resort Park, Carter
Caves State Resort Park, Lake
Barkley State Resort Park,
Lake Cumberland State ftesort
Park, Rough River Dam State
Resort Park, Jenny Wiley State
Resort Park, Pine Mountain
State Resort Park and Kingdom
Come State Park.

FUEL ALLOCATED
The administration announced a mandatory supply
allocation program for propane fuel on Oct. 2, 1973.

Safety Urged On
Halloween Holiday

Each year on Halloween,
many children suffer from auto
accidents, fire injuries, falls,
poisoned treats and other unnecessary miseries. And
homeowners are besieged with
more than ghosts and clowns
knocking on their door —
property damage and lawsuits
are becoming very real
"horrors" of Halloween.
Thomas Snyder, a home
safety expert with a major
insurance company claims that
much can be done to reduce the
anxiety of the parents and the
frustration of the homeowner —
yet not spoil the children's
Halloween festivities.
"Many communities are
eliminating the traditional
trick-or-treat rounds," Snyder
comments. "Instead, they are
providing one big Halloween
party for the neighborhood, or
separate parties at each of the
schools during the same hours
normally designated for trickor-treating," he continued.
If your conununity permits
the children to go door-to-door
on Halloween, Snyder offers
these suggestions to parents
and homeowners:
.

be flame retardant. Make or
buy the costume large enough to
permit wearing a sweater or
10-23-75
jacket underneath, if needed. A
• Adults 128
child wearing his or her -everyNursery 6
day" shoes will be more
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
comfortable and less likely to
DISMISSALS
stumble or fall than when
Alan T. Camp, 1507 Glendale
wearing "costume" shoes.
Rd., Murray, Mrs. Marjorie H.
Toy weapons, or other
Wagoner, Route 5, Box 2989
costume parts, should be made
Murray, Mrs. Helen Perry,
of cardboard to avoid injury.
Route 1 Mayfield, Mrs. Martha
The costume itself needs to be
Lents, 202 East 14th St., Benton,
made of a light colored material
Kent Beckman, 239 S. Friendso it is easily visible to
ship Rd., Paducah, Miss
motorists. Reflective tape
Virginia Hudgins, 215 Jean St.,
strips on the costume and the
Paris, Tenn., E. B. Fennel,
"treat bag" also make the child
Almo, Derma L. Whitson, Route
more visible. Carrying a
2 Dover, Tenn., R. C. Scott,
flashlight or battery-operated
.ete 7 Murray, We_ •Pesti
lantern that is on at all times is
Rutherford, Route 4 Murray,
highly recommended.
Larry G. Robinson, Route 6
Snyder urges parents to use
Murray, Gus D. Yarbrough,
makeup or water paint on their
Route 5, Murray, Master Jay B.
children in lieu of masks. Most
Howell, 1607 Locust Dr.,
masks impair breathing and
Murray, Mrs. Anna Owen,
visibility, which is not only
Route 1, Mayfield, Miss Jendangerous but also unnifer Jones, Route 3, Benton,
comfortable for the child.
Marie I. Bucy, New Concord,
A parent should accompany
Hontus S. Banks, 620 Ellis cr.,
the child on the trick-or-treat
Murray, Naomi Creech, Route
rounds or several parents
1, Water Valley, Robert Adams,
should be stationed on each
Route 1 Farmington, Mrs. Lois
block watching all the children.
Brewer,Route 1 Kirksey, Nettie
If the parent is not with the
Clark, Box 27, Hazel, Mrs.
child, a group of children (no
The Parents
Lorena Parks, Route 1 Murray,
Be certain your child's more than four or five) should
Floyd Berry, 1212 East Wood costume does not restrict go together during daylight
St., Pans, Tenn., Mrs. Belva L. motility or is not so long the hours, staying in their own
Dill (expired), 50'7 Vine St., child trips on it. The entire neighborhood. Venturing halfMurray.
costume, including wigs, should way across town —especially
after dark — only invites
problems and causes additional
worries for the parents, the
CNA Insurance spokesman
points out.
Tell the children not to go into
any home, even if they are
invited in by the homeowner.
Snyder advises parents to
instruct their youngsters not to
eat any of the treats until they
get home and all items are
thoroughly checked. Dispose of
anything that looks or smells
suspicious or spoiled, or which
has a broken factory-sealed
wrapper. Wash all fruit and cut
it into small pieces to make
certain nothing has been placed
inside.
The Homeowner
There are also certain
precautions for homeowners
even if they themselves do not
have young children out trickor-treating.
Prior to the arrival of the first
little goblin or witch, make
certain that all walks, steps,
porches, driveways, etc. are
well-lit and free of obstacles
which could cause tripping and
falling accidents.
Greet the children at the front
door but do not invite them to
come into the house.
91C430ON Series
"If you own a pet," Snyder
says, "have it tied securely or
keep it in a room away from the
Was
front door. All the strange
S41 45
with trade-in
activity and constant doorbell
ringing can excite the animal to
the point of biting one of the
children."
Tough polypropylene case is thinner than
Do not use an open flame with
decorations — such as a candle
rubber case to accommodate more powerin a jack-o-lantern — especially
producing lead and acid. Straight-thruwhere the young trick-orthe-parti tion cell connectors deliver power
treaters may accidentally
knock it over.
directly to battery terminals.
The homeowner needs to be
just as concerned about giving
Full DO-Day Warranty on Battery
out treats as the parents are
If battery proves defective due to electrical failure and will not
hold • charge, we will, upon return, replace it free of charge
about the treats their children
within 90 days of purchase
recieve, according to Snyder
'1
Limited Warranty
Distribute only factory-sealed
After 90 4ys, upon return, we will replace the defective bat
products and do not use any,that
tory with al new battery charging only for the period of owner
is left over from last skew.
ship Your monthly charge will be computed by dividing the
current Sling price at the time of return, Is triode-in, by the
Homemade treats should' be
number of months designated
wrapped and your name and
address clearly marked so the
parents know who gave It. to
their child.
Snyder cautions that it is a
PRICE EXPIRES NOVEMBER 1, 1975
good idea to be home on
— • *id'j rstalti MN.
• Delivery WI WW1^ +the
Hallaween night. No naattet
what the reason, leaving an
empty house is just asking for
soaped windows, trampled
1531310
tiarteastag wars
coethside Shown Center
shrubs or, conceivably, much
worse.

Hospital Report

Thirty years after the end of during World War II still con- million World War
II veterans was spent during the first 200. The last veteran of the War of
World War H—and despite two stitute well over a third of the solve their housing
needs. This
He points out that VA's 1812 died in 1905 and the last
wars since that time—men and 49.5 million Americans who benefit is still available
to those budget is now at the $18 billion a dependent of a veteran of that
women of that granddaddy of have borne arms at any time who served in World
War II, as year level and.that the number war died after the end of World
all armed conflicts still com- since the first action by the well as later conflicts.
of living veterans is the largest War II, in 1946.
prise 46 per cent of America's Minutemen.
Some 3.6 million men and in history.
The last Mexican War
_
veteran population of 29.5
Living World War II veterans women of World War II and
The large number of World veteran died in 1929 and the last
the
million.
are 30 percent of that total.
period irnmedr following War II veterans will be needing dependent died as man moved
World War II came ID AD end. __The_ way World War II has still carry
ilk insurance more and more medical and into Vietnam in 1962.
Sepember 2, 1945, when the overshadowed all other- wars --po'lleles-iiiiied
The last Union veteran died
-w-htle they were financial help as they grow
formal surrender- was signed eln be shown in-the magnitude'--in service.
Face value of the older,he says,as will the
after the end of the Korean
nearly
aboard the USS Missouri, 2"2 of the tragedy it brought to policies is
more than $34 billion. five million Korean Conflict Conflict, in 1956, and the last
weeks after hostilities had America, as well as in the
VA estimates that services veterans who
are only a few Confederate veteran died in
ceased.
number of participants. Major and payments to World War
1959.
'
II
years
younger.
Veterans Administration battles were fought on three veterans
have cost more than
And today, 110 years after the
Readjustm
ent
help
for
the
7.5
records
show
13,586,090 continents and in oceans around $113 billion. This is twice
the million Vietnam era veterans end of the Civil War, there are
veterans are still alive out of the the world, and American battle cost of
help for veterans of will continue for a
few more still some 380 widows and
16,535,000 who saw service at deaths were nearly 2ka times World
War I, a conflict that has years and service
will
continue children of veterans from that
some time between September the combined totals of those in been
over for 57 years and is the for the nearly one
million World war on VA's pension rolls.
16, 1940, and July 25, 1947, the Wong I, Korea and
Vietnam, second costliest war in terms of War 11 veterans
still surviving.
period on which eligibility for which were narrowly restricted
veterans' benefits.
Roudebush says that those
most World War II benefits is geographically by compariso
The World War II figure is 47 who call veterans'
n.
benefits a
based. More than 406,000 died
World War II veterans were per cent of the total
PIGSKIN FOR PEOPLE
that has part of the cost of war are
while still in uniform.
the first to benefit from training been spent by
CHICAGO (AP) — Pigskin
VA and seeing only part of the picture.
More than 3,230,000 World and housing programs to make
predecessor agencies for
"The cost of helping veterans may soon be as popular in hosWar II veterans receive help readjustment to civilian
pitals as it is
life veterans programs since the is also part
of the cost of having field. Prairie on the football
from VA for disabilities, 58 per easier and to help veterans
Fanner magazine
Nation was founded.
a
free,
fair
and
decent
cent of all veterans to whom VA establish careers and
society, reports that a burn treatment
start
That figure is now ap- one that recognizes
the con- center in Arizona is processing
makes disability payments. Of family life.
proximately $240 billion. VA tributions of its
citizens and fresh pigskins into topical
this number, 1,306,000 have
These programs have since expenditures this year will
push assists them when they have dressings for burn victims.
disabilities resulting from been made available to Korean the total
It
well past the quarter of sacrificed for the
common says interest in pigskin as a
military service.
Conflict and Vietnam war a trillion dollar mark
before the good," according to Roudebush. biologic dressing was stimuThe massive manpower needs veterans.
Bicentennial is reached next
VA projects that there will lated by its ready availability
of World War II resulted in
Slightly more than fifty per summer.
still
be 4,362,000 World War II and similarity to human skin.
more than twice as many men cent of the 15,440,000 eligible
To date, some 200,000 square
Administrator of Veterans veterans living at the
beginning feet of
being in uniform at one time World War II veterans used the Affairs
pigskin dressings have
Richard L. Roudebush of the 21st century.
Assistance been applied to
than had served durieg the right to GI Bill training, with has
some 40,000
cited this fact several times for those who served
in World burn victims, with excellent
previous 170 years of American 2,300,000 enrolling in college. in
rerecent speeches to national War II and their
dependent
history.
s
will
sults. The skin, used as a temAll GI Bill training for World veterans' conventions and
has
go
on
past the middle of the next porary dressing, decreases
Even after the huge call-ups War II service ended in 1956.
noted that VA will probably be
for the conflicts in Korea and
GI home loans worth more called on to spend as much century, however, if the history pain, limits bacterial growth
of other wars is a good in- and facilitates movement of
Vietnam, those who served than $45.4 billion have helped 5.7 during
the next 12 to 15 years as dicator.
joints.
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e17C on MaxwellHouseCoffee
and make Cora's pumpkin Pie
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"My Pumpkin Pie — thick 'n spicy.
Thinking about it makes my mouth water.
Why,my Pumpkin Pie's so good,friends
come from miles around for a taste.
You just try it.
"And make sure the coffee you drink
with it measures up. I only sell one kind
— Maxwell House. I think it tastes best!'
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DIEHARD BATTERY
Warranted 5 Years
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$3

Sears Sears Catalog Sales Office

112.6lia

CORNS MAPLE
PUMPKIN PIE
'4 cup LOG CABIN'Syrup
c-up firmly packed brown
sugar
'
12 teaspoon salt
teaspoon cinnamon
'4 teaspoon allspice
1,2 teaspoon nutmeg
3 eggs,beaten

°General Foods Corporsoon 1975

MEM
STORE COUPON

SAVE 17c

1 can (16 oz.) pumpkin'
1 W.cups evaporated milk
1 unbaked 9-inch pie shell
44 cup heavy cream
1 tablespoon LOG CABIN*
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Add 54 cup syrup, the SUgar,sak,and spices to eggs:blend
well. Stir in pumpkin and evaporated milk. Pour into pie
shell. Bake at rISO° tot IS minutes;then reduce WrswPer!nire to 300° and bake ZS to gg minutes longer, or until

knife in-serred. rinch TrOm'eifte comes out clean. Coo},
Just before serving, whip the cream iust until soft peaks
will form. Bet in tablespoon syrup and the rum. Spoon

onto wedges of pie.

Mu

when you buy any size
can or bag of Maxwell House* or
Maxwell House Electra-Perka Coffee.

Syrup
rum (optional)
2 teaspoons'Alemasb
ed
.°`
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Call Sears today for a battery
to fit your car
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GENERAL FOODS CORPORATION
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Take the Family and Go Saving a

WKMS To
Broadcast
NPR Series
WKMS-FM, the public radio
voice of
Murray State
University, will broadcast a
National Public Radio (NPR)
series of 26 weekly half-hour
programs entitled "The Best of
the Goons."
To air at 5 p. in. on Sundays
beginning Nov. 9, the series
described as "total insanity" is
a revival of the BBC's "The
Goon Show," which left radio in
1960 after 10 years of
programming that headlined
such stars at Peter Sellers,
Spike Milligan and Harry
Secombe.

,October 29, 197$

Take the Family and Go Saving a

Take the Family and Go Saving at
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Coupon Good

Oct. 21 Alec 1
100% soft spun cotton

Men's Fnit of the Loom
ATHLETIC CREW SOCKS
Iraclopos
—
d1 Pairs men's
--40011.- sett spun cotton
Fnit 424 the Loom• athletic
Crew socks White on/y

Hours
Mon.-Thur. - 9-9
Fri.-Sat. - 9-10
Sun. 12:30-6

AI coupes prices are geed with this copse only.

x 11%
100%

ARM IN ARM
DEODORANT

CANDY BARS

Polypropylene
8-0z.(net WI.) Hazel Nut, Fruit and
Nut, Almond, or Milk Chocolate
candy brs by awitiiiry

8-oz (net wt) cans of Arm in Arm

deodorant with baking soda.
aeodorant protection wtthout hereh chemicals Lightly scented

.
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/
4-ft. x 1 1Y,-ft 100%
polypropylene, cut 'pile rugs
for indoor and outdoor use.
Non-skid, rubber backing for
safety. Lovely selection of
colors from which to choose.

I

Economical 6-roll
packages ...

reme inse an
Conditioner BONUS wit;
Shampoo purchase .. .

TEDDY BEAR
TOILET TISSUE
ROSES

2 PLY

PRICE
T IS

21-R. Oz. Texize

PINK LOTION

GLASS PLUS

990

Eillt111 BORN
TWIN PAK

32-n. Ox. Texize

Economical 8-roil packages of grpty
facial quality Teddy Bear toilet tissue
in white or colors. 33d. 4'4x414-111.
sheets per roll

Removes frost, ice,
and snow for clear
winter vision . . .
letraMir
STAPLE FOM
Tropwcal FW

FISH FOOD

Girl's
Pre-Washed

14-oz (net WI) Prestone De-icer
with rugged scraper top for car
windows,locks and wipers

65% Polyester 35% Cotton

Toddler Boys Pants

Prewashed for
That wornLook

with elastic waistband
Sizes 2-4 in

Prints or Solids

Reg. $1.99
18-8 oz Prestone• concentrated
windshield washer anti-freeze and
Owner Defrosts. de-ices, and

Means.

Aquarium heater with finger•
tip controlled thermostat
Pilot light visible from front of
,
• ;

( imilar to Illustration)

In endorsing the congress and
its selection of the City of
Brotherly Love as its site Aug.
1-8, 1976, Pope Paul indicated
that he hoped to he in Philadelphia for the event

g
?,
ci

70

EASTFIELD

22
Caliber

(similar to

Alestrirties

MARLIN
Ladies'First Quality .
HOURLY 2.77
Plastic planters that may be used
indoors or outdoors Choose from
architectural planters, fluted ritfaritors colonade planters, or bean
pot planters

199

with Scope

IOJEE-HrS
"Asr
2E4ic
PRICE

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

Suntan, Beigelone and Coffee
colors. One size fits 5' II.

ROSE'S EMPLOYEE'S WILL BE DRESSED IN
ODD COSTUMES FRI., OCT. 31
This is the greatest govern
mental system in the world
Our press has helped to make
it so I am not here lust to but
ter up the press I do not think it
is perfect But, it is the best
press in the world and it is
sictiniro_ fine lob. It isart inte:"ZT our democracy"
gm,'port.
- So sold o frequent critic of the
Pets, former President Tru
mon.

JEANS
$600
1

Pants that need
no ironing. Worm
8 comfortable wearing

POPE MAY VISIT US.
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — If
Pope Paul VI attends the 41st
International Eucharistic Congress here in 1976, it will be his
first official visit as Pope to
this country. He visited New
York in 1965 but it was an official visit to the United Nations,
which is international territory.

7c

100

For indoor and
outdoor use ...

WKMS-FM,at 91.3 on the FM
dial, is one of 179 af:diate NPR
stations in the only nationwide
non-commercial network. With
a power of 13,000 watts, the
Murray State station broadcasts to a potential audience of
three-quarters of a million
people within a 75-mile radius of
Murray.

It is expected the Pope will
favorably respond by coming,"
says the Rev.. Walter J. Conway,,executive secretary of the
congress. It depends primarily
on his health at the time."
Pope Paul is 77 and suffers
from arthritis.
.4 He- attended two other Eucharistic Congresses as Pope —
one in Bombay. India, in 1964,
the other in Ilogotas..Colombia,
in 1968. But he did not go to the
last one in Melbourne, Australia, in 1973.

0

SAVE EXTRA WITH THIS COUPON

Central Shopping Center

Pure radio slapstick, "The
Goon Show" used every device
in radio sound known to the
business, along with a few new
ones invented for that program.
Characters created by Sellers,
Milligan and Secombe became
well-known fixtures and were
greeted by BBC studio
audiences with boos, hisses,
hysterical applause, and
exaggerated groans as they
stepped to the microphone each
week.
The circumstances in which
these redoubtable characters
found themselves each week
defy duplication: the relocation
of Napoleon's old piano from
one room to another — one room
in France, the other in
England; the search for
Rommel's treasure, buried 10
feet above the ground; a loose
adoptation of Fred Hilton's
immortal "Lost Horizontally";
and the scaling of Mount
Everest, from the inside.
Music,too, was a regular part
- of each "Goon Show." In the
true British vaudevillian
tradition, musical interludes
were freely spinkled throughout
the plots. The Ray Ellington
Quartet, Wally Scott's Orchestra, or harmonica virtuoso
Max Geldray would bring the
plot to a screeching halt to *.
swing into interpretations of
such favorites as "Ain't
'or "Charrnaine"
Misbehavin"
When the music came to its
logical conclusion, the plot
would resume, carrying itself to
its illogical conclusion (the
Goons' own definition of
"Goonisrn").

Rests

Take the Family and Go Saving a

Take the Family and Go Saving a
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Prices Good
Oct. 29
Thro
Nov. 4th
Vo

Chicken Part Sale

Cid Up
hd

Big Quart

Split Breast
Pully Bones
Legs
Thighs
Wings

Fryers

Cokes
31 oz.
Bottles
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Best of

Fryer

Limit 5 with $1.50 Add. Pur.
Excluding lob. & Dairy Produds.
Plus Deposit

"FRIENDLY GIANT"

Jul

Limit 2 Please
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*We Reserve Right To Limit
*Open 7 Days Per Week

'8.1-Air Shopping Center
*Murray, Kentucky

Libby s

oo Bologna

Pumpkin

Root Beer

Joan of Ark

Betty Crocker

Cake Mix

%hod
thuck Roast
Shoulder Roast

Baby Beef Sale
69,, Rib Steak
89C

loss I

89C
49C ,

Rump Roast
Boiling Beef

3

Applesauce

$100

Creamer

16 or Jar

Tomato Juice

Westerner

Bacon

t4
a

One
Pound
Pkg.

46 oz.
Can

This Week's Winner
Asher Farris
Card Not Punched

Del Monte

Red or Golden Delicious

Supreme
Pure Vegetable

\ Apples

Margarine
2 or. Can
/
61

•

C Bacon Ends & Slices

Lynn Grove
Grade A Large

Stokley

Sirloin Steak
Round Steak
1-Bone Steak
Short Ribs

Frosty Morn 3 lb.

Omen of Scot Coffee

Mussellmann s

4.16,

1 lb.
Quarters

